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Abstract
This work explores the role that ideas about Africa played in the development of a
specifically American identity among free blacks in the United States, from the early nineteenth
century to the Civil War. Previous studies of the writings of free blacks in the Revolutionary
period, and of the American Colonization Society (ACS), which was devoted to removing them
back to an African homeland, have suggested that black discussions of Africa virtually
disappeared after 1816, when the colonization movement began. However, as this work
illustrates, the letters, books, newspapers, and organizational records produced by free blacks in
the antebellum era tell a different story. The narrative of the ancestral homeland free blacks
created in the late eighteenth century, when the Atlantic slave trade still supplied slaves to the
United States, was one that emphasized the connections between Africa and its scattered
descendants throughout the Americas. After the establishment of the ACS in 1816 free blacks’
dialogue related to the land of their ancestors did not disappear, but it did change dramatically.
As this study reveals, the overarching impact of colonization, racial pseudo-science, and racism
generally in the antebellum period, made Africa a subject that free black leaders and writers
could not avoid. They had to talk about it. Paradoxically, they found that they needed to
validate Africa, even as they rejected it. Free black Americans found themselves faced with the
tasks, ultimately, of legitimizing their African origins, even as they spurned the idea of Africa as
home.

ii

Chapter One

Introduction: Africa, the American Colonization Society, and Black Identity
in the Antebellum Era
This study began with the goal of exploring representations of Africa in the writings of free
black Americans, from the late-eighteenth to the mid-nineteenth century. Like many other
scholars before me, I recognized in the works of black authors from the 1780s up to around the
time of the War of 1812, a voluminous discourse centering upon Africa. That discussion
underwent a major disruption, beginning in 1816, with the emergence of the American
Colonization Society, or ACS, an organization devoted to the removal of free blacks to Africa.
Throughout the North, blacks stopped referring to themselves as Africans, instead asserting an
American identity that rejected the idea of Africa as their homeland. Precisely what happened to
the rich narrative of African identity previous generations of black writers had established, after
1816? A survey of the secondary literature revealed that historians disagreed on precisely how
to answer the question. Scholars that have explored the pan-African dimensions of early black
writing in the Atlantic world, the workings of the ACS, the various histories authored by free
black northerners in the antebellum period, as well as the subject of black nationalism, have all
offered different interpretations of just how, and when, a narrative of black identity evolved in
the United States.
This work traces ideas about Africa in the writings of free blacks in the North primarily
between 1808 and 1861. Africa stands out as a topic in the literary productions of black authors
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that draws the above-mentioned historiographical subjects together. Looking at the letters,
books, newspapers, and organizational records produced by free blacks, reveals that Africa
represented a site, or space in the narrative black writers produced about themselves, where the
ancestral homeland functioned as far more than a place to be redeemed by returning black
Christians in the late eighteenth century. Africa did not disappear in the narrative of black
identity formation after 1820, but rather took on a different role. Overwhelmingly, free blacks of
the era did not view the continent as a desirable spot to emigrate to, or to build a black republic.
Most free blacks rejected passionately any contemporary identification with Africa. Indeed, the
discourse of Africa free blacks produced was important not so much to the formation of a panAfricanist consciousness among a small minority, but the much more expansive narrative of a
majority, who laid claim to an American identity largely by rejecting the idea that they were
Africans.
Free black writers of the antebellum era employed stories about the greatness of an ancient
Africa to establish the equality of blacks on the scale of humanity with whites. They coupled
this equality with a rejection of the idea that in any contemporary sense they themselves were
Africans, in an effort to define themselves as black American citizens of the United States.
Another way of thinking about the discourse of Africa free blacks created in the decades leading
up to emancipation, is to grapple with the reality that when they claimed an American identity
they were doing far more than opposing colonization, claiming citizenship rights, and rejecting
emigration to Africa. Over and over again free blacks returned to a simple, indisputable fact,
which they argued established them as American citizens. For most of them, the United States
was the land of their birth, and this, they insisted, more than anything else, made America what
Africa could never be – home.
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Between the period of the American Revolution and the Civil War, black writers produced a
rich and complicated narrative about Africa. The foundations of this narrative of African
identity, as a number of scholars have shown, were developed in the late-eighteenth and earlynineteenth century, by black authors in both the United States and Great Britain, such as Phyllis
Wheatley, Olaudah Equiano, Prince Hall, and Paul Cuffe. The establishment of Sierra Leone in
the early 1790s, a British colony of free blacks on the western coast of Africa, and the ongoing
horrors of the slave trade itself, focused the attentions of black writers squarely on their ancestral
homeland. The result was an emerging pan-African consciousness among blacks throughout the
Atlantic world, a form of early nationalistic thought that linked them together not just as
descendants of Africa, but as victims of a common oppression. Of course, no such thing as an
“African” nation existed on the continent, and black writers were well aware of the vast array of
ethnic identities that made up the land Europeans named Africa. As James Sidbury explains, it
was only through the shared tragedies of Atlantic slavery that peoples “of various ethnic
backgrounds” first began to imagine and elaborate an “African” sense of identity. 1
Joanna Brooks and John Saillant delineate in the works of early black writers “two essential
modes of black thought about Africa.” The first described the ancestral homeland “as a place to
be redeemed through emigration, colonization, and proselytization by once-enslaved Christian
blacks.” Second, Africa was part of “a recollected group consciousness among the members of
the modern black diaspora.” The redemption of the continent from paganism by former slaves,
returning as a chosen people with the light of the Christian gospel, rested, as James T. Campbell
notes, upon “the idea that black people in the United States were no longer like other Africans,
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that they had graduated to a higher civil and religious status.” As a result of their transformation
into civilized Christians, some, like the wealthy black businessman and sea captain from
Massachusetts, Paul Cuffe, began to argue for missionary emigration to, and direct trade with
Africa. Historian Graham Russell Hodges describes the program as one of the “earliest
nationalist formulas for black self-help and autonomy.” Looking broadly at the processes of
black identity construction in this early period, Paul Gilroy conjures up the image of the ship,
which focuses “attention on the middle passage, on the various projects for redemptive return to
an African homeland,” and “on the circulation of ideas and activists as well as the movement of
key cultural and political artifacts,” such as books, letters, and newspapers, to all corners of the
black Atlantic world. 2
However, as historians have also shown, this narrative of African identity, that did so much to
draw connections between members of the diaspora and the ancestral homeland since the period
of the Revolution, faded rapidly beginning in the second decade of the nineteenth century.
Scholars have consistently traced this development to the efforts of one group, the collection of
northern and southern politicians, and Protestant clergy that joined to form the American
Colonization Society in 1816. The ACS has generated various readings from historians. Where
some have seen it as a fundamentally antislavery organization, others have viewed it as an entity
that protected slavery. As George Fredrickson argues, this question arises because
colonizationists consistently denied “any intention of interfering directly with the institution of

Joanna Brooks and John Saillant, Eds. “Face Zion Forward”: First Writers of the Black Atlantic, 1785-1798.
Boston: Northeastern University Press, 2002, 19; James T. Campbell. Middle Passages: African American Journeys
to Africa, 1787-2005. New York: The Penguin Press, 2006, 29; Graham Russell Hodges, Ed. The Black Loyalist
Directory: African Americans in Exile After the American Revolution. New York and London: Garland Publishing,
Inc., 1996, xxvii-xxviii; Paul Gilroy. The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness. Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1993, 4.
2
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slavery.” At the same time, they insisted black freedom had no future in America, that liberty
and equality could only be found in a return to Africa. 3
In the early 1960s, P.J. Staudenraus described the ACS as concerned with the threat that both
black freedom and slavery presented to the future social order of the country. One of the group’s
founders, the New Jersey Presbyterian minister, Robert Finley, insisted that the removal of free
blacks to Africa promoted the “general good” of society. Because of white racism, said Finley,
free blacks would never be permitted to rise in America. They were destined to remain a
permanently discontented lower class. But as Finley and many other northern colonization
supporters suggested, once the threat of social disorder was taken out of the equation, by the
gradual removal of free blacks, masters in the South would be more inclined to emancipation.
Both free blacks and slavery itself would slowly but consistently fade away as any real threat to a
white racial social order. Douglas R. Egerton, examining the society from the perspective of one
of its southern founding members, Charles Fenton Mercer, argues that for the Virginia politician,
the goal of African colonization was neither to help or hinder slavery, but to secure American
society from the lower class as a whole. 4
More recent studies of the ACS, at both the national and local level, define the colonization
movement as firmly antislavery in its orientation. Eric Burin, looking at northern and southern
members of the ACS, as well as their white and black opponents within the abolitionist ranks,
argues that “the colonization crusade often subverted proslavery interests,” and “tended to
undermine slavery.” He suggests that at the national level this was true because African
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colonization, although to a much more limited extent than the abolitionist movement, still kept
the question of slave emancipation in the South consistently in the public eye. This greatly
frustrated proslavery politicians and agitators, who wanted to keep any discussion of slavery out
of national politics. Beverly C. Tomek places colonization within the framework of
Pennsylvania, and argues that in the Keystone state it was “undoubtedly” part of the broader
antislavery movement. Some Pennsylvanians supported colonization “because they saw growing
white resistance to abolition and resentment of free blacks as evidence that emancipation alone
would never solve the country’s racial dilemma.” Others became colonizationists on more
strictly political grounds, as a result of their support for Henry Clay’s American System. This
group viewed slavery as an obstruction to the nation’s potential “industrial greatness.” As
Tomek explains, they did not fight against slavery out of sympathy for black people, but “they
opposed it nonetheless.” 5
Historians who have emphasized a proslavery reading of the ACS predominantly focus upon
the overwhelmingly negative reaction to it by free blacks in the North, who viewed any plan
organized by whites to remove them from the United States, away from their brothers and sisters
still held in bondage, as an attempt to bolster and strengthen, not weaken the institution of
slavery. Leonard I. Sweet has explained that free black opposition to the colonization movement
in the North in the antebellum period “did more to generate black solidarity and engender a sense
of identity among the black community than any other single issue.” James Sidbury adds that
free blacks became worried any public assertion of an “African” identity only reinforced the
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Society’s argument that Africa was “the natural home for black Americans.” As a result, “fewer
and fewer blacks referred to themselves as Africans.” In his recent work on the struggle of free
blacks against the ACS, Ousmane K. Power-Greene writes that the majority opposed
colonization because they viewed it as “one of the greatest obstacles to African Americans’
gaining citizenship in the United States.” He concludes that this long fight against the Society
ultimately worked to validate free blacks’ “faith in republican and democratic ideals, even in the
face of colonizationists’ systematic assault” on their push for equality. In short, the battle against
colonization resulted in the affirmation of a black American national identity. What is too often
overlooked, however, and what this study explores, is the extent to which this American identity
forged by free blacks, was not created simply in opposition to the idea of colonization. It was
also manufactured through a visceral rejection of the notion that blacks in the United States were
Africans. 6
The narrative of African identity established in the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth
century by free blacks did not die, or go underground with the advent of the ACS. The question
of slavery, or more appropriately, antislavery within northern black communities, connected the
discourse of African identity produced in the age of the Revolution and Early Republic, with the
writings about the ancestral homeland free blacks generated in the antebellum era. The extent to
which Africa became a subject of primary concern and focus, from the 1780s to the 1860s,
always turned upon the question of the continued existence of slavery. To illustrate the point,
this study begins not with the advent of the American Colonization Society, but with black
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speeches celebrating the end of the legal slave trade from Africa into the United States, starting
in 1808. Almost exclusively, black authors who wrote about Africa in the early period focused
upon the existence of the slave trade, and their works all centered in various ways on creating
sentiment against it.
Nearly a decade before the establishment of the ACS, the end of the legal traffic in slaves
across the Atlantic predicted a shift in the focus of black antislavery efforts, away from Africa,
and toward America, where slavery not only continued to exist, but to grow with the emergence
of a vast domestic slave trade. Scholars of the ACS have noted that free black opposition to
colonization was largely based on a belief that slavery would be strengthened, not weakened, by
their removal to Africa. Indeed, the kinship free blacks in the North felt with their still enslaved
brothers and sisters in the South, say ACS scholars, was one of the building blocks of a black
American identity. What is less clear in their studies, however, and what this work addresses
more precisely, is how the rejection of any contemporary identification with Africa, not just of
colonization itself by free blacks, worked to shape their sense of themselves as Americans.
To varying degrees, scholars who have explored black ethnological and historical literature in
the nineteenth century, have pointed to the ACS and its goal of removing free blacks to their
ancestral homeland, as a prime factor driving black writers to explore the relationship between
Africa and free blacks from the United States. Because of the colonization movement’s attacks
on black freedom as a threat to the social order, and its portrayal of free blacks as “degraded,” as
early as the 1820s, says Mia Bay, black and white writers were drawn into a discussion “on the
nature of racial differences.” Black leaders in the North recognized that white colonizationists
“did not consider them Americans.” Bay explains that as free blacks “affirmed their identity as
Americans,” they were simultaneously engaged in “a debate with white Americans about race
8

and identity, and the place of black people in American society, which ultimately led them to lay
out their thoughts on these subjects at length in ethnological literature and other writings.” 7
Part of what made the ACS so insidious to free black intellectuals was that its proponents
consistently described blacks as degraded and vicious, yet at the same time generally denied that
blacks were innately inferior to whites. Colonizationists frequently wrote about the greatness of
ancient Africa, and its place as the cradle of world civilization. If free blacks would consent to
return to their ancestral homeland, bringing with them the light of civilization and Christianity,
they could one day redeem the continent from savagery and paganism. ACS advocates argued
that it was precisely their situation in America, namely their inability to overcome the obstacles
presented by white prejudice that kept blacks in an inferior position. The “racial ideas and
assumptions” that lay behind this “complimentary language,” argues Bay, “made the ACS all the
more dangerous: it could not be ignored.” Pointing to the example of Samuel Cornish, who
edited Freedom’s Journal in the late 1820s, the nation’s first black newspaper, Bay notes how
the publication sought to educate the black public and defend blacks in general from white
charges of racial inferiority. Cornish presented in its columns “arguments on the color of
mankind at Creation, the genealogical descent of black people in the Bible, the ethnological
status of the Egyptians, and the influence of the environment on human variation.” 8
The appropriation of the African past by white colonizationists, specifically their paeans to its
ancient grandeur and subsequent fall from grace, meant to seduce free blacks into emigrating,
could not go unchallenged. As John Ernest has shown, black writers sought to increase their
readers’ understanding of a collective African past by producing their own revisionist works,
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dramatized in the form of “public responses to white characterizations of African history and
destiny.” While they confirmed the historical achievements of ancient Africa cited by
colonizationists, black authors pointed out that this was far from the majority view of most white
academics, suggesting that ACS supporters only employed it as a form of propaganda to
convince blacks to leave the United States. As proof, many noted that in their public speeches,
colonizationists rarely spoke about African history and accomplishments. Far more common
was the charge of black degradation and racial inferiority in America, and the supposed threat
that black freedom represented to an ordered society. As Ernest points out, black writers looked
to the greatness of the African past as a means of dismissing charges that blacks were naturally
inferior to whites, and to this extent, they identified with an African “heritage.” At the same
time, however, they rejected the idea of Africa as “home.” Free blacks claimed America as their
“mother country.” As Ernest elaborates, black intellectuals ultimately created “a permeable
understanding of black nationalism joined to a vision of biblical destiny.” Similar to white
historians like George Bancroft, in his classic History of the United States, black scholars looked
for evidence of an “unfolding providential design” in the records of the past. A “regular feature”
of black historical writing, says Ernest, focused upon the “competing claims of European and
African history for the foundations of civilization.” 9
Stephen G. Hall suggests that the existence of the colonization movement “forced a more
transparent discussion by black intellectuals of the African role in the development of Western as
well as American civilization.” The most common sources black writers turned to in
constructing their histories were the Bible and secular works from classical antiquity, along with
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a collection of eighteenth-century authors who still “read the classics in the original Greek and
Latin.” As Hall notes, the “more sophisticated use of these sources made its appearance in the
pages of the black press.” Black scholars of the antebellum period, as Laurie F. Maffly-Kipp
elaborates, were engaged in a project that involved far more than simply “recovering a lost set of
stories” about their ancestral homeland. As she explains, they “were defining a new community
by building stories that constituted a sense of belonging to something that preceded them and
would continue after their time.” Africa was crucial “as the primary site of origin and point of
reference,” because “there could be no ‘African Americans’…until there were people who
understood themselves as such through hearing and recounting stories about themselves.” The
task for black writers of the time, John Ernest concludes, was “to reconfigure the historical
problem of identity, shaping a community of scattered individuals” who claimed “America as the
place of their birth and Africa as the center of their consciousness.” 10
These studies, focused on the histories and genealogies of the race that free black writers
produced in the antebellum era, clearly delineate how these authors created a narrative of black
identity that drew upon specifically historical connections with ancient Africa. Employing the
Bible and works of classical antiquity, which described Africa as the cradle of world civilization,
allowed blacks to defend themselves from charges of racial inferiority in an American context,
and to define themselves as citizens not of Africa, but of the United States. As in the case of
historians who have looked at the opposition of free blacks to the ACS, however, these works
generally fail to fully explore the extent to which the building of a black American identity was
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fundamentally based upon a rejection of any affiliation with contemporary ideas of Africa. Too
frequently missed, is the objection by blacks in the United States to the notion that they could
any longer be described as Africans. To focus primarily upon the historical connections free
blacks drew between themselves, and the glories of a collective African past, is to give the
impression that the process of black identity construction in the antebellum era was more panAfricanist in orientation than, in fact, it really was.
Scholars focusing on the subject of black nationalism in the nineteenth-century United States
tend to read the period from the creation of the ACS, up to the crises of the 1850s, in
contradictory ways. For some, the years 1820 to 1850 mark a retreat from nationalistic thought,
as most free blacks in the North, opposed to the colonization movement, stopped looking to
Africa as a potential homeland. Numerous works define black nationalism narrowly in terms of
a separation mentality, characterized by a strong pan-African orientation and desire to establish,
primarily in Africa, an independent black nation and nationality, that emerged beginning in the
1850s. Kwame Anthony Appiah points to the example of Alexander Crummell, who served as a
missionary in Liberia for over twenty years. Crummell imagined Africa as “the home of the
Negro,” in the same way that “England was the home of the Anglo-Saxon, or Germany the home
of the Teuton.” Martin R. Delany is often described as the progenitor of modern black
nationalism. According to Floyd J. Miller, after considering various destinations from Canada,
to Haiti, and Central and South America in the early 1850s, at the end of the decade Delany also
settled upon Africa as the projected site for “a Black Nation flourishing outside the United
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States,” one capable of “incorporating or closely allying itself with other black peoples
throughout the world.” 11
Wilson Jeremiah Moses periodizes black nationalist thought. He recognizes a protonationalistic era in the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth century, as free blacks in both the
United States and Great Britain focused upon the slave trade. Concurrently, the establishment of
Sierra Leone in the 1790s drew their attention. They began to articulate for the first time a panAfrican identity that connected black peoples to one another throughout the Atlantic world.
Moses is careful to define Pan-Africanism as only a part of black nationalist thought, not fully
representative of what he calls “Classical Black Nationalism,” something he argues should
properly be understood by its manifestation in the 1850s. Its “essential feature,” he writes, is the
“goal of creating a black nation-state or empire with absolute control over a specific
geographical territory, and sufficient economic and military power to defend it.” Moses adds
religious, cultural, and specifically racial elements to his definition. He explains that the “major
proponents of classical black nationalism…invariably believed that the hand of God directed
their movement.” Figures like Delany and Crummell “had utopian visions of the society they
hoped to establish,” arming black nationalism with a “religious optimism” that “met the need for
psychological resistance to the slavery, colonialism, and racism imposed by Europeans and white
Americans.” 12
Another array of scholars, looking at the same time frame, from the late-eighteenth to midnineteenth-century, have argued a much different narrative of black nationalist thought.
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Recognizing the pan-Africanist ties that black writers and activists made in the early period
before the advent of the American Colonization Society, they point not to an absence of
nationalist sentiment between 1820 and 1850, but rather to the flowering of a specifically black
American nationalism over these years, for which the ACS served as a catalyst. In 1970, John H.
Bracey, Jr., August Meier, and Elliott Rudwick edited a collection of documents on the topic of
black nationalism, in which they sought to complicate the subject by describing no less than
eight different varieties of black nationalist thought. They explained further that “any number of
combinations” could be assumed by “any one individual.” Moreover, both nationalism and
elements of racial integrationism frequently were joined in the philosophy of black
“organizations, in theories, and in the minds of individual Negro Americans.” The editors
implicitly acknowledged the existence of a black American nationalism of long standing, when
they admitted that the purpose of their volume was to dispel the “generally held view that
integration and assimilation had an undisputed reign in the minds of black Americans.” Bracey,
Meier, and Rudwick concluded that what ties all forms of black nationalism together, finally, is
“the concept of racial solidarity.” This is “the simplest expression of racial feeling that can be
called a form of black nationalism,” they wrote. In this configuration, black nationalism reflects
a sentiment animated by “no ideological or programmatic implications beyond the desire that
black people organize themselves on the basis of their common color and oppressed condition to
move in some way to alleviate their situation.” 13
Eddie S. Glaude, Jr., influenced very much by this basic definition of black nationalism,
argues that the language of black Christianity, specifically in its interpretation of the Exodus
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story, served as the conceptual framework of a “black national identity.” Significantly, he places
what he calls the emergence of “nation language” among blacks, not in the 1850s, but in the
1830s and 1840s. Glaude disagrees both with Wilson Jeremiah Moses’ periodization of black
nationalist thought, and his attribution of a biologically deterministic racialism to “classic black
nationalism.” Glaude refers to blacks’ use of the Exodus story in the early nineteenth century as
a “metaphor,” one that worked toward a “particular style of imagining the nation” that centered
first upon “the common social heritage of slavery and the insult of discrimination,” and second,
on “the psychical and physical violence of white supremacy in the United States.” Finally, the
metaphor of the Exodus narrative captures the evolution of “nation language” into what Glaude
describes as “a set of responses on the part of a people acting for themselves to alleviate their
condition.” Free black writers’ “idea of nation was not conceived in terms of geographical
territory or the creation of an independent nation-state,” nor was it “predicated on a biological
conception of race,” Glaude explains. Instead, black nationalism emerged beginning in the
1830s as an expression of “the distinctiveness of the oppressed condition of African Americans.”
Nation language “did not extend beyond the social and political relations that gave it meaning,”
operating as a form of solidarity “necessary to confront the realities of race in the United States.”
In Glaude’s definition, black nationalism is best understood as “a tradition of racial advocacy”
that “chooses America.” 14
John Wood Sweet also emphasizes a specifically American notion of black nationalism in the
decades immediately following the creation of the ACS, and well before 1850. He describes the
“conflict over the Colonization Society” between white and black northerners, as a product of
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“the convergence of longstanding struggles over race and nationhood.” In the wake of northern
emancipation in the early nineteenth century, and in the face of a growing free black population
that by the 1820s was showing signs of “increasing institutional autonomy,” whites in the North
“became increasingly rigid about white preeminence.” Indeed, notes Sweet, black institutions
like the church and mutual aid societies led to “more direct claims” on the part of free blacks “for
equal rights and recognition as members of the American body politic.” The antebellum period,
he concludes, can largely be understood in terms of a battle between blacks and whites over the
meaning of American nationalism. 15
Scholars who have emphasized a pan-Africanist perspective, or separatist motivations, as the
only real expressions of black nationalist thought in the United States, make a mistake in
dismissing the narrative of black American identity construction in the antebellum era. Their
works effectively ignore what was by far the preeminent form of black nationalism in the period.
In one important, indeed crucial way, black writers’ identification of themselves as Americans
did not represent a choice.
In the decades leading up to the Civil War, as free black authors set about the work of
defining their people as American, they consistently made their rejection of the ACS’s African
colonization movement part of the discussion. But the main idea that they returned to time after
time, was the fact that America was the land of their birth. The simplest but most crucial thing
that connected them to the nation, and which established them as Americans, was this one
indisputable fact. The United States was home in a way that Africa never could be. Perhaps a
more precise way of understanding the language of black nationalism in the antebellum period, is
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to grapple with the reality that free black writers themselves described. As they expressed it, the
American part of their identity was just as central to their sense of being, as the fact that they
were black, and in this critical regard, for the vast majority born in the country, defining
themselves as black Americans did not represent a choice. It was such an inescapable part of
who they were as a people that they could not shake it, even, as it proved, when they did go to
Africa.
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Chapter Two

The Challenge of Colonization: Africa vs. America in the Making of a
Black Identity in the North, 1808-1829
In 1808, the legal end of the slave trade from Africa to the United States sparked a series of
orations on the part of free black leaders and ministers that would continue annually for nearly a
decade throughout the North. In these speeches, they paid homage to many of the foundational
ideas that, in the preceding decades, had served as the building blocks for a rich narrative of their
ancestral homeland. By the early nineteenth century, these notions had become staples of black
thought about Africa. Absalom Jones, one of the first ordained black ministers in America,
addressed the congregation at St. Thomas’s African Episcopal Church in Philadelphia on New
Year’s Day, 1808. He informed his parishioners that “the nations from which most of us have
descended, and the country in which some of us were born, have been visited by the tender
mercy of the Common Father of the human race.” The official outlawing of the slave trade from
Africa generated fresh speculation on why, as Jones asked, God “should have permitted the
transportation of so many millions of our fellow creatures to this country, to endure all the
miseries of slavery.” Perhaps, he said, the divine plan “was that a knowledge of the gospel might
be acquired by their descendants, in order that they might become qualified to be the messengers
of it, to the land of their fathers.” These messengers of the gospel, as a chosen people, could
bring to the natives of Africa the “gracious promise” of God’s “everlasting covenant,” helping to
destroy “all the false religions which now prevail among them.” At the close of his address,
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Jones called upon his listeners to recognize that “it becomes us, publickly and privately, to
acknowledge, that an African slave, ready to perish, was our father or our grandfather.” 1
From the outset of his oration, Jones fulfilled what scholars of the early writings on African
identity in the Atlantic world have identified as its original function. This purpose was to claim a
place for peoples of African descent within “the progressive universal history of humanity forged
by Enlightenment thinkers.” The demise of the legal traffic in slaves across the ocean was an
event that linked the natives of Africa with black people throughout the Atlantic world, as
enjoying together the “mercy of the Common Father of the human race.” Jones’ explanation of
the slave trade and slavery as perhaps part of God’s plan for bringing Christianity and “true”
religion to Africa, was an element of free blacks’ narrative of the ancestral homeland that dated
back to the 1780s and 1790s, to the antislavery efforts of blacks in Great Britain like Olaudah
Equiano and Ottobah Cugoano, and to the founding of the free black colony at Sierra Leone.
The redemption of Africa from paganism by former slaves, returning as a chosen people with the
light of the Christian gospel, was a part of the discourse of African identity that Jones clearly
captured in his sermon. The mission of free black Christians returning to the continent, he
exclaimed, was to convince the native peoples, who “now sit in darkness,” to “soon cast their
idols, to the moles and bats of the wilderness.” A final way of understanding the narrative of
Africa passed on by earlier generations, as what Joanna Brooks and John Saillant have described
as a “recollected group consciousness,” was memorialized by Jones in his appeal to blacks in the
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North, to acknowledge that “an African slave, ready to perish, was our father or our
grandfather.” 2
The writings of free blacks celebrating the outlawing of the Atlantic slave trade operate as an
important bridge connecting the early narrative of African identity, which drew strong ties to the
ancestral homeland, with a later discourse of Africa that no longer emphasized those links.
Nearly a decade before the creation of the ACS, the abolition of the slave trade predicted a
momentous shift in the focus of black writers, away from Africa, and toward a definition of
black identity that stressed their American roots. In 1814, Russell Parrott, a prominent black
leader in Philadelphia, delivered a speech celebrating the abolition of the African slave trade by
Congress, that drew the same connections with the ancestral homeland Absalom Jones had six
years earlier. However, his oration also pointed to the one factor which promised to pull the
attention of free blacks in this new direction, of defining themselves more as Americans than as
Africans − the ongoing existence of slavery in the United States. After acknowledging that the
“abolition of the slave trade is one of the greatest events that mark the present age,” Parrott
argued that the mission for free blacks was to add to this victory “the emancipation of those” still
“in bondage.” Only then, he insisted, could “the triumph of philanthropy” be considered
“complete,” when “men shall no longer be stigmatized by the name of slave, and heaven’s first,
best gift, be universally enjoyed.” 3
What Parrott delineated was an unavoidable reality that augured a loss of momentum for the
kinds of connections free blacks had drawn between themselves and Africa in the preceding
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decades. In a sense it was only natural that, as the euphoria generated by the abolition of the
transatlantic traffic began to wear off, and when Africa itself no longer provided the source for
the growth of slavery in the United States, that the intensity of free blacks’ focus upon the
continent would lose some of its steam. As the slave trade from Africa increasingly became less
of a factor in free blacks’ lives, they quite naturally turned their attention to fighting slavery at
home. This shift became even more pronounced in the years following the War of 1812, as a
vast domestic slave traffic exploded with the rise of cotton in the South. Slavery cast a shadow
over the lives not just of those actually enslaved, but free blacks as well. Indeed, the dramatic
growth of slavery in the antebellum period represented the first of a number of changes in
historical context that precipitated a shift in the kind of emphasis placed upon Africa by free
black leaders and writers. A second major change in the historical landscape drawing attention
to America rather than Africa in the works of black authors, was the challenge of ever-increasing
obstacles to, and restrictions placed upon the progress of free blacks’ lives above the MasonDixon line.
As a number of scholars have explained, even as free black communities in the North
continued to grow numerically, from a little over 27,000 in 1790, to 122,000 by 1830, they faced
more and more organized attempts by various northern states and western territories to either
limit or exclude their presence, and to restrict their economic, civil, and political rights. As the
numbers of free blacks in the North continued to rise over time with the implementation of the
region’s gradual abolition laws, white prejudice also grew exponentially. Historians have long
called attention to the fact that “few whites believed…blacks could find a place in the new
democratic society,” to the point where even “antislavery advocates assumed that free blacks
were incapable of fulfilling the responsibilities of citizenship.” Well before the advent of the
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ACS in 1816, the expansion of slavery in the South, and rising obstacles to black freedom in the
North, shifted the focus of black leaders and writers away from Africa as a matter of pressing
concern, and toward a narrative of black identity that defined them as Americans. 4
I
Any investigation into the narrative of Africa free blacks produced in the nineteenth century
has to look at the very basic question of why these individuals chose to write and talk about
Africa in the first place. In response to what specific event or set of circumstances was this
dialogue being generated? In the revolutionary and early republic periods, the existence of the
Atlantic slave trade clearly operated as the primary force driving discussions of Africa. So long
as it continued, free blacks’ dialogue about their ancestral homeland remained one that
emphasized the connections between black peoples throughout the diaspora as descendants of
Africa. What the American Colonization Society effectively did was to replace the Atlantic
slave trade as the operative force in the discourse of Africa produced by free blacks in the North.
The ACS precipitated a shift in the narrative of black identity, turning it into a story that
emphasized the differences between free blacks in the United States, and the natives of Africa.
The elements that made up the dialogue did not change, so much as which parts of it black
leaders and writers chose to publicly highlight were prioritized anew. They did so to meet a
rapidly changing set of historical realities, namely the dramatic expansion of slavery in the
South, and increasing challenges to free black life in the North, for which the American
Colonization Society became the ultimate symbol.
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An insistence upon the fundamental humanity of all people of African descent would remain
part of the overall narrative about Africa in the speeches and writings of free blacks, as would the
mission to Christianize and Westernize the continent through a process of emigration and
colonization, to restore the ancestral homeland to its ancient, historical greatness as revealed in
the Old Testament and other works of classical antiquity. Yet in response to ACS advocates’
assertion that free blacks should return to Africa because it was their supposed natural home,
black writers and speakers, quite intentionally and strategically, moved another old element of
the narrative of Africa to the forefront. This was the claim that as a Christian people, possessed
of many of the benefits of western culture, free blacks were superior, in terms of their civil and
religious status, to the native inhabitants of Africa. They were first and foremost Americans,
entitled to all the rights of citizenship whites enjoyed.
The explosion of the domestic slave trade into the cotton states of the lower south, combined
with organized efforts to circumscribe the boundaries of free black opportunity in the North,
created a social context that posited slavery as the normative condition of black life, and black
freedom as an unnatural aberration that, if permitted to grow, would lead to societal chaos and
disorder. That this perspective lay at the core of the ACS’s founding vision was not lost on free
black leaders and writers. Because they understood, all of the other reasons society advocates
put forth to support the idea of African colonization, from the Christian evangelization of the
continent by returning sons and daughters, to the ostensibly genuine prospect of living in a free
and equal society, had to be seen as suspect by free blacks. Given that the ACS received the
support and backing of many prominent leaders and members of Congress, including Henry Clay
of Kentucky and Daniel Webster of Massachusetts, the society presented to free blacks the
specter of an organization with near unlimited reach and resources, devoted to convincing the
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country that black freedom was not only somehow inappropriate, but in fact dangerous to the
future of the nation.
Only within this context can we begin to appreciate the alarm with which free blacks read the
language of a report produced by a committee in the U.S. House of Representatives, which in
early 1817 recommended that the ACS be launched under the auspices of the federal
government. The committee found that Africa “is the country which, in the order of Providence,
seems to have been appropriated to that distinct family of mankind.” Even more disturbing to
free blacks, national newspapers and religious publications quickly spread the ACS message
across the country. The editor of the New York Evangelical Guardian & Review, which was
published by an association of white clergymen in the city, described whites’ support for African
colonization as an act of benevolence toward blacks. He held out the standard inducements that
would become staples of ACS propaganda, the possibility of becoming “invested at once with all
the rights and privileges of a freeman,” and of bringing back to Africa at the same time
“industry, manufactures, arts, and science,” turning the continent over time into a vision of
“activity, enterprise, and refinement.” But as he moved to an explanation of the benefits African
colonization was expected to bring to American society, the journal’s editor effectively
elaborated the ACS position on the subject of black freedom in the United States. He did so in a
kind of language that free blacks could only interpret as political propaganda designed to turn
public opinion in the country against them. The editor argued that the “most striking and
obvious advantage” of colonization “is that of ridding ourselves of a portion of our population,
for the most part useless, if not injurious to the country.” “We all know,” he continued, “that the
character of the free people of colour in these states is infinitely more vicious and corrupted than
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that of the slaves themselves,” a condition that “arises wholly out of their situation, and can
never be corrected while they remain intermingled with us.” 5
Carrying his assertions still further, the Evangelical Guardian & Review editor noted that
even as “free” people in America, all blacks carried about with them the “badge” of their
“inferiority,” making any future hopes of civil and political distinction impossible. Without any
incentives to “good conduct,” he argued, free blacks became “destitute of all moral restraints,”
abandoning themselves to “despair, idleness and vice.” Worse still, they attributed all of their
misfortunes “to the oppression of the whites,” always “cherishing against them sentiments of the
deepest animosity.” The editor concluded his remarks by declaring that “any measure capable of
remedying this growing evil must be hailed with joy by every friend of his country.” He
exclaimed that African colonization was the only plan of the moment which promised to
“relieve” the nation of a growing problem that “sooner or later” would “deluge” the United
States in a flood of “crime” and “blood.” The implication was that support for the ACS was not
just good policy, in terms of promoting the overall stability and order of society. Opposition to
black freedom was, in fact, patriotic. 6
The idea that black freedom was incompatible with life in a democratic republic did not
originate with white colonizationists in the antebellum era. Thomas Jefferson had elaborated in
his Notes on the State of Virginia, a belief that any formal system of emancipation in America
would have to be accompanied by an equally systematic plan for removing free blacks from the
country. However, because the ACS publicly proclaimed their liberty a threat to society, and did
offer a formal, systematic scheme for getting rid of them, free blacks in the North saw the society
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as its most dangerous enemy, next to the institution of slavery. To publicly proclaim an
affiliation and identification with Africa in the propagandistic climate created by the colonization
movement, for free black leaders and writers, was to reinforce set of social and political
assumptions that placed themselves, their families, and their communities in jeopardy. In the
years that followed the creation of the ACS, the security and survival of free black communities
in the North, turned on an ability to project not Africa, but America as their natural home. In
Philadelphia, in 1817, Russell Parrott and James Forten responded directly to the formation of
the colonization society. Countering the image of morally bankrupt and criminally-inclined free
blacks sowing the seeds of disorder in northern cities, they pointed to many examples of free
blacks who enjoyed “the rich blessings of religion…under the light of Christianity,” and who had
taken advantage of their freedom to become educated, in churches and schools they had built
themselves. They informed the white men responsible for establishing the ACS that free blacks
in the North had “no wish to separate” from their current homes and communities “for any
purpose whatever.” They were citizens of the United States, they insisted, and they expected to
prosper in America “by the use of those opportunities for their improvement, which the
constitution and laws allow to all.” Parrott and Forten claimed that colonization was
unnecessary “as long as we shall be permitted to share the protection of the excellent laws and
just government which we now enjoy, in common with every individual of the community.”
Believing fervently that diminishing prospects for black liberty only served to strengthen, not
weaken slavery, they urged all people to reject the ACS. 7
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Black leaders found the efforts of ACS promoters, to separate the issue of slavery from the
conditions of free black life in the public mind, especially threatening. In 1819 the editors of the
Washington Theological Repertory, responding to the society’s black critics, insisted that “no
two subjects are more distinct in fact, than that of improving the condition of a people already
free, and the question of emancipating a body of men held in a state of legalized bondage.” “No
projects are more diverse in reality,” they said, “than that of providing for the free people of
colour, desirous of escaping the complicated evils of their present condition, an asylum to which
they shall be permitted voluntarily to repair, and that which would expel them from the
habitations of their choice.” In the years ahead, ACS advocates would harp over and over again
that the group was not seeking the forced removal of any free blacks to Africa. What they also
consistently failed to acknowledge, however, was just how the society’s national campaign to
present black freedom as aberrant and dangerous in the realm of public opinion, utterly redefined
the meaning of “voluntary” emigration. 8
Free black leaders and writers in the North could only watch, horrified and terrified, as the
ACS continued to push its message in towns and cities across the country, and in the capital at
Washington, D.C. The society’s managers, in an address before Congress in 1820, subsequently
reprinted for the expanding state auxiliary societies and the general public, raised the issue of a
growing free black population in the country. They began by stating that “the least observation”
demonstrated that free blacks “are not, and cannot be, either useful or happy among us.” The
managers quite pointedly and purposefully urged the nation’s leaders, and through them the
public at large, to accept “that it is best, for all the parties interested, that there should be a
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separation; that those who are now free, and those who may become so hereafter, should be
provided with the means of attaining to a state of respectability and happiness, which, it is
certain, they have never yet reached, and, therefore, can never be likely to reach in this country.”
Even as the society’s managers basked in the support the ACS received from its numerous
advocates within the federal establishment, of equal import was its success in winning the
backing of the nation’s religious institutions. The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church
reported that it had “witnessed with high gratification the progress” of the national colonization
society, and it recommended that all of the churches under its direction do everything they could
“to patronize the objects” of the ACS, and raise funds for its operations. 9
In 1821 the American Colonization Society enjoyed another major momentum boost from the
successful settlement, under its auspices, of the free black colony of Liberia on the west coast of
Africa. In their sixth annual report, the society’s managers noted, “with no ordinary pleasure,”
that “at no time since the institution” of their organization, were its “friends so numerous,” or
“public sentiment so favourable” to its “object.” In Liberia, more than a hundred former slaves
were living, said the managers, “occupying a station, which…surpasses in advantages for a
colonial establishment, any other situation on the coast.” These former slaves had already built
up a town in Monrovia that offered “comfortable” and well-constructed homes. Despite
acknowledging the opposition of northern free blacks to their operations, the managers even
claimed that the “disposition among the free people of colour to emigrate to Africa, is daily
increasing.” Yet the only concrete example provided of this growing sentiment on the part of
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free blacks to leave for Africa, came from a group in Petersburg, Virginia, who had decided to
“make preparations for a voyage.” The manager’s description of Liberia as offering comfort and
security to emigrating free blacks was telling. The ACS offered these benefits to free blacks
willing to leave the United States, even as it effectively undermined their comfort and security at
home by carrying on a national campaign to define black freedom as dangerous to the American
social order. In spite of the frequent claims that the society was not looking to forcibly remove
the nation’s free black population, and that all emigrants were volunteers, the reality was that the
colonization movement, by linking its support of free blacks to a willingness on their part to
leave the country, and by consistently arguing that black freedom had no future in the nation,
made a mockery of the whole concept of voluntary emigration to Africa. 10
Another concern for free blacks was the rapid proliferation of auxiliary, state colonization
societies that greatly enhanced the national organization’s reach. This allowed the ACS message
to influence communities at the local level, extending well beyond the North’s major
metropolitan centers like Boston, New York, and Philadelphia. Significantly, depending upon
the location of the audience, speakers pitched different elements of the African colonization
scheme. For example, in Massachusetts, where antislavery sentiment was most pronounced, the
argument that a colony of free blacks would help to wipe out the illicit slave traffic along the
West African coast, mattered more than it did in New York, or Pennsylvania, where antislavery
feeling was less intense. The central idea communicated by the ACS, the issue that actually
unified the state colonization societies, from city to city, and from one small town to another
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throughout the 1820s, was the notion that black freedom was an impossibility in America,
because its progress was believed to imperil the future security of the nation.
In a sermon delivered before the Vermont Colonization Society in 1825, John Wheeler, pastor
of the First Congregational Church at Windsor, gave compelling testimony as to just how
widespread this feeling was becoming, and how deep it reached into the mainstream of white
public opinion. Wheeler began his address by arguing that there really was no point in talking
about “the reasonableness or unreasonableness of some of the habits and customs of society.”
The “habits exist,” he said, “and we have only to provide for them in the best way practicable.”
When it came to the customs and feelings of most American whites, Wheeler insisted, “there is
not, and there cannot be perfect harmony between those, who were introduced into this country
from Africa, and those from Europe,” and he added once more that he considered it “idle to
speculate upon the origin of these feelings,” because they already existed to an “extent which
will forever exclude a reciprocation in all the intercourse of life.” The primary reason that wellmeaning Christians should get behind the ACS’s efforts, Wheeler argued, was in fact the
hopelessness of all prospects for black freedom in America. “You must alter the whole man,” he
told his audience, taking “from him the very feature and colour of nature, if you would advance
him to equal privileges, with our common population.” “I do not say, that this is just or
equitable,” Wheeler emphasized, “but I do say, it is a matter of fact, and verified by daily
observation; and since it is so, we must act upon it as such, however improper it may appear in
our private meditations.”

11
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The national impact of ACS propaganda could be measured by this kind of resignation on the
part of ostensibly well-intentioned Christian whites, who wanted to do right by black people in
the country, but increasingly felt compelled to admit, that the best the nation could hope to do by
its free black population, was to effectively eradicate it over time, through a “voluntary” process
of removal to Africa. Over the course of the 1820s, major newspapers and periodicals in the
North sought to exploit this feeling, by continuing to elaborate for the general white public, in
greater and greater detail, the perceived danger that black freedom represented to the nation’s
security, and the so-called purity of its social order. In 1827, Robert Walsh, editor of the
American Quarterly Review, published in Philadelphia, laid out for his readers, quite vividly, the
way he imagined black freedom would, if allowed to persist, gradually erode and corrupt the
social and political fabric that held the nation together. He began by explaining that in the
United States, “the two classes are formed of distinct races, distinguished from each other in
complexion, feature, and form, from which diversity arise a closer union and a livelier sympathy
among the individuals of the same condition, as well as a more irreconcilable separation between
the races.” Walsh noted for his readers that at the present time, “the acknowledged natural
superiority of the whites over the blacks, begets a degree of moderation and indulgence on the
part of one class, and of obedience and respect on the part of the other, which neither would feel,
if the two stood in relation of rival and hostile castes.” But if black freedom was permitted to
grow, over time, he warned, blacks would only become ever more resentful of their exclusion
from all the benefits and rights of citizenship that whites enjoyed, and gradually, but persistently,
they could be expected to win some limited victories. 12
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Walsh said that although these gains would be small in scope, precisely because “they would
be made in gradual succession, all the general doctrines on which republican government is
founded, would be brought to enforce them,” creating a stronger sense of “conviction” in free
black communities, and winning for them not a few friends and connections “among the whites
themselves.” Slowly, and specifically, Walsh drew his readers toward what he viewed as the
fallout from whites gradually warming to the cause of black liberty, and the main event that
would lead to the country’s decaying from within. The immediate consequence was that if free
blacks won more and more supporters, year by year, the result “then would be, either a full and
complete participation of all rights, civil and political, or a constant struggle between the two
races.” The true cause of the nation’s corruption stemmed from what could be expected to
follow in the wake of free blacks’ full admission to political and social equality, the reality that
“the two races must in time become amalgamated.” Walsh elaborated how he believed this
process would unfold: “The negroes, free to acquire property and distinction, would often
succeed in doing so; and until there be a union of the two colors, the blacks will generally prefer
marrying with the whites. The prejudices of the latter, if not entirely subdued, would so far
yield, as to let property compensate for the inferiority of caste; and alliances between ignoble
wealth and high-blooded poverty, would neither be difficult nor rare.” 13
While the process of “amalgamation” moved forward over time, blacks would still be
regarded for a while as the “inferior caste,” Walsh explained, but “the consciousness of this
would serve to unite them more closely,” giving “a proportional force and efficiency to all their
operations.” The “great mass” of free blacks would unite, finally, in the country’s elections, and
“persons of colour would obtain appointments of trust and honour, for the purpose of
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conciliating the whole body.” After painting this portrait of societal erosion brought on by
“amalgamation,” Walsh urged his readers to do all they could to support the American
Colonization Society, concluding that “for every negro…they send out of the country, they
confer a public benefit.” In these diatribes against black freedom, white men promoting the ACS
cause, revealed what lay at the core of their fears and anxieties, a blending of the races that
would lead to a loss of white purity and power. In their writings on the subject they could
become so passionate, that they not infrequently made an admission free black leaders and
writers would call attention to in the years ahead. This amounted to an acknowledgment that,
given the opportunity, and offered the same protections as whites, free black people in America
could and likely would succeed as full and equal citizens of the United States. 14
Months before Walsh’s editorial, at the beginning of 1827, Henry Clay delivered a speech on
African colonization in the U.S. House of Representatives that became one of the most skillfully
articulated, and powerful pieces of propaganda the ACS ever produced. Clay began his speech
by denying that the organization’s true purpose was “to export the whole African population” in
the country, saying “that is not what the Society contemplates.” When it came to explaining the
perceived threat black freedom posed to an ordered society, Clay said quite frankly, “it is not that
there are some, but that there are so many among us of a different caste, of a different physical, if
not moral, constitution, who never can amalgamate with the great body of our population.” He
illustrated his point by noting that in “every country persons are to be found varying in their
colour, origin, and character, from the native mass.” However, in most cases, he continued, “this
anomaly creates no inquietude or apprehension, because the exotics, from the smallness of their
number, are known to be utterly incapable of disturbing the general tranquility.” The United
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States was unique, in that “the African part of our population bears so large a proportion to the
residue, of European origin, as to create” a “most lively apprehension, especially in some
quarters of the Union.” Clay argued that any plan which promised to, “in a material degree,”
remove “the dangerous element in the general mass,” weakening it and rendering it “stationary,”
deserved the country’s “deliberate consideration.” After all, he added, speaking directly past the
ACS’s free black opponents in the North, “none have ever doubted” the “utility of a total
separation of the two incongruous portions of our population, supposing it to be practicable.” 15
Exhorting his audience to grapple with the reality that “of all classes of our population, the
most vicious is that of the free coloured,” Clay painted a picture of free blacks as “contaminated”
by “moral, political and civil degradation,” a condition they extended through their many “vices”
to “all around them, to the slaves and to the whites.” Significantly, Clay felt compelled to offer
no concrete, specific examples of this supposed viciousness and contamination on the part of free
blacks. He was speaking skillfully to widely held assumptions that he knew were simply taken
for granted by most white Americans of the antebellum period. The ACS plan of African
colonization, he insisted, did offer a “practicable” way of removing what he termed “the
dangerous element in the general mass.” Clay said that if the “principle of colonization” was
“confined” only to free blacks in the North, and “a colony can be firmly established and
successfully continued in Africa,” referring to Liberia, all it needed to do was “draw off annually
an amount of that portion of our population equal to its annual increase,” and “much good will be
done.” He argued further that “if the principle be adopted by the States, whose laws sanction the
existence of slavery, to an extent equal to the annual increase of the slaves, still greater good will
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be done.” He elaborated that the benefit would be felt “by the Africans who go, by the Africans
who remain, by the white population of our country, by Africa and by America.” 16
Clay attempted to create among the white public a sense of duty and obligation to support the
ACS’s mission, noting that “a common evil confers a right to consider and apply a common
remedy.” He added that it was not a “valid objection” to say that the colonization movement’s
solution “is partial in its operation or distant in its efficacy.” Clay concluded his speech with an
analogy that he hoped would illustrate the benefit of free black colonization in Africa: “A
patient, writhing under the tortures of excruciating disease, asks of his physician to cure him if he
can, and, if he cannot, to mitigate his sufferings. But the remedy proposed, if generally adopted
and perseveringly applied, for a sufficient length of time, should it not entirely eradicate the
disease, will enable the body politic to bear it without danger and without suffering.” Clay
presented the idea of colonization as a practical, if imperfect, answer to a societal crisis, as a
solution that could, in fact, gradually reduce the threat that black freedom was believed to pose to
the racial purity and order of American society. 17
With the publication of its own organ, The African Repository and Colonial Journal,
beginning in the mid-1820s, the ACS began to add a wrinkle to its propaganda, one that
amounted to an appropriation of an important element of free blacks’ narrative of Africa that
dated back to the late eighteenth century. This was the idea that people of African descent
possessed a history that was once great, as revealed in the Old Testament, and that it would be
great again when the continent’s sons and daughters from America returned with the light of
Christian civilization. This was interpreted as a divine mission that once-enslaved Christian
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blacks, as a chosen people, were destined to fulfill. The ACS’s cleverness in employing free
blacks’ own understanding of African history, and their sense of religious mission and destiny,
created more problems for free black leaders and writers. They first had to counter, as much as
possible, a national media campaign that sought to entrench in the public mind a feeling that
black freedom was dangerous, and that free black people did not belong in America. Now a new
layer of ACS propaganda intended to use free blacks’ sense of their own history and religious
mission against them, by suggesting that all free blacks should feel not only grateful for the
chance to bring the light of Christianity and civilization back to Africa, but obligated to do so
according to the dictates of both history and religion.
In the very first issue of the new journal, one of the contributors laid out what would become
a staple of ACS literature in the years ahead, what the historian George M. Fredrickson referred
to as the publication’s “eulogies” to “the African genius.” The author, “T.R.,” sought to correct
all those who described the “Negro race” as “a distinct order of beings,” and as “the connecting
link between men and monkies,” noting that such individuals overlooked a factor made clear in
biblical history, that the peoples of Africa “were for more than a thousand years…the most
enlightened on the globe.” “They were called Ethiopians,” and “the superiority which they every
where manifested over the nations among whom they dwelt, rendered this name illustrious
throughout Europe, Asia, and Africa.” “T.R.” continued to elaborate on how the Ethiopians
descended from Cush, the grandson of Noah in the Old Testament. The “Cushites,” as they also
came to be known, were responsible for “the first government” and for “the first great city” in
recorded history, so that “at a time when the rest of the world was in a state of barbarism, the
Ethiopian family were exhibiting prodigies of human genius, at which mankind have not yet
ceased to wonder.” The ancient Egyptians “borrowed from them their arts and sciences, and
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even their religion,” from which “the classic mythology of Greece was afterwards constructed.”
The author concluded that although Africa was at the present time “persecuted” and “degraded,”
none could deny that it still had “a heart to feel, and an immortal soul to be saved.” 18
This kind of ACS propaganda, which shrewdly appealed to free blacks’ sense of their own
history, and prophetic belief in their status as a chosen people of God, destined to one day
redeem Africa, made it more imperative than ever that free black leaders and writers find some
way to separate the issue of colonization from the status and perception of free black
communities in the public mind. This was far from an easy task. It was never as simple as just
switching from an African identity to an American one, and claiming the United States as the
land of their birth. They had to find a way to oppose colonization without abandoning that part
of the narrative of Africa that had been a part of free blacks’ speeches and writings for
generations – the evangelization of the ancestral homeland by free black Christians from the
United States, leading to the continent’s “redemption” as predicted in Psalms 68:31, which
proclaimed that “Princes shall come out of Egypt and Ethiopia shall soon stretch forth her hands
unto God.” Free black leaders and writers would have to compose their own histories of black
peoples from the ancient world to the present. These studies would have to project to the public
at large a narrative that provided free blacks with much more than a collective African past and
heritage. They also needed to establish for themselves and their constituents an equally valid and
compelling history as Americans. 19
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II
In early 1827, the nation’s first black newspaper, Freedom’s Journal, was established in New
York, under the editorship of Samuel Cornish and John Brown Russwurm. They hoped to make
their publication into “a medium of intercourse” between free blacks throughout the country, into
an instrument that could effectively make the case for the emancipation of all those “still in the
iron fetters of bondage,” and finally, into a paper that carried news on “every thing that relates to
Africa.” According to some scholars, these stated goals connected the concerns of free and
enslaved blacks in the United States with their ancestral homeland in a way that helped to
construct “a unified, even pan-African black identity, one that could protest the interests of the
free and slave, African and African American.” Free black editors, says Patrick Rael,
“thoughtfully and self-consciously theorized a unified black identity under whose rubric all of
African descent might fall.” However, the national debate on colonization generated by the
ACS, specifically its representation of free blacks as a threat to the order and racial purity of
American society, had already, at least by the early 1820s, made the establishment of a “panAfrican” identity at best a secondary goal of black writers in the United States. 20
A stronger clue to understanding how Cornish and Russwurm wanted to connect the issues of
free black life and slavery in the United States, with Africa, is revealed in their veiled reference
to the ACS in the inaugural issue of the paper. They stated that through their columns, they
hoped to provide “an expression of our sentiments, on many interesting subjects which concern
us,” so that “plans which apparently are beneficial may be candidly discussed and properly
weighed,” and “if worthy, receive our cordial approbation,” but “if not, our marked
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disapprobation.” To argue that the construction of a unified pan-African identity was the central
purpose of free black newspaper editors in this period overlooks the extent to which the national
debate on colonization was transforming free blacks’ discourse on Africa. The narrative no
longer emphasized the connections, but rather the differences between free black Americans and
natives of the ancestral homeland. Knowledge about Africa was most often employed by black
writers of the antebellum era not to link, but to distance free black Americans from natives of the
continent in a contemporary sense. When they wrote about the relationship that joined the black
people of the United States with those of Africa, they most frequently described that relationship
in historical terms. More importantly, the historical narrative that free black writers elaborated,
beginning really with Freedom’s Journal in the late 1820s, was a story that did not end in Africa,
with the continent’s redemption by returning sons and daughters bearing the light of Christian
civilization. While this would remain an important part of the overall dialogue, history,
understood in an important sense as the will of God revealing itself in the course of human
events, led free black writers to a different conclusion. 21
The narrative of Africa and African identity black writers created, dating back to its roots in
the late-eighteenth century, employed the knowledge revealed in the Old Testament to establish
that peoples of African descent had once been the most enlightened, influential, and powerful in
the world. They were, in fact, the original purveyors of the arts of civilization. That the oncegreat peoples of the continent had fallen from this lofty position none could deny. The growth of
Atlantic slavery and the absence of Christianity in late-ancient and medieval Africa were viewed
as proof of that reality, and as directly related events, compelling evidence of God’s judgment
upon, and displeasure with the peoples of the ancestral homeland. The introduction of enslaved
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Africans to Christianity in the Americas was perceived by black leaders and writers as an event
of enormous consequence. Indeed, this was the event that made the redemption of Africa, the
fulfillment of the Old Testament prophecy of Ethiopia stretching forth her hands to God, possible
in the first place. In the long course of historical events, however, free black writers came to
argue that the redemption of Africa was an important chapter in a much bigger book. If slavery
in America had been part of God’s plan for the conversion of blacks, then freedom was as well.
Gradual abolition in the North in the decades that followed the American Revolution, the growth
of free black communities, and the creation of their own Christian institutions like churches,
schools, and benevolent organizations − all made clear to free black writers and leaders of the
antebellum era that God did not envision as part of Africa’s redemption, the abandonment of all
they had achieved in the bitter struggle for liberty, in the only country most of them had ever
known.
John Ernest has argued that a great deal of African-American writing “might be understood as
an ongoing attempt to teach readers” to comprehend what he calls an “eternal Middle Passage,”
described as a “haunting memory that reminds us that visions of secular history can be all too
deceptive and that moral history is still and always present.” The challenge, he says, for free
black writers of the antebellum era was to “trace the correspondence of sacred history and
secular history.” Black scholars in the nineteenth century “looked to history for an
understanding of an unfolding providential design,” and “central to this task was the attempt to
understand the violation of the moral imperatives of providential history as revealed not by the
continuities in the record but by the record of disruptions, the evidence of incoherence that
suggests a possible coherence still not apprehended by humankind.” Free black writers of the
period, says Ernest, used sacred history as a sort of lens through which they could decipher
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profane history, so that “one mode of historical evidence” became the “interpretive framework
for evaluating the other.” Perhaps the best example of this was the way that black writers
characterized the Curse of Canaan story from the Old Testament, often referred to as the Hamitic
curse. Indeed, the tale of Noah’s three sons, Shem, Ham, and Japheth, and what happened to
their descendants over the course of history, was a popular topic in the columns of Freedom’s
Journal at the end of the 1820s. 22
Biblical history traced the origin of human diversity back to the time of the flood and the
story of Noah, specifically his three sons, Shem, Ham, and Japheth (or Japhet), seen as the
forebears, respectively, of Asia, Africa, and Europe. According to the narrative in the Old
Testament book of Genesis, after Ham scorned his father Noah’s drunkenness and nakedness,
Noah proceeded to pass judgment upon Ham’s youngest son, Canaan, declaring, “Cursed be
Canaan and a servant of servants shall he be unto his brethren” (Genesis 9:25). As the historian
Bruce Dain explains, applications of the Hamitic curse, or Curse of Canaan, to Africans, “were
ancient: as punishment for Ham’s sin, all the Canaanites, or sometimes all Ham’s descendants,
had their minds degraded, their skin blackened, their faces thickened and coarsened, and
even…their penises ‘shamefully elongated’.” Europeans used the story of Ham to justify the
existence of the Atlantic slave trade and slavery in the Americas. Indeed, as Dain says, it
provided perhaps “the most important conventional defense” of slavery. This reading of the
curse dated back to the ancient world. The classical historian Josephus described Ham’s
descendants as permanently tainted with corruption. But there were also other versions of the
narrative from antiquity. According to St. Augustine of Hippo, as Ivan Hannaford notes, “Ham’s
children were symbolically those shifting sojourners in ethnic lands who were outside the
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household of God, and not of the faith,” so that Ham himself became “merely the symbol of the
man in isolation, the clanless, lawless, hearthless man who, like heathen ethnics, did not know
God.” Despite the various readings of the curse, as one scholar notes, “the rise of print
capitalism, coinciding as it did with the European invention of Africa and America…, slowly and
eventually helped fix a meaning to the story of the Sons of Noah that did not do justice to its
polyphonic ancient and medieval traditions.” 23
By the colonial period, in North America, as Stephen R. Haynes points out, “a racialized
version of Noah’s curse” was already in use as a common justification for slavery. He explains
that as white indentured servitude in the colonies declined over the second half of the
seventeenth century and “racial slavery came under attack,” the role of the curse in defending
slavery “was increasingly formalized.” By the 1830s, says Haynes, with the rise of the
abolitionist movement, “Noah’s curse had become a stock weapon in the arsenal of slavery’s
apologists.” The story mattered so much to slavery’s defenders for the very specific reason that
it provided “the justification for black enslavement missing from other biblical texts.” At the
same time, as Sylvester Johnson elaborates, by the antebellum era the Hamitic curse functioned
in the religious vernacular of American Christianity as much more than a justification for
slavery. What he refers to as “Hamitic identity,” operated as “part of a worldview comprising
popular and scholarly ideas of racial origins.” It was a narrative that sustained “the religious
self-understanding of multiple social groups in America,” including blacks themselves. As
Johnson explains, “virtually all Americans, across racial groups and regions, regarded the Negro
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as a descendant of Ham.” Implicit in the adoption of Christianity for blacks was a concurrent
recognition that “they were descendants of the primal personal embodiment of the heathen qua
non-Christian – Ham, the progenitor of the Cushites and Canaanites.” Becoming Christians
allowed blacks in the United States to redeem themselves from the “spiritual darkness” of the
Hamitic curse, claiming an identity, along with other Americans, as a chosen people of God. But
this “empowerment,” because of the mythology surrounding the story of Ham and his
descendants, came with a trade-off that Johnson describes as “a virulent denigration of blackness
that prompted Negroes to flee the dark symbolism of pre-Christian Negro existence in Africa.” 24
Because the Old Testament narrative of the Hamitic curse was the primary biblical text seized
upon by whites to justify slavery, free black leaders and writers had to find a way of not only
engaging the text themselves, but of reinterpreting it in a manner that negated the idea of Ham’s
story as a narrative about race. As many of them would argue, in the columns of Freedom’s
Journal and other published works, the Hamitic curse was not about the blackness of the
Cushites or Canaanites, but instead related directly to the fact that they were a people who stood
apart from God. Free black writers did not, at least during the antebellum period, succumb to
what Sylvester Johnson describes as “a virulent denigration of blackness.” To do so would have
amounted to acquiescing in proslavery whites’ racialized interpretation of the Hamitic curse,
which served as a justification for slavery. They did, however, as Johnson points out, criticize
the existence of an Africa without Christianity.
Black writers’ strategy in explaining the narrative of the Curse of Canaan, in a way that
rejected race as an explanation for slavery, was to cite parts of the Bible, and works from
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classical antiquity which indicated that the ancient Egyptians, credited as the founders of world
civilization, were in fact, black. This historical reality of Egyptian blackness worked to counter
prevailing white claims that blacks were their natural inferiors. At the same time, black writers
explained the eventual downfall of Egyptian civilization, and the Hamitic curse, as a product of
the rejection, and absence of Christianity in Africa. God, in other words, had not created blacks
and whites as inherently unequal. The grandeur of ancient Egypt stood as proof of this fact.
Blacks could look to the achievements of an ancient Africa with pride, as evidence that their
color was not a divine marker of inferiority. Free black writers’ interpretation of both the
Hamitic curse and ancient Egypt operated most commonly throughout the antebellum period to
reinforce a positive identification of themselves as black, Christian Americans. Yet in their
historical narratives they simultaneously created a negative affiliation not with a black, but with
a specifically non-Christian ancestral homeland, and this meant the Africa of their own time.
Scott Trafton has delineated the high-stakes debate over the blackness of ancient Egypt that
evolved between black and white scholars in the nineteenth century. He states that “American
representations of ancient Egypt were as radically split as America itself.” By the early
nineteenth century, white historians and ethnologists had developed a ready explanation for
dismissing claims of Egyptian blackness, by arguing that Ham’s curse had not afflicted all of his
descendants, but “applied to the Canaanites only.” As Trafton elaborates: “A basic dynamic of
suspicion, panic, opportunism, and signifying characterized all sides of American Egyptomania,
from black Egyptologists’ seizure of the claims of the blackness of ancient Egypt…to the
defensive distance adopted by white Egyptologists from what was, even…to the most racist of
them, an unavoidable association between Egypt and the blackness of Africa which was seen to
surround it.” If Egypt was white, it was also “blasphemously pagan,” and “doomed to
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destruction,” ultimately overwhelmed by “amalgamation.” As Trafton explains, even “at its
whitest, Egypt cast a dark shadow.” Nevertheless, Egypt had to remain white at all costs. If
“Negroes could be understood to have been the original inhabitants of the Nile Valley, then
problack forces would have an obvious beachhead in the war over Western history.” Reflecting
this paranoia on the part of white scholars about the claims for Egyptian blackness, in 1806, as
Bruce Dain notes, “the English traveler W.G. Browne…reported that the Egyptians had
mummified themselves to ensure that posterity knew that they had been white.” A frustrated
correspondent to Freedom’s Journal, responding to the arguments of white ethnologists in the
1820s, exclaimed that while “mankind generally allow that all nations are indebted to the
Egyptians for the introduction of the arts and sciences, …they are not willing to acknowledge”
through Herodotus, the “father of history,” the fact that the “Egyptians had black skin and
frizzled hair.” 25
Free black writers never failed to point out inconsistencies in the way that the Hamitic curse
had been read historically. “That the Africans have suffered much from slavery and oppression,
I readily admit,” noted another contributor to Freedom’s Journal. But such was not always the
case, since according to the Bible both the Egyptians and the Ethiopians “were once a powerful
people,” and “for a considerable period.” Rejecting the notion that blackness had anything to do
with these kingdom’s downfall, the journal’s correspondent noted that “some of the descendants
of Shem and Japheth” had often, throughout the course of history, lived under circumstances that
suited the Hamitic curse. The “long oppression of the Jews” provided such an example, as well
as the “slave-trade carried on from the northern parts of Asia,” and yet “none apply the prophecy
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to these cases.” Pointing to the inconsistencies in the secular or profane records of the past, and
insisting upon Egyptian blackness as a truth established by the received text of the Old
Testament, provided free black writers with clear counterarguments that they employed
frequently in an effort to challenge the assertion that Ham’s curse had anything to do with
race. 26
The most thorough defenses of ancient Africans as the true authors of civilization were
specific in elaborating not only the glories of a black Egypt, but also in asserting that for
thousands of years following the great flood described in the Bible, peoples of European descent
had lived in a state of ignorance. Indeed, as free black authors characterized it, this was a state of
ignorance unmistakably reminiscent of the kinds of descriptions used to depict the contemporary
natives of Africa. One of the most compelling examples of this kind of writing was that of the
Haitian revolutionary Baron De Vastey, whose work was cited in Freedom’s Journal. Vastey
pointed to the contingent nature of historical forces. He sought in the specific record of actual
events from the past, answers that could explain the predicament of black peoples in the present,
and in particular the demise of ancient Africa’s power and influence as the birthplace of world
civilization. “Europe,” Vastey explained, “was still unknown 1656 years after part of Asia and
Africa had been peopled.” According to “the annals and traditions of all nations,” he continued,
“Egypt was the country first civilized,” serving as “the cradle of science and art in their infancy.”
He suggested that scholarly authorities also agreed, according to precedent, that the Greeks, so
celebrated for their advanced culture in the antebellum era, had been a backward and ignorant
people until they were “civilized by colonies from Egypt.” At the same time that “the rest of
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Europe was yet unknown,” the Greeks were just “as barbarous, …and as brutal as those of
Benin, of Zanguebar, and of Monomatapa can possibly be at the present day,” Vastey noted. 27
He went on to clarify what distinguished the ancient Egyptians from later Europeans as
colonizers. Vastey said that instead of teaching the Greeks how to burn, pillage, and defraud
each other, rather than “furnishing them with arms and warlike stores, or strong liquors to
derange their intellects, and induce them to sell one another,” the Egyptians had “introduced
corn,” and instructed the Greeks in “agriculture and learning.” As opposed to “inquiring into the
moral and physical inferiority of these poor ignorant Greeks,” he explained, “they taught them to
imitate themselves in the arts of society, and, in no great time, even to surpass their instructors.”
Vastey paid special attention to the advent of Carthage as a world power in the ninth century
B.C., and the establishment of Rome roughly a century and a half later. He effectively traced the
spread of African cultural influence from the Egyptians, to the Greeks, and then the
Carthaginians and Romans, arguing that not until 58 B.C., and Julius Caesar’s conquest of Gaul
did learning and the arts of civilization “slowly” begin to spread to the rest of Europe. “The
Gauls,” he wrote, “like other Europeans were at that time still idolaters, plunged in the deepest
abyss of ignorance, following barbarous and superstitious customs.” Vastey blamed the
diminishing influence, or fall of Africa from world influence and power, upon the destruction of
Carthage by the Romans and the ultimate expansion of Islam over Christianity in Africa. He
concluded his historical narrative by articulating a provocative challenge to any racial
interpretation of the Hamitic curse. Reminding white detractors not just about the reality of
ancient Egyptian blackness and superiority, but more pointedly white European inferiority in
antiquity, Vastey exclaimed: “Notwithstanding the evidence of History, the calumniators of the
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blacks affirm…that ignorance and barbarity are vices inherent in the nature of Africans; they say,
that part of the globe was always a land of Slaves… These unworthy descendants of Japhet,
forgetful of their own history, calumniate their brethren and reproach them with that very state of
ignorance and barbarity in which they were themselves plunged upwards of five thousand
years.” 28
III
Works like Vastey’s sought to counter popular white assertions that blacks had no history to
be proud of, that they had no claims to greatness as a people even in the ancient past. But these
scholarly efforts by free black writers also cast in bright relief an issue of pressing concern that
was less easily handled and addressed. This was the potential success of colonizationists at
interpreting the meaning of black’s own history for them. What made the ACS such a
threatening organization to free blacks by the late 1820s was not just its national campaign to
define black freedom as dangerous to the racial purity and order of American society. Just as
ominous was the appropriation of blacks’ positive understanding of their history by
colonizationists, who then used it to convince them to leave the country, inspiring them with the
idea of a personal role in Africa’s redemption. The colonization society effectively promoted a
history of black people that led, en masse, back to Africa.
Given the deteriorating conditions of free black life in the North over the course of the late
1820s, black leaders would have been foolish not to recognize that ultimately this effort had the
potential to make inroads with more than a few individuals. At the most basic level, what we
might call each person’s ability to tolerate the sheer force of American racism in the antebellum
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period, this kind of propaganda had more than a chance to convince free black people with the
means, to leave the United States for Africa, and other destinations such as Canada or Haiti.
This reality was likely what prompted the editors of Freedom’s Journal to print letters from
contributors that drew what they viewed as the appropriate lesson from a comprehension of the
African past. Free blacks should not flee the country, abandoning those left behind to a future of
indefinite enslavement, and increasing prejudice, but should remain, and collectively fight to
validate the history they had already made, and continued to create, as Americans. As one letter
to Cornish and Russwurm exclaimed, “We ought to cultivate all the social virtues, improve our
intellect, and render ourselves worthy of our origin.” 29
Overwhelmingly, free black leaders and writers rejected contemporary comparisons between
themselves and natives of the ancestral homeland, and the notion that Africa represented the best
and most natural home for black people. They intentionally interpreted the connections between
themselves and the continent in historical terms, and what history seemed to indicate was that the
only sure way of guaranteeing the fulfillment of the biblical prophecy of Africa’s redemption
was to protect the gains they had already made, in the nation where most of them had been born.
The ACS promoted the idea that it was the ultimate destiny of all free blacks to one day return to
Africa. Black writers anxiously worked to convince their readers and the public at large that the
preponderance of the historical evidence told a different narrative of God’s will slowly revealing
itself in the course of human events. To be sure, the redemption of Africa was God’s will, but it
was also only a part of a much larger story, that of blacks’ success in the ongoing struggle
against slavery, and for freedom and equality in the land where they already lived. Free black
authors, by documenting their opposition to colonization, which they consistently described as a
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national movement to shield and protect slavery, effectively provided their readers with a
collective history as Americans. And significantly, it was a history that did claim a natural home
for black people, not in Africa, but in the United States.
Black leaders and writers, throughout the antebellum era, continuously connected ACS
propaganda with the dramatic growth of slavery in the South. The national campaign of the
colonization society to essentially define black freedom out of existence, and the simultaneous
expansion of the Cotton Kingdom, were subjects of frequent commentary in the columns of
Freedom’s Journal. In July of 1827, Russell Parrott elaborated upon the nature of the
relationship between colonization, and the growth of slavery. “The illicit augmentation of the
slave population, since the period prescribed by the constitution for the abolition of the trade, is a
matter of notoriety,” he began. It was a reality, he said, that carried “its own comment upon the
project of colonization, and the lamentations upon the existence of slavery.” Parrott
acknowledged that he had no doubt that there were some “good men engaged in the plan for
locating the free blacks in Africa.” Yet as he insisted, such individuals believed the
“amelioration” of free blacks’ condition to be impossible in America, “at best at a remote
distance, darkened with fearful and dreadful forebodings.” Convinced of this, they succumbed to
the idea that it was “better to give encouragement to any plan, however chimerical,” rather “than
to trust to futurity.” As Parrott concluded, it “is by the employment of such instruments that the
slave-holding interest hopes to succeed in implicating the whole Union in this shameful design
upon the happiness of a part of the inhabitants of this country, to whom she owes so much, as
remuneration.” 30
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While ACS advocates sought to convince even well-intentioned whites of the hopelessness of
black freedom in the country, Parrott argued quite compellingly that it was the growth of slavery
in the United States, not the “viciousness” and “vice” of free blacks, that provided the main
context for the assertions of colonizationists. As another letter to Freedom’s Journal, from a
British abolitionist noted, the “respectable individuals who have joined and patronized” the
colonization society “seem to have yielded to the prejudices and erroneous views of the slave
holders.” He went on to elaborate how Virginia, despite its boast that it was “the first to propose
the abolition of the slave trade,” was currently the “greatest seat” of the domestic traffic in the
nation. The English contributor exclaimed that he felt “at a loss to know what humanity has
gained by the abolition of one slave trade, and the substitution of another, perhaps, quite as
extensive, and, in some of its features, even more horrible.” One of the journal’s regular
correspondents reported daily eyewitness accounts of slaves being sold and moved from North
Carolina and Virginia, to New Orleans. He declared that in his “humble opinion, the thousands
which are annually appropriated for the suppression of the foreign slave trade, is to be considered
but a secondary object, while our domestic slave trade is suffered to be carried from one State to
another.” As he concluded: “We may declaim as much as we please upon the horrors of the
foreign slave trade, but we would ask, are the horrors of the internal trade less – are the relations
of life less endearing in this country than in Africa – are the Wood folks of the South less cruel
than the slavers on the coast?” 31
By calling attention to the domestic slave traffic, these letters to Freedom’s Journal
highlighted perhaps the most crucial reason for free black opposition to the ACS. If free blacks
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ever agreed to leave the United States in a mass exodus, not just to Africa, but anywhere outside
the country, they would be doing more than abandoning their brothers and sisters left behind to
lives of indefinite enslavement. They would be turning their backs on a history that did more to
define them as Americans, than the Revolutionary War against Great Britain did for the nation’s
white population. If there was anything that gave blacks a claim to an American identity, beyond
their nativity, it was the generations-long struggle for freedom. Black writers, by opposing the
colonization society, sought to convince readers that the redemption of Africa had become part
of a much larger story, and this bigger narrative was precisely the history blacks were writing
every day, as Americans, in the ongoing fight against slavery.
No contributor to Freedom’s Journal ever made this argument more convincingly than the
famous Bishop Richard Allen, of Philadelphia’s African Methodist Episcopal Church. He began
his letter to the paper on November 2, 1827, by explaining why the overwhelming majority of
free blacks, in his view, were unprepared to serve as missionaries of Christianity and civilization
to Africa. “We are an unlettered people, brought up in ignorance,” he said, adding that “not one
in a hundred can read or write,” and “not one in a thousand has a liberal education.” Allen
wondered whether it was fit for such individuals “to be sent into a far country, among Heathens,
to convert or civilize them,” when “they themselves are neither civilized nor Christianized?” He
asked the journal’s readers: “Can we not discern the project of sending the free people of colour
away from this country? Is it not for the interest of the slave holder, to select, the free people of
colour out of the different states, and send them to Liberia? Will it not make their slaves uneasy
to see free men of colour enjoying liberty?” 32
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Allen elaborated that people of African descent had been stolen from their ancestral homeland
and brought to America. “We have tilled the ground and made fortunes for thousands, and still
they are not weary of our services,” he noted, but “they who stay to till the ground must be
slaves.” He called attention to “the thousands of foreigners” who came to the United States
“every year,” and asked, “if there be ground sufficient for them to cultivate, and bread for them
to eat; why would they wish to send the first tillers of the land away?” Like Russell Parrott
before him months earlier, Allen conceded that he had no doubt “that there are many good men
who do not see as I do; and who are for sending us to Liberia,” but he argued, “they have not
duly considered the subject – they are not men of colour.” “This land,” he concluded, “which we
have watered with our tears and our blood, is now our mother country and we are well satisfied
to stay where wisdom abounds, and the gospel is free.” 33
Allen, beyond insisting that the United States was blacks’ natural home, also raised an issue
that ACS supporters were quite sensitive to, the question of whether the majority of those sent to
Liberia actually possessed the kind of tools that would permit them to bring the light of
Christianity and civilization back to Africa. As one historian of the colonization society
explains, ACS officials responded by declaring that “while blacks could not be totally
assimilated into white society, they were nevertheless sufficiently civilized and Christianized to
benefit their even more backward kinsmen in Africa.” Sensing a vulnerability in the society’s
armor, free black writers continued to exploit the issue in an effort to embarrass the ACS, and
weaken the impact of its propaganda by dramatizing the need for free black educational
opportunities. John Brown Russwurm reflected in Freedom’s Journal “on the vast sums which
infatuation is wasting on Colonization, which will never profit but the few.” He lamented “that
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philanthropists should be so misled.” Russwurm said that even if half the amount spent on
colonization to Africa were “devoted to the subject of African Education, it would bring about a
new era in the history of our coloured population.” He continued: “But educate our youth, and
you remove the moral infection that exists among the lower class of our people – you elevate the
intellect, and excite an oppressed and injured people, to honourable and successful endeavours
after virtue and competency. This is the whole secret of amelioration, and let him that would
improve us as a people, either in this country or Africa, turn his attention to the improvement of
our education.” 34
“We feel ourselves to be true Americans,” Russwurm exclaimed passionately, insisting that
free blacks believed their interests to be “inseparably connected” with those of the nation at
large, and “that every plan or institution that contemplates us as a separate people, is at war with
good policy.” The Freedom’s Journal editor concluded his remarks by noting that he felt
confident he was speaking “the sentiments of our brethren generally, and especially, the
enlightened part, when we say that we are prepared to enlist our means, efforts and influence, in
the encouragement of any National Society, whose object is African Education – believing if this
object could be obtained, there would be no want of Pioneers to go forth with the instruments of
civilization and Christianity to our benighted brethren in Africa, and throughout the world.” This
line of attack on the ACS sought to expose the virtual absence of concern on the part of the
organization, for the welfare of free blacks who remained in the country. 35
Another contributor, identified only as “a coloured Baltimorean,” built upon Russwurm’s
critique of the colonization movement in a letter published in two parts in Freedom’s Journal,
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and reprinted from the abolitionist publication, Genius of Universal Emancipation. At the same
time, however, he also revealed the resentment that was growing among free black leaders and
writers over the course of the 1820s, at colonization rhetoric that consistently referred to them as
Africans who belonged back in their ancestral homeland. The refusal of colonizationists to
recognize the American identity of free blacks was infuriating. In his letter, the correspondent
asked at the outset whether colonizationists had ever “come among us for the purpose of eliciting
our true sentiments relative to colonization in Africa?” Barely concealing his outrage, the writer
exclaimed that “perhaps they think this…would have been deteriorating to their exalted feelings
to have treated with those whom they have been accustomed to look upon with supercilious
contempt.” He added that it would have “been better…had they thought more of this, prior to
sending three thousand miles to treat with the poor ignorant natives of Africa to receive us.” The
American Colonization Society was an institution “founded more in policy than in humanity.”
Speaking directly to the country’s white Christian ministers, he fumed: “Let them ask themselves
and their God, whether the condition of those whom the society proposes to benefit cannot be
ameliorated here. Let them turn over the pages of their bibles and see if the blessings of heaven
must be denied us unless we migrate to Africa. Let them see if anything is there calculated to
strengthen the idea that a harmless and degraded people must necessarily abandon…a land
favoured with all the blessings of civil and religious liberty, a land blazing with gospel light –
and migrate to one not only fraught to us with disease and death, but enveloped in the deepest
shades of moral gloom.” 36
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IV
The reach and power of the American Colonization Society as an organization peaked at the
end of the 1820s. By then, it had already transformed free blacks’ narrative of Africa, from a
dialogue that emphasized the connections between people of African descent throughout the
Atlantic world, into a discourse that shunned anything that smacked of contemporary affiliation
between themselves and the ancestral homeland. An editorial on Liberia by John Brown
Russwurm in early 1828 made it clear just how sensitive the subject was becoming, and how
high the tensions were that shaped the conversation. The occasion of the commentary was a
letter published in the ACS journal, The African Repository, described as “a long address from
the happy citizens of Liberia, Africa, to their free brethren of colour” in America. Russwurm
began his piece diplomatically enough, saying that he was always glad to hear “of the welfare of
our brethren in all quarters of the globe,” and although opposed to colonization, was “pleased to
learn their progress in life, and advancement in the different arts and sciences.” But then the
tone of the editorial abruptly shifted. Russwurn admitted that Freedom’s Journal, in fact,
received “monthly reports from this ‘paradise of bliss’,” yet he asked, “from what quarter do
they emanate,” from “the pens of impartial men, or from those, who having formed visionary
theories, are determined to try the experiment, no matter how many lives are sacrificed?” 37
Russwurm informed his Liberian “friends” that free blacks in the United States were not
simply concerned with their own condition, but that of their brothers and sisters still held in
slavery. As he insisted, “never shall we consent to emigrate from America” in the midst of their
ongoing “degradation and suffering.” “And even then,” he added, “we would not ask the aid of
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the American Colonization Society, to carry us to their land ‘flowing with milk and honey’.” As
Russwurm scathingly exclaimed: “Having laws of their own, and judges chosen from among
their learned and enlightened hundreds, are subjects of the greatest self-gratification to our
Liberian friends. Of a truth, the climate and soil of Africa must be superior to all others in
qualifying the ignorant for the most important offices in the community. We recommend a short
sojourn in this fairyland to the uninformed of all countries; to be transformed by the magic pen
of the colonizationist into men of learning, and held up to the world at large, as learned Doctors
of Law.” In his conclusion, Russwurm revealingly exposed not only his sensitivity and
frustration, but no small amount of envy as well. Speaking of the free black settlers in Liberia,
he wrote that he could not disagree “with them, that they know nothing of that debasing
inferiority with which our colour is stamped in America.” “Half-civilized themselves,” he said,
“with learning enough to tender them conceited,” and “in the midst of beings still more
uncivilized,” it was unsurprising that Liberians “meet with nothing to make them sensible of the
least inferiority.” 38
Russwurm’s diatribe against Liberia poignantly exposed the tensions that were shaping the
free black dialogue on Africa by the end of the 1820s. At the same time, his rhetoric called
attention to the challenges of forging an American identity for free blacks in the United States. It
is impossible to overestimate the courage and sacrifice required of individuals that were
determined to assert an American identity for black people. Beyond the professional efforts of
publishing, speaking, and organizing, as Russwurm made vividly clear, he also daily had to face
up to “that debasing inferiority with which our colour is stamped in America.” His angry
reaction to Liberia, on a closer reading, implies just how much Russwurm himself was being
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worn down by this reality of free black life in the North. His editorial seemed to indicate that,
especially on bad days, his mind had wandered more than once across the water. He thought
long and hard, jealously and enviously, about this place where black people were living “with
nothing to make them sensible of the least inferiority.” Indeed, Russwurm’s experience provides
a good example of the extent to which, as a number of scholars have explained, the ideas of
integration and separation existed simultaneously in the minds of black Americans. As Tunde
Adeleke explains, “nationalist consciousness…, whether domestically or internationally directed,
was essentially contrived to effect the transformation of the American order, rendering it much
more responsive to the needs of blacks.” Integration and separation, says another scholar, “were
at one and the same time expressions of profound discontent and necessary strategies for
survival.” 39
One way of understanding ACS publications and speeches in the 1820s is in precisely these
terms. The society’s advocates, knowing full well that the overwhelming majority of free blacks
thought of themselves as Americans, and had no desire to leave the country, searched for a way
to enlarge the little voice of separation in their minds. Colonizationists first organized a national
campaign that defined black freedom as a threat to the racial purity and order of American
society, then extended a hand of benevolence only to those willing to leave the country for
Africa. In order to convince free blacks of its good intentions, the ACS cleverly separated itself
from the mainstream of white public opinion on the issue of blacks’ history and right to feelings
of racial pride in the accomplishments of African peoples in the past. After working to create an
environment capable of persuading free blacks of the impossibility of any kind of future for
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themselves and their families in America, the society offered them Liberia, a place where
freedom and equality were possible, where nothing existed to make them “sensible of the least
inferiority.” But this was not all. Appropriating crucial elements of the free black narrative of
Africa that stretched back to the late eighteenth century, the ACS offered free blacks in Liberia a
chance to fulfill the religious prophecy of Africa’s redemption, of Ethiopia stretching forth her
hands to God, and of bringing back the historic, ancient greatness of their ancestral homeland.
This argument of colonizationists, that free blacks leaving the country were fulfilling God’s will
and an important historical mission, for those on the fence about colonization, or at the breaking
point in terms of their ability to hold up in the face of white racism, could be a decisive factor. It
might compel them at last to give in and go, at the same time comforting them with a feeling that
they were realizing a vision that God not only wanted, but had predicted for them.
John Brown Russwurm stunned the free black community in early 1829, when, after attacking
the colonization society in the columns of Freedom’s Journal since the paper’s inception, he
announced in an editorial that his views had been “materially altered.” He was now a “decided
supporter” of the ACS. Even more disconcerting was his departure for Liberia the same year.
The free black communities of the North, which lost one of their most able and compelling
advocates, and historians almost ever since, have tried to make sense of Russwurms’s volte-face.
What happened? How could a man who spent years arguing that colonization only worked to
make slavery the normative condition of black life in America, all of a sudden, essentially
abandon the people he had spent so many years defending? Scholars have offered a variety of
explanations. Did colonization, finally, offer Russwurm a “way of solving what must sometimes
have seemed an unbearable tension between being black and being American,” or had he
ultimately been converted to the view that “emancipation would never become a reality without
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colonization?” Russwurm’s biographer, Winston James, suggests that the editor’s background as
a Caribbean migrant to the United States made him more sensitive to the daily indignities of
antebellum racism than native-born free blacks in the North, and less tolerant of the abuse, so
that finally, “because he knew of other worlds,” Russwurm decided to move again, to a place in
Liberia “where the disabilities of color were not as punitive.” 40
Perhaps a better way of understanding Russwurm is not to treat him as if he was an isolated
case, the only free black person who was ever convinced, after years of struggle, to embrace the
idea of emigration to Africa after originally opposing colonization. Russwurm was just the most
famous, high-profile activist to make such a choice. To be sure, he was an outlier, in the sense
that the overwhelming majority of free blacks were moving toward an American identity over
the course of the 1820s, one from which most of them would never retreat. At the most basic
level, Russwurm’s decision to leave the United States for Liberia can be read as a visceral
reaction to the social and political context of free black life in the antebellum North. Russwurm,
in his editorial announcing his change of position on the subject of colonization, clearly evinced
the kind of hopelessness about the prospects for black freedom that ACS propagandists had been
emphasizing for over a decade. “We consider it a mere waste of words to talk of ever enjoying
citizenship in this country: it is utterly impossible in the nature of things,” he said, and “all
therefore who pant for these, must cast their eyes elsewhere.” To stay, for Russwurm, was to
remain in “a land in which we cannot enjoy the privileges of citizen, for…reasons” that all free
blacks understood, and “felt daily.” But to leave, he came to convince himself, just might,
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sooner rather than later, as colonization advocates claimed, usher in the day when slavery was no
more, and “when the soil of this happy land shall not be watered by the tears of poor Afric’s sons
and daughters.” 41
Most free black people in the United States had no desire to abandon their homes for Liberia.
The narrative of Africa being produced by northern black communities in the 1820s was
evolving away from an emphasis on the connections between free black Americans and natives
of their ancestral homeland. It was a dialogue that focused more and more on the differences, on
those things that made free blacks, in their estimation, superior to native Africans. It was a
discourse that, largely through a rejection of contemporary associations with Africa, claimed
America as their natural home. While the ACS certainly made the topic of Africa unavoidable
for free black leaders and writers, seeking to motivate them with imagery of the continent’s
redemption and return to ancient glory, the overall impact of colonization propaganda worked in
exactly the opposite direction. Free blacks, faced with the challenge of colonization, offered a
completely different reading of the lessons of the past, and of their religious destiny.
If history truly was to be understood as the will of God revealing itself in the course of human
affairs, then African redemption clearly had become part of a much larger narrative, not an end,
but a middle chapter in a much more expansive, and ongoing book that the Lord was writing
about black people, in America. As 1830 approached, it was clear that the free black dialogue of
Africa, that at the outset of the nineteenth century seemed destined to link the lives of black
people throughout the Atlantic world as never before, had been supplanted. It had evolved into a
discourse that defined the ancestral homeland’s significance to free blacks more in terms of a
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historical, than a contemporary sense of relevance or identification. It had become a narrative
that was characterized by great distances rather than immediate attachments. As the efforts of
free black writers began to merge with the broader currents of antebellum reform in the 1830s,
especially the abolitionist movement, the expansiveness of that ocean that divided Africa from
America in their minds would continue to grow.
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Chapter Three

Claiming America, Rejecting Africa: Black Identity in the Encounter
with Antebellum Reform, 1830-1839
Throughout the 1820s, free blacks in the North consistently opposed the colonization
movement, and its depiction of them as a degraded people who threatened the order of society.
They especially objected to colonizationists’ portrayal of free blacks as Africans, who belonged
back in their ancestral homeland. In this first decade of defining their opposition to the ACS,
free black leaders and writers responded by arguing that they were not Africans, but Americans
who had no desire to leave the only country most of them had ever called home. The first and
most important thing that defined them as Americans, they argued, was that the United States
was the land of their birth. Africa was no longer, for most of them, the land of their nativity. A
second crucial factor free black writers pointed to, which distinguished them as Americans rather
than Africans, was their identity as Protestant Christians. This, as they insisted, was a marker of
civilization that clearly set them apart from natives of their ancestral homeland, and which linked
their interests to those of other Americans and to the nation as a whole. When colonizationists
suggested that their Christian faith made them the best candidates for an emigration plan to
redeem Africa, free black leaders and writers offered a critical reading of biblical and secular
history that posited a different narrative of redemption for the continent. The fulfillment of the
Old Testament prophecy of Ethiopia stretching forth her hands to God would come to fruition,
finally, not as the product of a return to Africa, but as a result of blacks’ rise in America.
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Free black leaders and writers added another layer of meaning to what defined them not as
Africans, but as Americans in the 1830s. In the early years of the decade, many white
antislavery advocates in the North, largely in reaction to free black opposition to colonization,
began to turn away from the ACS. Embracing the reform spirit of the era, and the dream of
perfecting society, they started arguing for the immediate abolition of slavery. In opposition to
colonizationists, abolitionists like William Lloyd Garrison envisioned a country where black
freedom, rather than being gradually eroded by a plan of expatriation to Africa, would become
the universal law of the land in the United States. Free blacks in the North suddenly had white
allies willing to support not just a more thorough attack on the institution of slavery, but friends
who acknowledged and defended their right to remain in the land of their birth. The abolitionist
as opposed to the colonization movement, recognized them as free black Americans.
Through their alliance with white abolitionists, free black leaders and writers were drawn into
the broader currents of antebellum reform, especially those of the education and temperance
reform movements. They identified themselves with the values of mainstream, white middleclass Americans, and embraced in their works and speeches habits of learning, self-control, and
moderation. At the same time, they juxtaposed the image of supposedly backward, pagan,
uncontrolled natives of Africa, with a picture of free blacks in the North as not only born in the
U.S., and Christian, but also as American by virtue of their affinity for education, law-abiding
nature, and dignified habits and manners. The battle between white abolitionists and
colonizationists in the 1830s for control over the antislavery movement in the country could have
played out as just that, a contest between whites for mastery of the most high-profile reform
movement of the era. Instead, free black abolitionists, in their publications, in community
meetings, and in a series of national convention gatherings during the decade, used the moment
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to enhance and build upon a narrative of black American identity, not just by claiming that their
values were the nation’s values, but by simultaneously asserting that they were not Africans. As
one group of free blacks from Wilmington, Delaware, expressed it in July of 1831: “That Africa
is neither our nation nor home, a due respect to the good sense of the community forbids us to
attempt to prove; that our language, habits, manners, morals and religion are all different from
those of Africans, is a fact too notorious to admit of controversy. Why then are we called upon
to go and settle in a country where we must necessarily remain a distinct people, having no
common interest with the numerous inhabitants of that vast and extensive country?” 1
I
A large part of what outraged free blacks about the American Colonization Society, beyond
its stated purpose of removing them to Africa, was the extent to which it effectively ignored their
overwhelming opposition to its plans. The ACS could only boast of 259 emigrants to Liberia in
1830, while one free black community after another throughout the North registered their
displeasure with the organization. In mid-August of 1829, in Cincinnati, Ohio, for nearly a
week, white mobs went on a rampage of racial violence, attacking and pillaging a part of the city
known as “Little Africa,” where most free blacks resided. In the end, only one black person was
killed, but in the weeks that followed over half the city’s free black population, estimated at
between one and two thousand residents, fled Cincinnati. Many of them would ultimately head
for Canada. As the size of the free black community in the city grew over the course of the
1820s, racial tensions had risen steadily, and many whites began to call for the enforcement of
laws that had been passed in 1804 and 1807, but that had rarely been enforced. According to
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these statutes, blacks entering the state were supposed to formally prove their free status, provide
a five hundred dollar deposit to “guarantee their good behavior,” and “secure two white patrons”
capable of vouching for their character. The goal was to prevent black immigration into Ohio
altogether. Still, as more free blacks continued to come, eventually the lid that held white racial
animosities in check exploded. Events like the riots in Cincinnati were something that virtually
all free black communities in the North dreaded in the antebellum period, and time and time
again free black leaders and writers blamed the American Colonization Society for fanning the
flames of this kind of violent prejudice. 2
In response to this climate of fear and hatred which they blamed upon colonizationists, free
black leaders and writers in the North began addressing white antislavery reformers directly, in
an effort to convince them that African colonization would only function to strengthen, not
weaken slavery. More pointedly, they argued that only the acceptance of black freedom in the
United States could finally eradicate the institution. Events like the rioting in Cincinnati, and
especially Nat Turner’s bloody uprising in Virginia in late 1831, along with free blacks’ constant
and tireless activism, certainly did begin to change the landscape of antislavery reform in the
1830s. A number of former colonizationists, including William Lloyd Garrison, Theodore
Dwight Weld, and the wealthy New York businessmen, Arthur and Lewis Tappan, became
outspoken advocates of immediate abolition in the early years of the decade.
Scholars have long noted how the abolitionist movement, especially initially, defined itself in
opposition to the ACS, and the ideas of colonization and gradual emancipation. Both
movements found themselves locked in a battle for preeminence in the realm of northern
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antislavery reform. As Ronald G. Walters has noted, most “post-1830 abolitionists regarded
colonization as their greatest enemy,” despite the fact that “many of them had once believed in
it.” Whatever its original intent, the ACS, they claimed, had become a southern-controlled
“device” meant to “accommodate the racism which undergirded slavery itself.” John Stauffer
explains that in the early 1830s immediate abolitionists came to view the colonization movement
as “an impediment to reform,” and described its plan to send free blacks to Africa as “a
conspiracy against human rights.” For William Lloyd Garrison in particular, writes Bruce
Laurie, defeating the ACS became a personal “vendetta.” The Boston editor understood that
“colonization was a millstone that had to be cast off if abolitionism was to broaden its appeal,”
especially to free blacks in the North. 3
Recent scholarship indicates the role that free blacks themselves, specifically their opposition
to colonization, played in the change of heart evidenced by many white antislavery advocates.
As Ousmane K. Power-Greene explains, anti-colonization “became the foundation upon which
‘Garrisonism’ was built.” Black defiance toward the idea of colonization, he writes, pushed
many white abolitionists beyond gradual emancipation toward an embrace of immediatism. Free
blacks accomplished this by insisting upon their entitlement to the status of citizens of the United
States, and convincing white abolitionists like Garrison that the end of slavery was only a
beginning, not an end unto itself. Power-Greene notes that as early as 1832 “those who
considered themselves abolitionists were compelled to place anticolonization next to
immediatism, interracial brotherhood, and citizenship among the goals of freedom.” He makes a
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strong case for understanding the exceptional fervor of immediate abolitionists in this period not
just in terms of their religiosity, but as a result of the influence that free blacks’ determined
opposition to colonization had on their hearts and minds. 4
The alliances free blacks built with white abolitionists provided them for the first time with
connections and resources, like Garrison’s Liberator newspaper, that allowed them to take the
fight against the ACS to a higher level. Colonizationists may have ignored black defiance
toward their organization in the past, but now they would be forced to confront it. ACS officials
responded by publicizing firsthand accounts from Liberia, including editorials in their journal,
The African Repository, from John Brown Russwurm. In these articles, Russwurm tried to
convince free blacks in the United States that freedom in America was an impossibility, while
the colony in Africa offered it as a reality of blacks’ daily lives. When abolitionist attacks on the
colonization society clearly began to gain traction, ACS leaders started to blame Garrison and
the Liberator for free black opposition to their efforts. As a result, they worked tirelessly to
convince the public that “immediatists threatened social order and stability.” 5
The early 1830s indeed marked a drawing of the battle lines between free blacks, their
abolitionist allies, and colonizationists. In an April 6, 1830 editorial for the Liberia Herald, John
Brown Russwurm tried to persuade his comrades in America that they were “altogether
ignorant” of the true conditions of the settlement. He asked whether “prudence” did not suggest
that they “enquire of those who are better informed than to receive the dictation” of leaders
“whose opportunities for information, could have been no better than theirs [?]” Quite shrewdly,
playing upon the anxieties and fears of free blacks in the North, he noted that “Ohio has, and
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Indiana shortly will adopt, laws which we predicted some months ago, that the free states would
find themselves under the necessity of enacting.” “God forbid,” Russwurm said, “that we should
undertake to justify the passing and putting such into execution.” In the face of this opposition to
their security, much less advancement in society, Russwurm provided what might have seemed a
compelling lure when he informed free blacks in the United States that the emigrants to Liberia
had found “a haven to which we invite all our race, who have the independence to think for
themselves, and a courage to dare the worst, in pursuit of Freedom.” 6
As encouraging as Russwurm tried to be, however, his message fell on continually deaf ears.
Outside of his editorials, appeals for emigration frequently appeared in the ACS’s official journal
right next to reports from colonization meetings held throughout the North, where the message
from speakers was always the same. Free blacks were a supposedly degraded people, whose
increase in population every year threatened the stability of the country’s social order. In 1830
the black population in the free states stood at approximately 122,000. As Judge Isaac Blackford
informed a colonization gathering in Indianapolis, free blacks were “a low, ignorant, debased
multitude,” growing at a rate of six thousand annually. “Something must be done,” he
exclaimed, since they “are a burthen, generally, wherever they are.” “The solicitude throughout
the United States is universal,” said the judge, “that we should be relieved from the blacks,” and
only the American Colonization Society, “if sufficiently encouraged, can and will render this
great benefit to our country.” As Blackford harshly concluded: “They are of no service here to
the community, nor to themselves. Their situation may be compared to that of the fabled
sufferer, who, surrounded by water and the most delicious fruit, is never permitted to partake of
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either. They live in a country, the favourite abode of liberty, without the enjoyment of her
gifts.” 7
For their part, free black leaders and writers blamed the ACS for fanning the flames of
popular prejudice against them, leading to events like the 1829 violence in Cincinnati, and then
employing voices like Russwurm’s to convince them of the hopelessness of their possibilities in
America. In a speech delivered at St. Philip’s Church in New York, on July 4, 1830, the Rev.
Peter Williams informed his audience that although they had been freed from slavery in the
North, they were still “oppressed by an unreasonable, unrighteous, and cruel prejudice, which
aims at nothing less than the forcing away of all the free coloured people of the United States, to
the distant shores of Africa.” Calling attention to the inconsistencies of colonizationist rhetoric,
Williams noted sarcastically that if the ACS truly wanted “the Africans to be rendered a virtuous,
enlightened and happy people,” then by no means should they send free blacks from the U.S.
there, since according to the society they were “the most vile and degraded people in the world.”
He added that a great deal of emphasis had been placed by the ACS upon the idea that free
blacks could only hope to improve their character as a people by removing to Africa, a notion
Williams found still more ridiculous. As he elaborated: “We are to be improved by being sent
far from civilized society. This is a novel mode of improvement. What is there in the burning
sun, the arid plains, and barbarous customs of Africa, that is so peculiarly favourable to our
improvement? What hinders our improving here, where schools and colleges abound, where the
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gospel is preached at every corner, and where all the arts and sciences are verging fast to
perfection?” The answer, he insisted, was not black degradation, but white prejudice. 8
Williams brought up a point that free black leaders and writers would return to over and over
again. They were not simply opposed to the colonization movement, but to the idea that they
were Africans rather than Americans. Williams and many others frequently contrasted free
blacks’ identity as native-born Christians with a desire for learning and advancement, with the
customs of a “barbarous Africa,” in an effort to make clear to the country at large that they were,
in fact, Americans. “We are natives of this country,” Williams declared, and yet colonizationists
insisted that the prejudices of the nation “against us are invincible.” Because these feelings were
so impossible to remove, free blacks should be placed where they could live well “beyond their
influence.” But had the ACS ever done anything to fight against this prejudice, before claiming
its invincibility? As Williams continued: “The African Colonization Society is a numerous and
influential body. Would they lay aside their own prejudices, much of the burden would be at
once removed; and their example…would have such an influence upon the community at large,
as would soon cause prejudice to hide its deformed head.” Instead, as Williams and free
northern blacks in general charged, the ACS was the biggest promoter of the racism it so decried.
“By the scandalous misrepresentations which they are continually giving of our character and
conduct, we have sustained much injury,” Williams noted, and unfortunately “have reason to
apprehend much more.” 9
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As Williams came to the close of his address, his message became ominous, informing free
black communities in the North to gear up and prepare for the worst. “The opinion is daily
gaining ground, and has been often openly expressed,” he said, “that it would be a great blessing
to the country if all its free coloured population could be removed to Africa.” As this feeling
gained ground, he cautioned, “recourse will naturally be had to such measures as will make us
feel it necessary to go.” Pointing to the forced, violent exile of Cincinnati’s free black
community only months before, Williams asked his congregants whether or not similar incidents
should not be expected soon in other free states throughout the North. Turning to religious
imagery in an effort to unmask what he saw as the true nature of white support for colonization,
Williams concluded: “Satan is an inventive genius. He often appears under the garb of an angel
of light, and makes religion and patriotism his plea for the execution of his designs. Our Lord
foretold his disciples that ‘the time cometh, when whosoever killeth you, will think that he doeth
God service.’ Brethren, the time is already come when many think that whosoever causeth us to
remove from our native home does service to his country and to God.” 10
As Ousmane K. Power-Greene has found in his study of blacks’ struggle against the
colonization movement, precisely this kind of powerful testimony convinced white antislavery
reformers like William Lloyd Garrison to break their ties with the ACS, and to make the fight
against it the early centerpiece of the immediate abolition crusade. In numerous issues of the
Liberator, Garrison published letters from free blacks expressing their opposition to
colonization, and acknowledged that this near universal feeling among free black communities
was what “had compelled him to abandon colonization and move toward immediate abolition.”
At the heart of most of the testimonials Garrison published from free blacks, the most common
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criticism of the ACS was its perceived role in spreading and fanning the flames of anti-black
prejudice. Across the North, free blacks held community meetings in 1831, where they passed
resolutions designed to address the white public, informing all who would listen of their united
opposition to colonization, and especially the ACS and its local and state auxiliaries. Samuel
Ennals and Philip A. Bell, speaking on behalf of New York’s free blacks, exclaimed: “We have
no objection in the abstract to the Colonization Society; but we do protest strongly against the
means which that Society uses to effect its purposes. It is evident to any impartial observer, that
the natural tendency of all their speeches, reports, sermons, &c. is to widen the breach between
us and the whites, and give to prejudice a tenfold vigor.” Ennals and Bell expressed a sentiment
that virtually all free blacks agreed upon, that as whites gravitated to the cause of colonization,
they simultaneously became “less active and less friendly to our welfare as citizens of the United
States.” 11
In a February 6, 1831 editorial in the Liberia Herald, John Brown Russwurm, sensing the
besieged mentality of free black communities in the North, tried to defend the idea of
colonization and the ACS by asking his brothers and sisters in America why they should stay in a
country that made them so vulnerable. He added that Canada offered no permanent solution.
“Will not the arbitrary laws, or rather prejudices which have been raised in Ohio, be planted and
matured in Canada,” he asked. “It requires no prophetic eye,” he said, speaking of free blacks in
the United States, to predict that for “them and their posterity, there is no abiding place on the
other side of the Atlantic.” The only location that offered free black people a chance to live
under “republican principles,” he asserted, was Africa. If northern free blacks were satisfied
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with the conditions of their lives, then by all means they should stay in America. “Let him who
might here be an honor to society,” concluded Russwurm, “remain a sojourner in a land where it
is impossible to be otherwise,” because in the United States “his spirit is extinct, and his friends
may as well bury him now.” 12
Convinced of the impossibility of black freedom in America, Russwurm, though no doubt
playing upon the fears of free blacks, at the same time wanted to appeal to them at the level of
reason. He said, effectively, that their hopes of becoming true American citizens was irrational.
Colonization was not only a reflection of common sense, but indeed remained the only honorable
course of action left open to free blacks. What Russwurm underestimated from afar in Liberia in
1831, was the energy and renewed determination that infused free black communities throughout
the North, with the advent of the immediate abolitionist movement, the defections of white
antislavery advocates from the ranks of the colonizationists, and the establishment of Garrison’s
Liberator. William Watkins, a prominent free black leader in Baltimore, wrote to Garrison in
May, commenting upon a pro-colonization article he had recently seen in one of the city’s
publications, the American. The author of the piece, said Watkins, was no doubt a “thoroughgoing colonizationist,” as he “writes in the true spirit of the cause.” The contributor to the paper
was exasperated with “our anti-colonization resolutions,” noted Watkins, and as a result he
argued that if Maryland’s free blacks could not be convinced to emigrate, then the state should
pass laws to secure their removal, with or without their consent. Watkins replied: “We would
tell this precocious statesman that we are not to be intimidated into colonization ‘measures’ by
the angry effusions of his illiberal soul; that we [would] rather die in Maryland under the
pressure of unrighteous and cruel laws than be driven, like cattle, to the pestilential clime of
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Liberia.” Free blacks in the United States, Watkins asserted, were becoming inspired “with a
moral courage which no oppression shall shake, no fulminations overawe.” 13
A major sign of this inspiration and determination on the part of free blacks were the series of
national conventions held by black leaders throughout the 1830s. The gatherings were called in
direct response to the violence in Cincinnati of 1829. The goal of the meetings was to address
the pressing questions of emigration and colonization, and to strategize for the advancement and
security of free black communities in the North. At the first annual convention held in
Philadelphia in June of 1831, and attended by representatives from Pennsylvania, New York,
Delaware, and Maryland, attention was focused upon “the many oppressive, unjust and
unconstitutional laws, which have been enacted in different parts of the Union, against the free
people of colour.” The convention delegates saw behind these new measures what they
perceived as the corrupt influence of the American Colonization Society. As they explained,
“we cannot for a moment doubt, but that the cause of many of our unconstitutional, unchristian,
and unheard of sufferings, emanate from that unhallowed source.” They urged “Christians of
every denomination firmly to resist it.” 14
Beyond their clear denunciation of the ACS, the delegates spoke to a number of other topics
deemed important to the North’s free black communities. They resolved to set apart the fourth
of July as “a day of humiliation, fasting and prayer,” when speeches should be delivered and
collections taken to further the convention’s aims. This practice was intended to stand in stark
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contrast to the ACS tradition of passing around the collection plate in the nation’s churches on
Independence Day, on behalf of the colonization cause. Addressing the charge of
colonizationists, that free blacks were a degraded and dangerous element of the population, the
convention declared that the uneducated and illiterate state of most free blacks was
unquestionably a cause for concern, but not for their removal to Africa. “Mere ignorance…in a
people divested of the means of acquiring information by books, or an extensive connexion with
the world, is no just criterion of their intellectual capacity,” they asserted, and called upon white
reformers in the North to aid the cause of education for blacks. The convention concluded with
an admonition to free blacks themselves, to recognize that “knowledge is power,” that their
elevation depended upon, in no small degree, their ability and determination to “foster and
encourage the mechanical arts and sciences” among themselves, and to practice “simplicity,
neatness, temperance, and economy” in all the affairs of their daily lives. Following this
program, over time, would prove to the country that they were not “barbarous” Africans, but
Americans who deserved the same rights of citizenship whites enjoyed in the United States. 15
At this first annual convention of northern black leaders in 1831, crucial objectives were met.
The meeting made it clear that free blacks viewed the ACS not just as a misguided organization
that ignored their interests and desires, but in fact, as a conspiratorial one, which they linked
directly to laws passed in places like Ohio designed to bar their entrance into the free states, and
to obstruct their progress as a people. If colonizationists did not take part in the racial violence
committed against them, it promoted an environment in which violence could only be expected
to flourish. By taking up donations on the nation’s birthday, the ACS attempted to portray the
removal of blacks to Africa as an act of patriotism on the part of white citizens. By calling for a
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“day of humiliation, fasting and prayer” on Independence Day, free black leaders asserted an
American identity which the colonization society sought to deny and divert attention from.
Directing the focus of white reformers not to the degradation of free blacks, but instead to their
desire for learning, and their approval of the very values that represented the mainstream, white
middle-class of the North, allowed the leaders gathered at Philadelphia in 1831 to add another
layer of depth to what they meant when they claimed that free blacks were not Africans, but
Americans. It was an identity that they asserted not simply based upon the fact that they were
natives of the United States, or that they were Christians. They were Americans also by virtue of
their affiliation with the nation’s ideals and values. Their willingness to criticize and fight
against institutions that they felt betrayed those ideals and values, namely slavery and
colonization, they argued essentially, was evidence of the patriotism free blacks possessed for
the land of their birth.
II
The increased effectiveness of free black leaders and writers at getting the anti-colonization
message before the public was not lost on ACS officials, and by the latter part of 1831 their
concern was evident. The subject became the target of numerous articles and speeches by white
colonizationists. In a lengthy editorial in The African Repository in September, the society
attempted to clear the air with its free black opponents, restate its position, and curb the
momentum of the immediate abolitionist movement. The editor began by suggesting that during
the early period of its existence the ACS actually enjoyed the support of most “intelligent free
men of colour in the United States,” a statement that possessed a grain of truth. He followed by
arguing that the real question of the present was whether or not the colonization society was, as
far as free blacks were concerned, a “beneficent” institution calculated to effect “by virtuous
77

means, a great and good end.” In its first years, he suggested, most free blacks understood that
the society “proposed their settlement in Africa, not because unfriendly to their improvement
here, but because it appeared certain, that it was neither in the power of benevolence or
legislation to remove their disabilities; to save them from an influence which must repress hope
and weaken exertion.” “To us,” exclaimed the editor, “it seems evident that the man of colour
may as soon change his complexion, as rise above all sense of past inferiority and debasement in
a community, from the social intercourse of which, he must expect to be in great measure
excluded, not only until prejudice shall have no existence therein, but until the freedom of man in
regulating his social relations is proved to be abridged by some law of morality or the gospel.” 16
Warming to his theme, the journal’s editor asked free blacks to admit the hopelessness of
their aspirations to become American citizens, to accept that in the United States they would
always remain “a separate and inferior caste, weighed down by causes, powerful, universal,
inevitable; which neither legislation nor christianity can remove.” He added that this state of
affairs was “the fault of no one,” neither blacks nor whites, but instead “a misfortune for which
the Colonization Society offers the only remedy.” The editor accused the proponents of
immediate emancipation of sacrificing both the “individual and public good,” in favor of an
“unsubstantial theory of the rights of man.” He concluded, “It is not right that men should be
free when their freedom will prove injurious to themselves and others.” The public welfare of
the nation, argued the editor, could not afford the general chaos and disorder that would follow in
the wake of an immediate end to slavery. He ended his defense of the colonization cause by
denying that ACS officials were hostile to the improvement of free blacks in the United States,
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emphasizing the voluntary nature of emigration under the society’s auspices. That the
organization’s opponents were “summoning all their forces against it” the editor frankly
acknowledged, but said he hoped that the nation’s free blacks would “judge of the character of
the Society from its avowed principles and actual proceedings, and not from the
misrepresentations of its enemies.” 17
Try as they might, however, ACS officials were unable to curb the progress and momentum
of the immediate abolition movement in the early 1830s. Frustrated, they watched as William
Lloyd Garrison and the Liberator became ever more popular within free black communities,
thanks in no small measure to its blistering attacks on the colonization society. In 1832, Garrison
published his work, Thoughts on African Colonization. As one scholar notes, the Boston editor
in a sense made “intellectual history” with his treatise “by making blacks themselves central to
the struggle, demonstrating black agency during a time when most whites believed they
themselves knew what was in blacks’ best interest.” Nearly half of the volume was composed of
direct testimony from free blacks, registering their opposition to colonization. Garrison
acknowledged that when he first came to the antislavery cause he assumed the ACS was indeed a
truly benevolent organization, concerned both with bringing an end to slavery and uplifting the
nation’s free black population. As he explained, “I saw that eminent statesmen and honorable
men were enlisted in the enterprise; the great body of the clergy gave their unqualified support to
it; every fourth of July the charities of the nation were secured in its behalf; wherever I turned
my eye in the free States, I saw nothing but unanimity.” Garrison, when he began to look into
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the ACS more concretely by actually reading its reports and its journal, however, discovered
“sentiments which seemed to me as abhorrent to humanity as contrary to reason.” 18
Garrison said his chief objection was that colonizationists “content themselves with
representing slavery as an evil, a misfortune, a calamity which has been entailed upon us by
former generations, and not as an individual CRIME, embracing in its folds robbery, cruelty,
oppression and piracy.” “They do not identify the criminals,” he complained, “they make no
direct, pungent, earnest appeal to the consciences of men-stealers; by consenting to walk arm-inarm with them, they virtually agree to abstain from all offensive remarks, and to aim entirely at
the expulsion of the free people of color.” Garrison explained that if the ACS actually directed
its efforts toward the immediate abolition of slavery, if it became willing to expose the guilt of
slave owning, and fought against the prejudices of society while acting to secure for free blacks
equal rights in America, their native country, then his opposition to the society would cease. He
insisted that the popularity of the ACS had nothing to do with its “merits,” but instead was due to
“its congeniality with those unchristian prejudices which have so long been cherished against a
sable complexion.” As he explained: “It is agreeable to slaveholders, because it is striving to
remove a class of persons who they fear may stir up their slaves to rebellion; all who avow
undying hostility to the people of color are in favor of it; all who shrink from acknowledging
them as brethren and friends, or who make them a distinct and inferior caste, or who deny the
possibility of elevating them in the scale of improvement here, most heartily embrace it.” The
practical effect of the society, Garrison argued, was to shield slaveholders from reproach,
permitting them to “sin with impunity,” and “granting them and their children whole centuries in
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which to repent, and to surrender what they have stolen!” The ACS discouraged slave owners
“from emancipating their slaves faster than they can be transported to Africa; and thus regards
their persistence in robbery and oppression as evidence of wisdom, benevolence and sanity!” 19
The uncompromising energy and urgency of the immediate abolition message played quite
effectively with many white reformers in the North, especially in the wake of Nat Turner’s slave
insurrection in Virginia of late 1831. Hearing Garrison’s appeals in the Liberator, and reading
his anti-colonization treatise, convinced a number of important individuals to withdraw their
support from the colonization movement. They agreed with Garrison that slavery and racial
prejudice, not black freedom in America, represented the greatest threat to social order in the
country. As James Brewer Stewart has noted, immediate abolitionists “resisted all challenges
from colonizationists to put forward ‘practical’ schemes for easing the slaves’ transition to
freedom,” because until the nation’s white population accepted blacks as equals, “digressions on
incremental alternatives to immediatism would only reinforce prejudice and encourage
complacency.” Theodore Dwight Weld observed at the time that the cause of immediate
abolition “not only overshadows all others, but…absorbs them into itself,” explaining that in his
opinion revivals and the cause of moral reform generally would “remain stationary until the
temple” had been “cleansed.” James G. Birney described the idea of African colonization as “an
opiate to the consciences” of people who should “feel deeply and keenly the sin of slavery.” 20
Confronted really for the first time with a serious challenge to its primacy at the forefront of
antislavery reform, the American Colonization Society and its supporters felt hard pressed to
counter the momentum of immediate abolition, and to defend the organization’s principles
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before the public. Once more the ACS leaned upon the voice of John Brown Russwurm to try
and make renewed appeals to free blacks in the North. In a February 22, 1832 editorial in the
Liberia Herald, he restated his conviction that “a cause which has so many advocates among the
intelligent and virtuous, must be based upon the most noble principles of the human heart.”
Russwurm, striking a reflective and sympathetic tone, rather than playing upon free blacks’ fears
and anxieties as he had in past articles, exclaimed: “We have ever been the advocate of freedom
– we wish it to flourish wherever man exists – and if our mature experience is against our more
youthful hopes – if the soil where we thought it might in our day exist, does not bear
corresponding fruit, we are sorry, and heartily invite all who are longing for it, to seek with us, or
in other lands, its precious enjoyment.” 21
Russwurm asserted yet again the colonizationist notion that what the ACS was offering to
free blacks was a truly historic mission, one that would, as the argument went, remain forever
unavailable to them in the United States. “The African for ages has been unjustly reproached for
want of genius & incapacity to acquire the more abstruse branches of education,” he said, “but
let the experiment be tried on Africa’s soil, and we shall see whether the descendant of Africa, in
the land of his forefathers, freed from the contumely, which daily looks down upon him in
America, will not satisfy the most prejudiced that all are the workmanship of one God, who has
allotted to his African as well as his American children, a diversity of gifts.” At the close of his
message, Russwurm pointed free blacks to the past, to a once-great Africa, one that he hoped
they would return to, and help restore to its rightful place among the civilized nations of the
world. “In the providence of God,” he said, “we trust the day is not far distant, when we shall
see worthy successors to those renowned men of ancient Africa, who were born and reared on its
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soil.” “Africa,” he concluded, “has been deemed the land of monsters, henceforth let it be the
land of promise to all her descendants.” 22
At the second national convention of free black leaders, held again in Philadelphia in June of
1832, both William Lloyd Garrison and the Secretary of the ACS, the Rev. Ralph Randolph
Gurley were invited to debate the issue of African colonization. The delegation in attendance
had grown from the meeting the previous year, to include representatives from New York,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, and Maryland.
The significance of the occasion was not lost on the delegates, who noted that “a more favorable
opportunity to arrive at truth seldom has been witnessed.” While it was never in doubt where the
black leaders’ support rested in the debate, after Gurley’s address they expressed an admiration
for “the distinguished piety and christian feelings, with which he so solemnly pourtrayed the
doctrines” of the colonization society. Nevertheless, their conclusions in regard to the ACS
remained consistent. As the convention declared, “the doctrines of said Society, are at enmity
with the principles and precepts of religion, humanity and justice, and should be regarded by
every man of color in these United States, as an evil for magnitude, unexcelled, and whose
doctrines aim at the entire extinction of the free colored population and the riveting of
Slavery.” 23
After expressing their united opposition to African colonization and the ACS, the convention
representatives moved on to other related issues, highlighting a program of racial improvement
for free blacks, meant to secure for them not just citizenship rights, but to define themselves
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before the country as Americans. The convention first clarified its position on emigration to
Canada, and anti-black legislative measures in places like Ohio. “In contributing to our brethren
that aid which will secure them a refuge in a storm, we would not wish to be understood,” said
the delegates, “as to possessing any inclination to remove, nor in the least to impoverish that
noble sentiment which we rejoice in exclaiming – This is our own, Our native land.” “All that
we have done,” they insisted, “humanity dictated it, neither inclination nor alienated feelings to
our country prescribed it, but that power which is above all other considerations, viz: The law of
necessity.” The convention noted that free blacks, in spite of the obstacles arrayed against them,
sensed in the movement for immediate abolition and the white alliances they were making within
it, the possibility of a brighter future in America. This depended upon more than free blacks’
ability to keep the issue of immediate emancipation and their opposition to African colonization
at the center of public attention. Free blacks also needed to embrace the broader elements of
antebellum reform, from temperance, to religious perfectionism, and especially, education. 24
By “due exertions on our part,” said the delegates gathered at Philadelphia, free blacks could
ultimately “acquire a moral and intellectual strength” that would “unshaft the calumnious darts
of our adversaries, and present to the world a general character, that they will feel bound to
respect and admire.” What free black communities needed were colleges and schools, where
their children could “be instructed in all the arts of civilized life.” As the convention argued, if
“we ever expect to see the influence of prejudice decrease, and ourselves respected, it must be by
the blessings of an enlightened education.” Free blacks needed to gain the kind of “classical
knowledge which promotes genius, and causes man to soar up to those high intellectual
enjoyments and acquirements, which places him in a situation, to shed upon a country and a
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people, that scientific grandeur which is imperishable by time, and drowns in oblivions cup their
moral degradation.” So thorough was the vision laid out by free black leaders at this second
annual convention, that they even reflected upon John Brown Russwurm’s appeal of a few
months earlier, suggesting the historic and prophetic mission of American free blacks to return
and restore Africa to its ancient greatness. The delegates reinterpreted the prophecy of Ethiopia
stretching forth her hands to God for their free black brothers and sisters: “Be righteous, be
honest, be just, be economical, be prudent, offend not the laws of your country − …live in the
constant pursuit of that moral and intellectual strength, which will invigorate your
understandings, and render you illustrious in the eyes of civilized nations, when they will assert,
that all that illustrious worth, which was once possessed by the Egyptians, and slept for ages, has
now arisen in their descendants, the inhabitants of the new world.” 25
At this second national convention of free black leaders the delegates had recognized the need
for some limited support for black emigration in extreme cases, as in the example of those who
were forced to flee Cincinnati for Canada only a few years before. But they denied any lessening
of their determination to be accepted, and treated, as American citizens. The movement for
immediate abolition, and the white allies they had gained, inspired free blacks to believe that
their goals would eventually be realized. They could assure the outcome by persevering in the
fights against slavery and colonization, and by demonstrating blacks’ interest in the spirit of
improvement that characterized the age of antebellum reform. Finally, they marked out a
historical connection with the advanced culture and society of ancient Egypt, in order to
emphasize the differences between free blacks in America, and the contemporary natives of
Africa, again making clear the extent to which defining themselves as Americans required a
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simultaneous rejection of the notion that they were, in any present-day, riddled with negative
stereotypes sense of the word, Africans.
Demonstrating the frustration of ACS supporters at the sweeping nature of free black
opposition, John Brown Russwurm again took to the editorial columns of the Liberia Herald in
September of 1832. Attempting yet another strategy to get through to his former friends and
associates, Russwurm suggested that if free blacks felt they could not “credit all that has been
published” by the ACS “concerning Liberia,” then perhaps they should start sending “intelligent
and competent persons to spy the land,” rather than “passing resolutions, and publishing
inflammatory pieces, whose tendency can only be, to widen known prejudices.” Taking aim at
many of his former colleagues in New York, he said he expected more from them “than merely
passing angry vetoes against the Society.” Russwurm asked pointedly whether they could say
that the free black man in their city was any more “respected,” or enjoyed “more privileges than
one of equal standing in Charleston, or New Orleans?” Defending the ACS, he at the same time
urged free blacks in the United States to look past the racial prejudice and pro-slavery sentiment
that motivated some whites to support colonization. As he explained, “we think we should give
but little weight to the objection, that some are for our removal, out of mere prejudice, if we
know that by so doing, we can better our condition.” As he elaborated: “Self is one of the
primary motives of all our actions, and we see not upon what grounds they abandon it, whenever
the subject of emigration is presented to the consideration of our brethren in America. What care
I for the motives which may actuate any man, if I am certain, to a demonstration, that I shall be
benefited by embracing his offer, or assistance.” 26
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Russwurm’s passionate appeals made no headway in winning over the North’s free black
communities. However, from the official perspective of the ACS in the 1830s, this was only one
of the organization’s problems. Free black opposition was nothing new, but both its volume and
its reach was. This fact was evident in the numbers of former colonizationists who had thrown
their weight behind Garrison and the movement for immediate abolition. The loss of white
support for the ACS in the North was the real crisis of the moment. In a December 8, 1832,
letter to John B. Vashon, a prominent black leader in Pittsburgh, and a close friend, Garrison
suggested the kind of gains in white support that so worried ACS officials. “Every week I
receive information of the abandonment of the Colonization Society by some of its warmest
supporters,” he noted. “I am struck to observe,” he said, “how strongly the fire of moral
indignation burns in the bosoms of those who, discovering that they have been shamefully duped
by the colonization scheme, are led to contemplate the features of the monster Slavery.” As
Garrison concluded: “I am more and more convinced, that the permanency of the bloody system
depends upon the stability of the Colonization Society. The union between them is perfect – the
overthrow of one must be the destruction of the other.” Garrison’s correspondence indicated that
in the North, colonizationists faced losing control of their long-standing preeminence at the head
of antislavery reform. 27
At the third national convention of free black leaders in June of 1833, the growing resolve and
confidence of the anti-colonization movement was on full display. The convention
recommended that free blacks should “devote their thoughts and energies to the improvement of
their condition, in this their native land, rejecting all plans of colonization any where.” In
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response to ACS charges that free blacks were being corrupted by the “fanaticism” of immediate
abolitionists into attacking an institution that only had their best interests at heart, the delegates
had a ready response. “These are not the illusions of a distempered imagination, the ebullitions
of inflamed prejudice, or the effusions of fanaticism,” they exclaimed, but protests “founded on
facts derived from the official documents of the Colonization Society,” and based upon “the
approved declarations and acts of the agents of that association.” Hitting the real sensitive spot,
the convention noted that many of the ACS’s “ablest advocates” had “deserted the cause,” in
favor of “tearing down the MONUMENT they assisted in erecting.” 28
The leaders at the 1833 convention again criticized the colonization society for refusing to
recognize them as Americans, and once more delineated that identity by rejecting the idea that
they were Africans. “The philanthropists of this association,” they complained, “have
endeavoured to establish, as a primary belief, that the coloured child…, no matter how many
generations he may be able to trace in a lineal ascent, is an African, and ought to be sent to the
land of his forefathers – Africa.” As the delegates elaborated: “When they have worked up the
fancy of their hearers to that pitch that they really believe us to be Africans, it becomes an easy
matter to excite their sympathy so that they readily loose their purse strings, and voluntarily
contribute to the beneficent scheme of the Society to restore us to the land of our nativity.” The
convention, in asserting the American identity of free blacks, rejected utterly any contemporary
affiliation with Africa. The ACS “has most grossly vilified our character as a people,” they
declared, arguing that “it has taken much pains to make us abhorrent to the public, and then
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pleads the necessity of sending us into banishment.” The delegates concluded that “a greater
outrage could not be committed against an unoffending people.” 29
The period from 1831 to 1833, despite the ACS’s best efforts, witnessed the ascendancy of
immediate abolition and a continuous drop in support for colonization among northern
antislavery reformers. As James Brewer Stewart has noted, in this two-year period the
abolitionist movement cited a number of “major accomplishments,” from the founding of the
New England Anti-Slavery Society and the success of its campaign against the ACS, to the
expansion of anti-slavery societies throughout the North, from only four in two states in 1831 to
forty-seven in ten states by late 1833. By then, wealthy businessman Arthur Tappan of New
York had decided to throw his enormous resources behind Garrison, something that stunned
colonization supporters. This coup almost rivaled the Boston editor’s success in London, where
at the end of the year he succeeded in capturing “the cash subsidies of English abolitionists,
much to the colonizationists’ dismay.” By the mid-1830s, the ACS was an institution lacking in
financial support, and fading rapidly in popularity among both northern reformers, and the public
in general. 30
The strategy of the ACS in the midst of this crisis was to portray abolitionists as dangerous
radicals who were so bent on the immediate annihilation of slavery that they were willing to see
the country descend into social chaos and disorder. At best they were characterized as naïve and
misguided idealists, at worst, and much more commonly, as virtual anarchists determined to
destroy the country by bringing about an intermingling of the races, resulting in the loss of white
racial purity and ultimately control of society itself. As Bruce Dorsey explains, even though
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colonization publications “did not abound with alarmist rhetoric about sex or marriage” between
blacks and whites, “the amalgamation argument still underpinned nearly every pronouncement of
the necessity of separating the two races.” As he elaborates, colonization supporters tended to
fall back on the threat of amalgamation when their defenses of the plan proved ineffective. It
became “a convenient strategy for raising alarm among racist whites about the consequences
arising from abolitionist plans for immediate emancipation,” says Dorsey, and as he adds,
colonizationists’ “use of amalgamation arguments certainly escalated following the advent of the
immediate abolitionist movement.” But amalgamation functioned as far more than a racist scare
tactic. It “represented an interrelated pattern of ideas about race and politics that exploited sex
and gender as a strategy to deny political equality and ensure racial dominance through
violence.” While colonizationists were not known to participate in the anti-abolition and antiblack riots of the period, their ready employment of the threat of amalgamation clearly
“encouraged a climate wherein mobs developed.” 31
Perhaps the best example of this kind of ACS agitation took place in Philadelphia, where the
Young Men’s Colonization Society was formed in 1834. Newspapers in the city, like the
Pennsylvanian, had always provided positive coverage of the colonization movement, and
complained about the growth of the free black population, which it frequently described as full of
“vagrants, drunks, and criminals.” In particular, the rise of the immediate abolition movement
was seen as threatening to release upon the North hordes of black “semi-savages…maddened
with the possession” of a freedom they were “incapable of appreciating or comprehending.”
Some prominent Philadelphians grew so hostile to abolitionists in the 1830s that they began to
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question the wisdom of even gradual emancipation. As the jurist J.R. Tyson informed a
gathering of the Young Men’s Colonization Society, the abolition of slavery had largely proven
to be a failure even in the North. What use had it been, he asked, when black vagrancy, crime,
and unemployment surpassed that of the lowest class of whites in the country? Free blacks, he
said, were no different from slaves in the sense that they lacked “moral virtue.” Tyson described
himself as a professed friend of “the African,” but he insisted that reformers should stop wasting
their efforts and resources on failed emancipation strategies. Mirroring Tyson’s anxieties, the
Rev. Cyril Pearl accused immediate abolitionists of encouraging free blacks to “expect the time,”
when the nation’s “state and national assemblies will contain a fair proportion of colored
representatives,” when they would “be able to intermarry with the whites and be on terms of
perfect equality.” Only the American Colonization Society’s promise to remove the free black
population over time could deliver the country from a descent into anarchy. 32
In March of 1834 New Jersey Senator Theodore Frelinghuysen authored a piece for the
ACS’s official organ, The African Repository, in which he tried to dismantle the argument for
immediate abolition, and convince the country’s free blacks that they should be grateful to the
society for the haven it offered them in Liberia. “Let it be granted,” he began, “that time and
better feelings may, in thirty or fifty years, accomplish for them a partial deliverance; still in the
interim, it is worth all the labours of philanthropy to provide a happy resting place” to a people
who enjoyed “no share of our political, and but a small part of our social privileges.” “We have
seen these causes in constant operation for many years,” he said, “and however much we may
and ought to deplore it, yet the depression exists, and the lines of separation are as deep and
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palpable as ever.” Frelinghuysen, who was actually opposed to the removal of Native Americans
from their ancestral lands in the United States, informed free blacks that whether or not “the
prejudice which depresses the African in this country be cruel or just, a safe retreat from its
frown should be hailed with thankfulness.” He asked, “what can there be of unkindness, in
sending children home to the land of their fathers, and there nourishing them by the lights of
science, religion, and liberty,” and “is not Africa such a home?” 33
Squaring his sights on immediate abolitionists, Frelinghuysen argued that in their “pursuit of
abstract right, they forget the more obvious duties that spring from the existing relations of
society.” He noted that the “African race” only made up at most a sixth of the population of the
country, a factor he accused the supporters of immediate emancipation of ignoring, in their quest
toward a mad ideal that promised to accomplish nothing more than sacrificing the “harmony,
peace and safety” of the nation’s white majority. The question of the moment, Frelinghuysen
said, was whether “immediate emancipation shall be conferred upon a class of men, incapable of
self-government, to the utter destruction of the lives and property” of white Americans, “or
whether the former shall await the march of events, and the progressive influences of
philanthropy?” The New Jersey Senator concluded his defense of the colonization movement
with a dire warning: “Twenty-four States, five-sixths of whose inhabitants are white, and who
are knit together by a bond of political union, are threatened by this rash proposition, to be driven
back to a state of anarchy, commotion, and civil war. The very first overt act that shall be made
in any one of the northern States to carry into effect the plans of those who oppose the
Colonization enterprise, will probably result in a separation of the Union.” 34
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The ACS by the mid-1830s could still publicize the backing it received from national
politicians like Frelinghuysen, but it could not curb the momentum and gains made by free black
communities and their white abolitionist allies. Nor could it win back the level of support it had
enjoyed among northern reformers at the start of the decade. In early 1834 John B. Vashon
wrote to William Lloyd Garrison, celebrating the growth of the immediate abolitionist movement
in the North, and the increasing unpopularity of the ACS and its plan of removing free blacks to
Africa. In reply to Vashon, Garrison agreed that a “wonderful change” had occurred in northern
sentiment, now that they had “crippled” the colonizationists, and “measurably overthrown that
wall of partition which has so long protected slaveholders and slavery from the shafts of truth
and the blows of justice.” “Just as fast as we get light among the people,” he told his old friend,
“and make ourselves heard, …we make converts.” Garrison called attention to the spread of
local antislavery societies, “multiplying all over our land,” and concluded that this was the surest
“way to reform, consolidate and enlighten the moral power of the nation, and to overthrow
iniquity and oppression.” 35
Held in New York City for the first time in 1834, the fourth national convention of free black
leaders, along with Garrison, celebrated the weakening of the ACS as an organization, but the
delegates cautioned that it was not dead. “They have resorted to every artifice to effect their
purposes,” noted the convention, “exciting in the minds of the white community, the fears of
insurrection and amalgamation,” and as the leaders in New York understood, this meant that the
potential for violence against free blacks remained a persistent and ever-present threat. The
colonizationists could be expected to continue to petition “State legislatures to grant us no
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favours,” and to ask “Congress to aid in sending us away,” to use all its power and “influence to
prevent the establishment of seminaries for our instruction in the higher branches of education.”
Still, like Garrison, the delegates could not help but notice that the American Colonization
Society was clearly beginning to “grow feeble,” to all appearances even in the throes of its “last
struggle.” The convention urged free blacks: “Hang around him; assail him quickly. He is
vulnerable. Well pointed darts will fetch him down, and soon he breathes no more.” Noting
their success at placing free blacks’ rejection of emigration to Africa or anywhere else before the
public, with the help of their white allies, the delegates acknowledged that both they and their
immediate abolitionist friends could continue to expect threats from “every quarter,” but asserted
that “the more they are assailed the faster they recruit.” This factor, they argued finally,
suggested that the future prospects for free blacks in America were “cheering, in a high
degree.” 36
III
In the latter half of the 1830s free black leaders and writers, although convinced that the ACS
had largely been discredited among northern reformers, continued their public campaign against
the society with as much energy and determination as ever. Yet while they would continue to
single out the ACS and the obstacles it presented to their advancement, the widely held belief
that its influence had been severely curtailed permitted an environment to develop in which black
leaders began to disagree more freely among themselves. In particular, they began to clash over
the tactics being employed in the fight for American citizenship rights, and against slavery.
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Historians have documented the divisions within black abolitionist ranks over a strict adherence
to the strategy of moral suasion as a means of bringing about an end to slavery, versus a growing
feeling that moral suasion alone was not enough, that more direct, political, even confrontational
measures were needed. Scholars usually place these debates in the early 1840s, yet as Howard
Holman Bell noted in his detailed analysis of the national conventions held by free blacks in the
antebellum period, the conflicts were already becoming apparent by 1835. This year marked the
creation of the American Moral Reform Society by free black leaders, many of whom had been
attending the national conventions since the beginning of the 1830s. But it was also, as Bell
pointed out, the last convention held until 1843. As he explained, in many regards the “two chief
Negro centers, New York and Philadelphia,” represented “opposing sides” in a debate where
“old values were brought up for reappraisal.” 37
In Pennsylvania free black leaders remained predominantly loyal to Garrison’s brand of
abolitionism, which demanded a strict adherence to the tactics of moral suasion in the antislavery
struggle. But in New York, black activists like David Ruggles began making the case that moral
suasion and racial improvement were only part of what was needed to combat slavery and
colonization moving forward. The power of the press, New Yorkers argued, should be employed
to convince the public not just to sympathize with blacks and oppose slavery, but to start taking
concrete political measures toward the final annihilation of the institution. As Ruggles noted in a
series of articles he authored in 1835 for the abolitionist publication, the Emancipator, the “press
has done more in three years in dethroning SLAVERY and her DAUGHTER the Colonization
Society, than the mind of man could possibly have conceived, when the swift tide of public
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opinion was sweeping us down into the gulf ‘Liberia’.” Signifying his willingness to move
beyond the tactics of moral suasion and moral reform generally, Ruggles added: “Come what
will, if even riot must come to purge a corrupt public sentiment, like the purifying effects of the
hurricane upon a foul atmosphere, ‘awful though it be,’ let it come, and rage, and die, anything is
better than the ‘silent, peaceful,’ soul-damning influence of slavery-colonization.” 38
Even as free black leaders began to disagree over tactics in the fight against slavery and
colonization, however, certain elements of the struggle remained unchanged and constant.
Regardless of the sides they took in the debate over moral suasion versus political activism, all
agreed that free blacks’ quest for citizenship rights depended upon their ability to convince the
country at large not just to accept that they deserved those rights, but to recognize their identity
as Americans. A crucial part of this effort to define themselves as Americans, all agreed, was
persuading whites that all black people in the United States were not Africans. The distance that
free blacks would place between themselves and any contemporary association with their
ancestral homeland would continue to grow over the latter half of the 1830s. In many ways, the
most visible demonstration of this reality was revealed at the last of the national conventions
held by free black leaders during the decade, in 1835, where delegates unanimously voted to
“remove the title of African from their institutions, the marbles of churches &c.” The word
“African,” in subsequent years, was, as one scholar notes, “literally effaced from the dedicatory
plaques…of hundreds of churches, schools, and benevolent societies.” 39
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In early 1837, free black leaders Philip A. Bell and Robert Sears established the nation’s
second black newspaper in New York, originally known as the Weekly Advocate, but soon
renamed the Colored American. The paper reflected the emerging political bent of free black
activists in the city, who emphasized the power of the press, not just in terms of its ability to
move public opinion, by appealing to the moral conscience of whites, but more directly as an
effective, functioning political arm of the North’s free black communities. As Samuel E.
Cornish, who took over editorship of the paper, noted in an early article: “The fragments of our
people, who are scattered through the land, must be reached and reached through the press; it is
the only way – we cannot send the living instructor to all their isolated points and corners.”
Political agitation, coupled with racial improvement and traditional appeals to conscience, was
the only thing that could ultimately move the nation’s white majority to go beyond feeling guilty
over slavery, and actually take action against it. The Colored American, as one scholar notes,
quickly “became a leading forum” for the Committee of Vigilance, which free black leaders in
New York established in January of 1837, to publicize the alarming rise of kidnapping cases in
the city, instances of people being snatched off the streets, and illegally sold into the South’s
expanding cotton empire. David Ruggles, as a secretary of the Committee, became a regular
contributor to the paper, consistently calling attention to each new kidnapping event as it
occurred, and issuing notices of rewards for the return of children in particular. This was
something that he knew full well had the potential to move sympathetic whites beyond outrage,
to a point where some would become willing, even anxious to take more forceful measures in the
ongoing fight against slavery. 40
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When it came to the ACS, the Colored American did more than simply carry on the longstanding tradition of black opposition to colonization. It sought to reinterpret for free blacks the
Old Testament prophecy of Ethiopia stretching forth her hands to God, which colonizationists
had employed for years in an effort to entice black support. The paper argued that the only way
free blacks could hope to fulfill the prediction was by staying right where they were, in America.
The relationship between Africa and free blacks in the United States was important, but as
Samuel E. Cornish declared in the columns of the Colored American, colonizationists had gotten
it wrong. What the prophecy foretold, he insisted, was not a return to the ancestral homeland in
a literal sense. It described a rise back into the ranks of civilization by sons and daughters of
Africa, evidenced in their embrace of Christianity, and the acquisition of knowledge, the likes of
which blacks had not possessed since the times of their ancient ancestors, the Egyptians and
Ethiopians. This was precisely what free blacks were slowly achieving in America, Cornish
contended. 41
Free blacks who emigrated to Liberia were only delaying the date of the prophecy’s
fulfillment, by removing themselves beyond the resources of an already civilized society. The
nature of the relationship between Africa and free blacks in the United States was, as Cornish
and others would argue, primarily a historical one. Knowledge of the African past, namely the
grandeur of ancient Egyptian civilization, meant something to free blacks in the sense that it
established a powerful counterargument to white claims that blacks were inherently inferior in
intellect and character. The ancient history of the ancestral homeland stood as proof that only
slavery and prejudice impeded blacks’ advancement in society. Drawing these comparisons
between themselves and the greatness of an ancient Africa, however, worked at the same time to
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reinforce in free black writers’ minds, a belief that claiming an American identity for themselves
necessitated the very public rejection of any affiliation with the Africa of their own time. It is
too easy to overlook the extent to which free blacks’ discourse of racial improvement in the
period, and their embrace of temperance and education, for example, was designed not just to
convince whites to understand them as Americans, but to compel them to grasp the fact that they
were not Africans. The language of racial improvement, even as it provided another layer to free
blacks’ definition of themselves as Americans, at the same time reinforced the caricature of a
backward, intemperate, pagan Africa, further distancing them from any contemporary
identification with the land of their ancestors.
When Africa was portrayed in a positive light by free black writers, it was directly within this
framework of a historical, as opposed to present relationship connecting them to the continent
and its native inhabitants. Cornish noted that a “learned” white man in the United States “will
swell with more than usual dignity of conscious knowledge, when in his polemic and theological
strife, he can quote on his own side of a contested question, the arguments, or even the opinion
of a Cyprian, a Cyril, or a St. Augustine.” And yet, as Cornish explained to his readers, these
venerated historical figures were not only “pious and learned Christian Bishops and Theologians,
Fathers of the Christian Church, many centuries ago,” they also happened to be Africans,
“negroes!” He asked white religious authorities in America, who so frequently boasted of their
superiority over blacks, whether or not, when the time came, their ignorance might not be what
stood between them, and a seat in heaven with the giants of Christian philosophy they so
admired? Free blacks could and should be proud of the achievements of their ancient forebears,
and whites who sought to argue that anything but slavery and race prejudice prevented them
from advancing in American society should seriously check themselves, Cornish warned.
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Calling attention to an anniversary rally of the New York Colonization Society, held in May of
1837, he elaborated upon the peril he believed white supporters of the colonization movement
faced. After attending the gathering himself, Cornish wrote: “So deeply seated, they
acknowledged, was a wicked prejudice in their hearts, against the complexion of their colored
fellow citizens, that it could not be removed, and that they were morally incapable of doing them
justice in this country… What will their high professions, and their time serving influence avail
them, when God shall require their souls?” 42
Under the heading, “Serious Reflections,” Cornish intimated that not only individuals were at
risk, but ultimately the country itself could be expected to pay a price for the crime of slavery,
and the pervasiveness of racial prejudice. “Fellow citizens,” he cautioned, “remember the
dealing of God to other nations; national sins have always been followed by national calamities.”
“Behold the BLACK and BLOODY catalogue!,” he angrily exclaimed, pointing to the dramatic
growth of the domestic slave trade in the United States, the legal and social obstructions placed
in the way of free blacks in the North, the discrimination they suffered within the nation’s
churches, and their systematic exclusion from the business opportunities and jobs available in the
country’s cities and large towns. As Cornish concluded: “These, all these, are the returns which
we have been making to Jehovah, for our independence and national prosperity. ‘Shall I not visit
for these things? saith the Lord, and shall not my soul be avenged on such a nation as this?”
Linking the African colonization movement to this list of offenses, in a later article Cornish
added that perhaps twenty years earlier, when the ACS first came into existence, it was possible
to “act under colonization influence, with comparative blamelessness.” Yet as he insisted, that
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time had passed, because God had “poured so much light on the subject, as to leave no room for
any other, than willful ignorance.” 43
In Philadelphia, in August of 1837, free black leaders from New York, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Maine, and Maryland, including William Whipper, James Forten, Sr., and Samuel E.
Cornish met to establish the American Moral Reform Society. The delegates made clear that
whatever differences existed within black abolitionist ranks over the question of moral suasion
versus political agitation as the most effective means of opposing slavery and colonization, when
it came to the perception of Africa, free blacks in the North still maintained a near unanimity of
feeling. African history taught them to believe in what they could accomplish as black people, in
the United States, and to dismiss the idea that they were in any way naturally inferior to whites.
“We have observed,” noted the convention, “that in no country under Heaven have the
descendants of an ancestry once enrolled in the history of fame, whose glittering monuments
stood forth as beacons, disseminating light and knowledge to the uttermost parts of the earth,
been reduced to such degrading servitude as that under which we labour from the effect of
American slavery and American prejudice.” Still, the delegates argued, free blacks should not
leave the United States, for several important reasons beyond the obvious one, that it was the
land of their birth. First, as they noted, free blacks were fortunate to be living “in an era, when
the moral power of this nation is waking up to the evils of slavery, and the cause of our
oppressed brethren.” Second, “if the few be removed, we have no security that slavery would be
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abolished.” Duty to the cause of freedom demanded that free blacks “remain on our soil,” in
America, and “see the salvation of God.” 44
The convention declared that it hoped to “establish in our people a correct knowledge of their
own immortal worth, their high derivation as rational, moral and intelligent beings,” and to
promote among them an “affability of manner, meekness, humility and gentleness,” the
hallmarks of a truly “Christian character.” Such a transformation called for the strict adherence
of free blacks to “the principles of universal peace,” to “sound morality,” and to the “influence of
education, temperance, economy, and all those virtues that alone can render man acceptable in
the eyes of God or the civilized world.” Demonstrating a disdain for the mere inference that free
blacks in the United States were Africans, the convention asserted, “we claim to be American
citizens, and we will not waste our time by holding converse with those who deny us this
privilege.” 45
At an anti-colonization meeting held in New York in January of 1839, the Rev. Theodore S.
Wright warned his free black brothers and sisters about the numerous ways the ACS continued to
try and thwart their rights to citizenship, to prevent their acceptance as Americans by the broader
society. As he informed the gathering, “the monster is not dead.” It was true, he acknowledged
gratefully, that colonizationists would never be able to “effect their cruel object, of driving two
and a half millions of their own countrymen from their home and native land to the sickly deserts
of Africa.” Yet, as Wright explained, they would still do all in their power to “destroy the spirit
of liberty, to strengthen prejudice against us, to prevent our education, to impede our recovery of
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our political rights, by saying that the more they do for us, the more we think it our home.” The
United States was the home of free blacks, Wright argued, their “native land.” The “sickly
deserts of Africa” offered no sanctuary. 46
“There is either a most strange delusion or an obstinate wickedness in men, in relation to this
matter of expatriating our colored people,” noted a contributor to the Colored American. The
correspondent pointed to God’s commandment “to love our neighbor as ourselves,” before
offering a definition of colonization more in accordance with the way that free blacks in the
North understood and experienced it. “Colonization,” he explained, “is hate of one’s neighbor,
of the very deepest and most far-reaching kind.” If God ever looked down upon “any one crime”
in America “with more displeasure than on any other,” excepting slavery itself, it was this
“deliberate and malicious wrong and insult entertained by…the proud people of this country
towards their humbler brethren.” African colonization was “a deliberate, premeditated coolblooded plot to banish” free blacks “from their native land, and to send them to the most
undesirable spot on earth.” Another contributor to the paper said that supporters of the ACS
loved black people, but at a distance. They possessed a love for the black man, he noted
sarcastically, that “shuts him from their sympathies, kindness, and even their sight,” an affection
that celebrated “his eternal banishment from their society.” This was not the love “of the
benevolent heart,” explained the correspondent, because “such a feeling never glowed in the
heart of the Savior of the world.” 47
As the end of the decade drew near, free blacks in the North were more committed than ever
not just to making a future for themselves in the United States, but to convincing the nation at
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large that they were, in fact, Americans. The struggle against the ACS, now over twenty years
old, had led free black leaders and writers to define an American identity that, significantly,
incorporated as part of its core meaning, an utter rejection of any contemporary affiliation with
Africa. The language of racial improvement that free blacks employed in the drive to claim an
American identity for themselves worked, in the end, to reinforce the caricature of a backward,
intemperate, and pagan ancestral homeland. This spurning of Africa, and of comparisons with
its native peoples was, by the final years of the 1830s, as visceral and intense as the embrace of
their American identity was heartfelt and fervent.
In early 1839 Philip A. Bell, the proprietor of the Colored American, expressed exactly the
sentiments that animated free black communities in the North. He said “our sympathies for the
slave, the love we bear our native land, our respect and veneration for the institutions and
government of our country, are so many cords which bind us to our home, the soil of our birth.”
The United States was a land wet with “the tears and fertilized by the blood of our ancestors, and
from which, while life lasts, …we will never be seduced or driven.” With force and urgency,
Bell exclaimed: “…we will tell the white Americans that their country shall be our country – we
will be governed by the same laws, and worship at the same altar – where they live we will live,
where they die there will we be buried, and our graves shall remain as monuments of our
suffering and their triumph, or of our failure and their disgrace.” Precisely which outcome the
future held, as another editorial observed, only “time, the great unraveller of the destinies of the
world,” could answer. 48
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Chapter Four

Africa and Black Identity in the Age of Manifest Destiny, 1840-1849
On January 4, 1840, in a private letter to Judge Samuel Wilkeson of Maryland, John Brown
Russwurm lamented that the African colonization movement in the United States faced what he
described as its “darkest hour.” In a none-too-veiled allusion to the racial prejudice of many
officials within the ACS, Russwurm said to Wilkeson that “if all who called themselves
Colonizationists” were animated “by a right spirit, how different would now be the face of things
in Africa.” If the central purpose had been not only to “transport the people of color across the
Atlantic,” but to “have made their home, in their fatherland, an inviting asylum,” then “instead of
having to seek Emigrants, the difficulty would now be to carry over the numbers anxious to
Emigrate.” Russwurm acknowledged in this correspondence not simply decades of white racism
and mismanagement in Liberia, but an unwillingness on the part of free blacks to tolerate any
identification with Africa as their homeland in a contemporary sense. Indeed, by the 1840s, this
rejection of anything other than historical comparison between free blacks and Africa, had
become central to a defense and definition of themselves as Americans. It was also a perspective
that had shaped ideas about Africa for quite a while by this point, over twenty years. It had
become, effectively, an inherited marker of identity from one generation to the next, something
to be assumed, taken for granted any time free blacks asserted their American identity, even
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when they never explicitly used the terms Africa or African. This was the overarching effect of
fighting against the colonization movement for over two decades. 1
Free black leaders and writers in the North had emphasized that the United States was the
land of their birth, that they were devout Protestant Christians, and that they embraced the values
of the country’s middle class, including the broader currents of antebellum reform such as
education and temperance, all in an effort to define themselves as Americans to the nation at
large. In the 1840s, they would seek to build upon this narrative by adding a new element to
what, in their view, defined them as American citizens. This was, as free black writers and
orators described it, a veneration for and a desire to participate in, the processes of a free
republican government – in politics. The formation of the Liberty Party, based on its opposition
to slavery, provided those free black leaders willing to move beyond the tactics of moral suasion,
precisely this opportunity. In their engagement with Liberty Party politics, free black activists
rarely made explicit reference to their ancestral homeland. Yet after over twenty years of
combatting the colonization movement, their participation in political antislavery stood as firm
evidence of the fact that free blacks in the North did not see or think of themselves as Africans.
Despite the opportunity opened up by the advent of the Liberty Party, however, free blacks
would be forced to meet new challenges to their assertion of an American identity in the decade
of Manifest Destiny and the Mexican War. Beyond the weakened but nevertheless ongoing
threat of the ACS, the most immediate obstacle came from white academics who began to claim
scientific foundations for differences between the races, for what they characterized as AngloSaxon superiority, and the inherent inferiority of the darker races of humanity. These pseudo-
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scientific studies of racial capacities consistently linked free blacks in the United States to a socalled African type. The fact of their racial origin, as African, in other words, delineated blacks
as a people particularly unfit for freedom, because of this supposed natural inferiority to whites
of European origin. So influential were these studies that, over the course of the 1840s, a belief
in white superiority and the inferiority of darker races, especially those of the African stock,
came to be accepted as scientific facts by many Americans. Free black writers, as a result, found
themselves drawn into a discussion about their potential as citizens of a free republic, that
focused specifically on racial capacities and African origins.
Compelled to explain what they did see as the relationship between free blacks, and their
ancestral African beginnings, black authors produced extensive treatises in the 1840s. Citing
both biblical and classical sources, they established the greatness of African civilizations in the
past, as proof that blacks not only were not inferior to whites, but as evidence that throughout
long stretches of history they had enjoyed a decided superiority over peoples of European
descent. The Bible, they argued, along with many white religious scholars of the period, clearly
gave testimony of the essential unity of humankind in the Creation story of the Book of Genesis.
Only environmental and historical forces explained the varying destinies of mankind over time,
they insisted. Again, free black writers pointed to their more advanced civilized status as
Americans, over the present-day natives of Africa, to illustrate the point. Black writers
recognized the wide influence of the works of American ethnologists, and the extent to which
they made the idea of Africa as the homeland of all blacks, an unavoidable association in the
mind of the white public. To counter this notion, as well as the charge of racial inferiority, free
black leaders claimed that their destiny was to rise in the land of their birth. As a chosen people
of the Lord, their responsibility was to see Ethiopia one day stretch forth her hands to God. But
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as free black writers would argue, the mission in relation to Africa was just that, not to abandon
their homes and all the trappings of civilized society for Liberia, but to gradually missionize
rather than colonize the land of their ancestors.
A final event toward the end of the decade highlighted the political necessity of emphasizing
the American identity of the country’s free black population, namely the independence of
Liberia, which became official in 1847. The American Colonization Society worked hard to
publicize the achievement of one of its ultimate goals, that of planting and nurturing a colony of
free blacks on the western coast of Africa, and finally passing control of the government itself
over to the settlers. The independence of Liberia proved briefly to be a public relations coup for
the ACS, as the last years of the 1840s witnessed an upsurge of white interest in, and support for
the organization. Some free black leaders preferred to give Liberia the benefit of the doubt,
arguing that it was becoming a truly independent nation free of white influence and control.
Most black writers, however, continued to coalesce around the opinion that the infant republic
remained a place too stained by its association with the ACS to ever be trusted by free blacks in
the United States. No one wished ill fortune upon the young nation, but black leaders insisted
that an independent Liberia was no more a home for free blacks than it had been in the 1820s or
1830s. The destiny of the colored people, as many of them preferred to say, was, and always
would be, rooted in America.
I
In 1839, Samuel George Morton released the seminal work in what would become known as
the American school of ethnology, his Crania Americana. In this study, Morton argued that by
“comparing cranial size, capacity, and structure,” trained experts like himself could interpret “the
basic physical differences between races.” As Reginald Horsman has noted, Morton also
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contended that “there had been various Creations of human beings in different parts of the
world,” and his research, dramatized by his display of the world’s largest collection of human
skulls in Philadelphia, was viewed as fundamental “to an understanding of human racial origins
until Darwin shattered the work of the American school” in the 1860s. Morton was at the core of
a group of writers that included the archaeologist Ephraim G. Squier, southern physician Josiah
C. Nott, and the English-born Egyptologist George R. Gliddon. What made Morton and the
other writers of the American school’s work controversial was the assertion of polygenesis, the
explanation of multiple creations of human beings that challenged the account given in the Old
Testament. What was not at all seen as problematic by most whites was Morton and his
colleague’s claim that the African race had always historically occupied an inferior position to
that of the Caucasian. Most popular was Morton’s 1844 treatise, Crania Ӕgyptica, in which he
said that while black Africans were more than numerous in ancient Egypt, they had always been
nothing more than servants and slaves, while the ruling class, the Pharaohs, had all been white. 2
The widespread acceptance of these studies in the 1840s forced free black writers into a
debate with white scholars over African origins, the capacity of races, and the subject of
polygenesis. In their own works, black authors defended the essential unity of mankind as
recounted in Genesis, and they directly challenged the historical interpretation of African origins
offered by white ethnologists. Citing sources both biblical and secular from the ancient world,
free black writers argued that Egyptians of all classes, not just Ethiopians, had been black. The
fact that these cultures, particularly the Egyptians, were credited with passing on to the Greeks,
Romans, and through them to Europeans, the arts of civilization such as reading and writing,
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stood as proof that Africans never had possessed any kind of natural inferiority to whites. Black
authors worked tirelessly to promote within the free black public a pride in their historical
origins as a people, but it did not translate into an identification with the Africa of their own
time. As they insisted, free blacks were Americans with ancestral ties to Africa, and they drew a
crucial point of distinction. Responsibility toward, and identification with Africa was not the
same thing in the arguments of black leaders and writers in the 1840s.
A strategy was required to counter the effective association in white peoples’ minds that the
works of ethnologists had created, of affiliating the inferiority of the so-called African type of
humankind with the status of their descendants in America. Free black writers and orators
developed a twofold response. First, they insisted that what all agreed was the less-thanadvanced state of contemporary Africa, was not proof that people of African descent possessed
any kind of inherent racial inferiority, not in the present, and certainly not in the past. To make
this case they pointed to the grandeurs of a black Egypt, and to their own advanced civilized
status as Protestant Christian Americans, images they contrasted with the commonly held view
of a backward, pagan and distinctly uncivilized Africa of their own day. The second part of their
strategy was to begin suggesting that as civilized black Christian Americans, they did have a
responsibility to help fulfill the biblical prophecy of Ethiopia stretching forth her hands to God,
of aiding in the redemption of Africa. But the way to do this, free black leaders and writers
began to argue, was not to colonize their ancestral homeland, but to spread Christianity
throughout the continent. In the early 1840s not a few free black leaders, many of them
ministers, began to emphasize a missionary obligation on the part of those with the qualifications
and means within black communities, to evangelize in Africa.
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In May of 1841, James W.C. Pennington, Augustus W. Hanson, and others met in
Connecticut to broach the subject. In July, in the pages of the Colored American, they called for
a convention of free black leaders from across the North to consider forming a missionary
society. The reasons for doing so, argued Pennington and Hanson, were numerous. They
believed the present moment to be “favorable for the commencement of such operations,” and
they urged that “something should be done by us for the land which our fathers loved as the land
of their nativity.” No one could deny “that the exigencies of that country are great,” and in the
face of this reality free blacks in the North should begin to think of their own “duty in this
matter,” that they might start to “wash the blood of the nations sitting in darkness, from our
skirts.” 3
In an article entitled, “Shall Africa Have the Gospel?,” Henry Highland Garnet responded
positively to Pennington and Hanson’s call for a convention, yet at the same time he made clear
what a distant concern Africa had become in the lives and work of most free black activists by
the early 1840s. He noted that while the subject of black missionary efforts to the continent were
a growing topic of conversation, few showed any inclination to act on the matter. “Christian
brethren,” Garnet asked, “whence arises this apathy among us in regard to poor bleeding Africa,”
and why was it that “so few” could be found “that are willing to help her?” Free blacks may not
be destined to make Africa their home, but this did not absolve them of the responsibility of
bringing the Christian religion back to the land of their ancestors. “If we do not awake and bestir
ourselves for her welfare, what shall we say to our God in the last great day,” asked Garnet,
“when Africa’s millions shall come up from the dark valley of the shadow of death, and it shall
be said to us, ‘these were hungry and thirsty, and ye gave them no food, no water; they sat in the
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midst of the deepest darkness and you, having the light of salvation, would not lift it up to
them’?” He added that free blacks in the North scarcely mentioned the ancestral homeland in
their prayers, concluding that many “indeed seem to be ashamed of her very name.” 4
From Brooklyn, New York, Augustus Washington also replied to the call for a convention on
the topic of black missions to Africa. Moved with enthusiasm for the subject, Washington
informed readers of the Colored American that he believed a “crisis” had arrived, a moment
when “the providences of God imperatively call upon us to do something to press forward the
moral engine which is to evangelize, to civilize, and bless benighted Africa.” Free blacks were
precisely the ones God had chosen to be at the vanguard of this mission to redeem the continent
and its peoples. As Washington explained, he was not “one of those, who, because I abhor with
intense hatred the motives, the scheme, and spirit of colonization, …have no sympathy for my
brethren in those far sunny climes,” because “with all their faults, their ignorance, their
wretchedness, I love them still.” His appeal to free blacks of ability and means to consider their
responsibilities in the matter was heartfelt and emotional. Washington said that he believed God
had “opened a highway into the heart of Africa,” and that if free blacks put forth an effort to
uplift the people there, the Lord would “furnish the means.” The ancestral homeland was
stretching out its “bleeding arms” to them, “begging for the bread of life,” and faced with this
situation, Washington asked free blacks in the North whether they could afford to forever “turn a
deaf ear” to the continent’s plight. He concluded his remarks by noting what he felt was perhaps
the most compelling reason for free blacks to support the missionary cause, saying “I believe that
the elevation or degradation of our people in this country is intimately connected with the future
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prosperity and glory of Africa.” Washington argued that “just in proportion as we use the means
that shall result in her elevation, will we ourselves be elevated in America.” 5
While actual missionary efforts by free northern blacks to Africa did not really materialize in
a substantial way until the 1850s and 1860s, this beginning of the discussion in the 1840s
revealed more than just a renewed interest in the subject. More directly, it pointed to a concern
with the manner in which popular images of Africa played in an American context, and impacted
the way that free blacks were viewed and treated in the United States. What came out of the
debates over missionary activity was a focus by black writers upon the history of Africa, and the
need to educate their readers about the perceived true origins of black people. Part of this
impulse to educate free blacks about their history was driven, as mentioned earlier, by the rising
popularity of a pseudo-scientific racism that largely defined the identity of whites in the age of
Manifest Destiny and the Mexican War.
The works of Samuel George Morton and other scholars of the American school of ethnology,
argued not just that Anglo-Saxons were superior over the darker races of humanity in the present,
but throughout all of the records of the past. The widespread acceptance of their ideas, as
scientific facts, made it imperative for black writers to counter such arguments. They had to
write their own histories, and conduct their own research. Most importantly, they needed to
provide their readers with the knowledge that Africa and its peoples were, although backward
and uncivilized in the present, at one time the most advanced in the world. Black people in
America did not descend from an inferior ancestry. Free black authors who took on the subject
wanted to convince their brothers and sisters that the lesson of history was clear. Africa’s
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descendants in the United States were destined not only to equal the achievements of their
ancestors, but, armed with the light of their Christian faith in the land of their birth, surpass them.
John Ernest argues that the black press in the North represented far more than just the
information it offered to the public, acting as a historical agent in its own right, “reframing not
only the events but also the discourse of the past to create a historically (in)formed community of
readers.” Black writers, he explains, “worked to create community by providing a kind of
historical handbook of interpretation in an effort to teach readers the mode of historically
informed reading essential to a unified African American community.” When black authors
interpreted texts from the past, says Ernest, the very “language of antiquity” entered “into the
forum of African American communal elevation.” Consequently, “both the process of elevation
and the historical process that created the need for elevation” were “redefined through the lens
provided by the wisdom of the ages, a field of discourse” that found “its present forum in the
African American communal struggle.” “Placing a historically informed mode of critical
reading at the center of its concerns,” writes Ernest, “African American discourse presented itself
as the discourse of a universal humanity by distinguishing itself from the deceptive and blatantly
exclusionary universalism of white American discourse.” The black “experience” in America,
“understood through the correspondence of sacred and secular history, became the entrance to an
inclusive vision of society.” 6
Virtually all of these lessons were evident in James W.C. Pennington’s 1841 work, A Text
Book of the Origin and History, &c., &c., of the Colored People. As his biographer Christopher
L. Webber notes, Pennington’s arguments in the piece represented overall a message that every
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American, “black or white,” needed to hear, that people of African descent “also had a history
and one in which to take pride.” The treatise was intended to provide blacks in the United States
with “the facts,” the knowledge they required in order to “overcome false statements often made
about black people,” and to understand the subject of racial prejudice within the framework of
human rights as a whole. In the early part of his book, Pennington traces the origins of Africans
to the Ethiopians described in the Old Testament, a people who later blended with the Egyptians.
Citing not only the Bible, but the ancient, secular historians Herodotus and Josephus, Pennington
recounts the greatness and achievements of these societies, and the fact that they were
unequivocally black. Explaining their ultimate loss of power and influence, he blamed the
religious practice of polytheism. As Pennington argued, when “a man has adopted the idea of
more Gods than one, he has unhinged his mind from every thing like truth.” He informed his
readers that Africans possessed extremely intricate systems of religion, but that their entire
foundation was wrong. He argued that from “deifying their ancestors,” Africans “went to
imaginary personages, thence to images,” and even “to beasts and…birds,” and it was precisely
this polytheism that had “provoked God to give them up to their own folly.” 7
Pennington drove home for his readers the reality of African achievements in the past,
dismissing as absurd the notion that blacks had always been nothing more than servants and
slaves, and that the Pharaohs were actually white. In Africa’s rejection of “that God who
wrought for the Hebrews,” its fall from greatness could be traced, not any sort of inherent
backwardness or inferiority of intellect on the part of its peoples. Indeed, Pennington saw a
crucial lesson in Africa’s loss of power and influence that applied specifically to the United
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States. If the sin of their ancient homeland was in rejecting Christianity, then America’s sin was
in refusing to recognize not only the fundamental unity, but equality of humankind as revealed in
the Creation story of the Book of Genesis. Whites who argued theories of polygenesis and the
natural inferiority of Africans and their descendants, insisted Pennington, were committing a
crime against God, by refusing to acknowledge that he had created all human beings in his own
image. “If God has overturned strong nations for sin,” he declared, “he is doubtless doing the
same now, and will do it again.” White Americans “should look with their eyes and see this, and
from it learn to be wise,” said Pennington, adding that writers like Samuel George Morton and
Josiah C. Nott “ought not to pervert the truth, and turn the quarrel more severely against us,”
because “God will rule over both them and us.” 8
Biblical authority, in the works of black scholars, served as “a bulwark against the early
advances of science.” As Stephen G. Hall observes, these authors’ close examination of
language, interrogation of semantics, and privileging of “the Old Testament story of creation
over theories of polygenesis provided a way to suggest the limitations, rather than the
advantages, of science in a world where black existence grew more tenuous and contested by the
day.” Science, Pennington and other free black writers insisted, particularly in its assertion of
polygenesis, worked to pervert peoples’ understanding of the sacred past described in the Bible.
This distracted from the recognition of the fundamental equality and unity of humankind.
Blacks, in particular, could not allow themselves to be deceived by the claims of white pseudoscientists. Not only was the truth of their origins and past as a people fully detailed and
authenticated in the Bible, but, as Pennington contended, blacks’ future depended to a great
extent upon their ability to read the present, the context of the times in which they were living,
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through the lens of sacred, as opposed to secular history. “In the conflict in which we are now
engaged to recover from the sad degradation into which we have been sunk,” he said, “we shall
need eminently to rely upon God.” “And to do this,” he argued, “we must not be so blind as to
believe that any means or system of means, doctrines, efforts, or sentiments are worth any thing,
unless that God who wrought for the Hebrews be the life and soul thereof.” 9
The determination to counter the growing popularity and currency of the arguments of white
ethnologists was writ large in the work of another black writer, Robert Benjamin Lewis. His
book-length treatise, Light and Truth, released as a single volume in 1844, according to Mia Bay,
“may well have been the most widely circulated of the nineteenth-century black publications on
ethnology.” Lewis in his study went to extreme lengths to establish the greatness of African
civilization in the ancient world. The Old Testament, he claimed, made clear that the very first
black people were the Ethiopians, from whom the Egyptians later directly descended. Ethiopians
were the children of Ham in the Bible and significantly, Lewis wrote, the Garden of Eden itself
had been located in Ethiopia. As Mia Bay explains, even though he never explicitly mentions
polygenesis, Lewis’s arguments, specifically his “account of human origins,” practically “turned
the doctrine of separate creations on its head.” Africans “became the first family,” the parents of
all the early nations of the world, from Greece, to Rome, and even, shockingly, those of North
and South America. As Lewis elaborated, all of these places had originally been settled “by the
descendants of Egypt.” He went further, asserting that many of the classic figures of ancient and
biblical history were black, from Plato to Julius Caesar, and from Moses to Solomon. 10
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Lewis’s Light and Truth represented a direct response to the claims of scholars like Morton,
Nott, and George R. Gliddon, who in their works effectively asserted that all of the black great
men of the past, even the Pharaohs of Egypt, had been white. Bay makes the poignant
observation that Lewis’s book on one hand demonstrates “how easily African-American efforts
to rebut white racial doctrine could shade into a black chauvinism that mirrored the very racist
logic it opposed.” And yet, on the other hand, it is hard to overstate the extent to which the
dissemination of such knowledge among free blacks worked as important, even crucial
psychological and spiritual weapons, serving to shield them from the force of a rising pseudoscientific racism in the 1840s. The big picture for Lewis was to establish not only the greatness
of African civilization in the past, but its blackness, even if he did so by dramatically overstating
his case. 11
In many ways the more interesting part of Lewis’s work, again revealing how he was seeking
to counter the arguments of white ethnologists, is the manner in which he draws distinctions
between the African civilizations of the past, and European civilization in the present. As he
noted, the Egyptians “extended their reputation by other means than conquest.” They were a
people who “loved peace,” because they “loved justice.” Egypt “triumphed by the wisdom of
her councils, and the superiority of her knowledge.” Lewis said that “this empire of the mind
appeared more noble and glorious to them than that which is achieved by arms and conquest,”
with the result that Egypt left to the world “such maxims of morality as many Christians ought to
blush at.” All of the discoveries and inventions, all of the technological advancements made by
the Ethiopians and Egyptians, Lewis contended, had “since spread into every civilized nation.”
He wanted blacks in America to understand that they did not descend from an inferior ancestry.
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Rather, Lewis informed his readers, they were the descendants of a people that according to
sources both sacred and secular, were particularly distinguished for their moral and intellectual
brilliance. 12
The identification with the land of their ancestors free black writers like Pennington and
Lewis developed among themselves and their readers, was almost purely historical in its frame
of reference for a good reason. Linking themselves to great black civilizations of the past,
especially Egypt, worked to counter popular claims about blacks as a naturally inferior people.
At the same time, any association they made with the contemporary Africa of their own time
only served to reinforce and lend legitimacy to those assertions. Moreover, and perhaps most
importantly, it was precisely through an understanding of their African origins, their history, that
free blacks came to fully comprehend and ultimately define themselves as Americans. If a
knowledge of their collective past worked to reinforce a sense of pride, and offered a feeling of
reassurance that black people were not somehow naturally inferior to whites, it also emphasized
what was different between contemporary natives of the continent, and descendants of Africa in
the United States.
This distinction would prove critical in the controversy generated over a document that, for a
while in the early 1840s, stood at the center of the debate between black and white scholars over
racial origins and capacities. The nation’s sixth census, released in 1841, revealed the continuing
growth of free black communities in the North. The number of blacks living in the free states
had nearly doubled since the time of the American Colonization Society’s inception, increasing
from just under 100,000 in 1820, to around 200,000 by 1840. As Leon F. Litwack has noted, the
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1840 census was the first in the country’s history to try and measure the number of “mentally
diseased and defective,” or “insane and idiots,” to use the contemporary nomenclature.
Academics of the period concerned with the question of mental disorders eagerly awaited the
results. As one of them declared, the hope was to receive “a complete and accurate account of
the prevalence of insanity among seventeen millions of people,” a sample size from which
definitive results might actually be obtained, not only on the total number of “lunatics and
idiots,” but their breakdown according to race. However, as not a few northern scholars noted,
the census had been “corrected in the department of state” before being released to the public.
They alluded to the fact that Secretary of State, John C. Calhoun of South Carolina, a staunch
defender of slavery, was responsible for the findings of the census. When the Harvard-educated
physician and co-founder of the American Statistical Association, Edward Jarvis, a professional
specialist in mental disorders, examined the data in an 1844 study entitled Insanity Among the
Coloured Population of the Free States, his reaction was one of disappointment and outrage. 13
According to the sixth census, the rate of insanity among free blacks was eleven times greater
than among slaves in the South, with only 1 in 1,158 of those enslaved being recorded as insane,
compared to a ratio of 1 in 144 among free blacks in the North. Even more remarkably, “the
frequency of these afflictions…decreased from Maine to Louisiana with virtual mathematical
precision.” As Jarvis explained, “in Maine every fourteenth negro, in Michigan every twentyseventh, in New Hampshire every twenty-eighth, and in Massachusetts every forty-third negro”
was found to be insane, while New Jersey was discovered to possess the lowest rate of “idiocy”
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among the northern states for free blacks, with a rate of 1 in every 297. These numbers stood in
stark contrast to the experience of enslaved blacks in the South, where a trend nevertheless
continued. Virginia came in with 1 of every 1,229 slaves listed as insane, South Carolina with 1
of every 2,477, and Louisiana 1 of every 4,310. “Such statistics,” as Leon F. Litwack has
elaborated, “gave official credence to popular ‘scientific’ ideas about the peculiar suitability of
Negroes for slavery.” Indeed, the 1840 census not only backed up the claims of pseudoscientific racists like Samuel George Morton and the other writers within the American school of
ethnology, it argued effectively that the deeper black people ventured into the hell of bondage,
incredibly, the more sound of mind they became. The further from slavery into freedom they
journeyed, just so much more likely were they to be driven into a state of confusion and
ultimately insanity. 14
Among the errors in the statistics Jarvis pointed out, was the fact that in numerous cases,
significant numbers of insane blacks were found in northern counties where, in reality, no black
people lived at all, or where the number of so-called idiots surpassed the actual number of free
blacks living in specific communities. Jarvis was ashamed, as he said, that across “the civilized
world, the statement has gone forth, that, according to the experience of the United States,
including a slave population of near two and a half millions, and a free coloured population in
the northern States of near two hundred thousand, slavery is more than ten-fold more favourable
to mental health than freedom.” “How far these errors respecting insanity among the blacks
extend beyond those which we have already pointed out, we have no means of ascertaining,”
noted Jarvis, “but here are enough to destroy all our confidence in the accuracy of the whole.”
Concluding his remarks on the census, Jarvis lamented that, “So far from being an aid to the
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progress of medical science, as it was the intention of government in ordering these inquiries, it
has thrown a stumbling-block in its way, which it will require years to remove.” In 1844 Jarvis
and other northern academics, along with white and black abolitionists, petitioned Congress
asking that the blatant errors in the census be corrected, so that its findings in relation to insanity
among blacks in a state of slavery and freedom might be officially and irrefutably discredited.
Despite Senate and House reports which conceded the errors Jarvis highlighted, no revision of
the 1840 census was forthcoming. As Secretary of State Calhoun informed the petitioners,
Congress, and the nation: “On a review of the whole…the correctness of the late census, in
exhibiting a far greater prevalence of the diseases of insanity, blindness, deafness, and dumbness,
stands unimpeachable. That it may contain errors, more or less, is hardly to be doubted. It
would be a miracle if such a document, with so many figures and entries, did not. But that they
have, if they exist, materially affected the correctness of the general result, would seem hardly
possible.” The 1840 census, he insisted, clearly established that for “the negro or African race,”
freedom was a “curse instead of a blessing.” 15
Free black writers in the North fully recognized the census as an attempt to add yet another
layer of perceived official legitimacy upon the findings of white ethnographers, specifically their
claims about the natural inferiority of the so-called African type of mankind. James McCune
Smith, first in the New York Tribune, and later in both the Liberator and National Anti-Slavery
Standard, took on the task of refuting the claims of the census in regard to black people, both
free and enslaved. Using the 1840 census itself, he began with the premise that life expectancy
“is an admitted test of relative condition.” “Take two classes of persons, equal in other
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respects,” he said, “and place them in like condition, their longevity will be equal,” and likewise
“place the same class of persons in different conditions, and that condition which yields less
longevity will be the worse condition.” Smith, looking at the percentage of blacks North and
South who lived beyond the age of thirty-six, noted that while twenty-two and a half percent of
the free black population of the North survived past that age, only fifteen and a half percent of
the slaves in the South did so. He argued that “as the only difference between these classes of
population is that the one is free and the other enslaved, it follows that slavery has actually
destroyed at the very least 7.19 per cent of the slave population.” Here were clear statistics,
Smith insisted, which established “that the free blacks of the North are not worse off than the
slaves of the South, and that the former have gradually improved in longevity, that is, in the
comforts of life, since their emancipation.” As he concluded: “Freedom has not made us mad; it
has strengthened our minds by throwing us upon our own resources and has bound us to
American institutions with a tenacity which nothing but death can overcome.” 16
Black writers noted how the census and studies by white ethnographers worked in tandem to
justify in the white mind a feeling that black people, as a result of this supposed natural
inferiority elaborated by academics, and now ostensibly backed up by statistics, were unfit for
freedom. The effect was to portray free blacks as a people that could never be incorporated into
the national body as true citizens, as real Americans. Especially disconcerting to free black
leaders was the attempt by white scholars to extrapolate the idea of African inferiority backwards
in time, to the very moment of human creation. This last point mattered so much for black
writers because it was precisely the history of African peoples, as described in the Bible, that
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offered the necessary evidence needed to counter charges of inherent racial inferiority. The
defense of their collective past as an advanced people was critical to the narrative of black
identity free black writers produced in the antebellum period. Equally crucial was their claim to
be Americans. Like the Egyptians, they belonged to an advanced society. Free black writers
often chose to illustrate the fact of their Americanness by juxtaposing their own
accomplishments in the United States, with the perceived backwardness of contemporary Africa
and its native inhabitants. In the process, they revealed the extent to which a rejection of Africa
in their own time had become a core part, a central element in their sense of themselves as
Americans.
Black authors, many of them ministers, after noting that both the Egyptians and free blacks in
the United States were members of advanced, civilized societies, explained that God had placed
American blacks in a position to surpass the achievements of their ancestors. His location of so
many of the sons and daughters of Africa across the Atlantic was no mistake. God had
introduced them to the light of His truth in this land and made it their native home for a purpose
that extended beyond the redemption of their ancestral homeland. What God intended for them
was not merely the salvation of Africa, but of their native land, the United States. Their destiny,
as many free black writers chose to characterize it, was to stand at the vanguard of settling the
question of freedom and slavery, to determine the ultimate success or failure of American
democracy.
In 1848, Henry Highland Garnet connected a historical identification with Africa, and a
defense of free blacks as Americans, in an address before the Female Benevolent Society of
Troy, New York. “By an almost common consent,” he declared, “the modern world seems
determined to pilfer Africa of her glory.” It was not enough that Africa’s descendants had been
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scattered across the globe, “humiliated and oppressed,” he explained. The “tombs of our
renowned sires,” whose “worthy deeds” had been “inscribed by fame upon the pages of ancient
history,” must be plundered as well. In the face of facts clearly presented in the Bible, Garnet
noted in frustration, “there are those who affirm that the ancient Egyptians were not of the pure
African stock.” These “intellectual resurrectionists,” he exclaimed, “dig through a mountain of
such evidence and declare that these people were not negroes.” No doubt Africa had fallen from
its once illustrious position in the world, Garnet conceded, but Egypt’s “pyramid tombs,” and her
“sculptured columns dug from the sands,” the “remains of her hundred gated city, rising over the
wide-spread ruins,” all still proclaimed “what she once was.” 17
Blacks could never allow themselves to be fooled into believing that from the beginning of
recorded history, they had never been anything more than servants and slaves, or that God had
made them out of an inferior mold. The Bible itself and ancient secular authorities established
the greatness of African civilization in the past. If, in fact, the continent had always been as
backward and uncivilized as all agreed it was in the present day, then perhaps the arguments of
white ethnologists and pro-slavery ideologues would have some weight. But, on the contrary,
the fact of advanced civilization in ancient Africa convinced free black writers that God’s
location of them in America was no accident. Africa’s fall was due to its rejection of
Christianity, and slavery was its curse. To be sure, blacks had been brought to North America as
slaves, but it was also here where they first began to be introduced to the Christian faith, and as
many pointed out, win their freedom as a result. The Lord had chosen to liberate his sons and
daughters of African descent from the chains of bondage first in America, not Africa. Clearly,
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free black writers argued, God had laid out a special destiny for them in this country. As they
insisted, it was the fate of free blacks not simply to redeem their ancestral homeland by returning
to it the light of Christianity, but to save the American experiment in republican government
from failure and divine wrath.
Toward the end of his speech before the Female Benevolent Society, Garnet dramatically
drew this connection between black freedom and slavery in the United States, and how the
nation’s ultimate survival turned upon the question. But at the same time, with the imagery he
chose to employ, Garnet unequivocally defined black people as Americans, drawing a picture, in
essence, of what linked them both to the land itself, as well as its ideals and institutions. “The
silence that reigns in the region where the pale nations of the earth slumber, is solemn, and
awful,” he exclaimed. “But what think ye,” he asked his audience, “when you are told that every
rood of land in this Union is the grave of a murdered man, and their epitaphs are written upon the
monuments of the nation’s wealth.” “Legions of haggard ghosts stalk through the land,” he said,
and with “deep unearthly voices” cry for “vengeance.” As Garnet concluded, “Tremble, guilty
nation, for the God of Justice lives and reigns.” 18
Black blood accounted for the nation’s fortunes. It was irrevocably soaked into the country’s
soil, leaving behind trace evidence of hundreds of years of sacrifice upon its most treasured
landmarks. Even if the entire black population were to disappear suddenly in an instant, this
legacy would live on, if only in the form of ghosts stalking the land looking for retribution.
Blacks’ claims on the nation would remain. The eagle’s voice would still be stifled, and the
thundering of the Niagara would continue to be drowned out, as Garnet elaborated, by the
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clattering of “broken bones,” animated with restlessness, coming from the graves of “the victims
of base born democracy.” The national sin of slavery was something God would make the
country answer for at some point, and its only salvation lay in embracing not simply black
freedom, but in the acceptance of black people themselves as citizens of the United States – as
Americans. 19
II
In an 1840 editorial entitled, “This Country Our Only Home,” published in the Colored
American, Charles B. Ray, the proprietor of the paper and a prominent black abolitionist, noted
that the nation’s black population, as a whole, was thoroughly “Americanized.” Free blacks in
the North, in particular, possessed a full and deep understanding of, and attachment to “the spirit
and genius” of the country’s ideals and institutions. Ray pointed to the authority of William
Blackstone, frequently quoted as “the standard of civil law,” who explained that “in whatever
country or place you may be born, of that country or place you are in the first and highest sense a
citizen.” By this standard, Ray argued, at least three quarters of the black population, being
“native American born,” should be considered full and equal citizens of the United States. But
suppose all of the nation’s free blacks did decide to remove to Africa, could they not be denied
citizenship rights based upon this definition? As Ray elaborated, even in their ancestral
homeland “identity of complexion would be nothing, neither would it weigh anything, because
our ancestry were of that country – the fact of our not having been among them, would be
sufficient ground for any civil power to refuse us citizenship.” Most blacks, Ray continued, were
not only American by birth, but also in their “character and disposition.” As he concluded: “We
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believe…that it is our duty and privilege to claim an equal place among the American people, to
identify ourselves with American interests, and to exert all of power and influence we have, to
break down the disabilities under which we labor, and look to become a happy people in this
extended country.” 20
The emergence of the first antislavery political parties in the 1840s, the Liberty Party and
later the Free Soil Party, added important outlets for the expression of this American identity by
free blacks in the North. It also highlighted the divisions within black abolitionist ranks over the
issue of moral suasion versus political action. Those who supported moral suasion alone as a
strategy for fighting against slavery and colonization, such as Frederick Douglass in the early
1840s, interpreted the Constitution of the United States as a pro-slavery document. They argued
that the federal government’s protection of the institution made clear that there was no point in
engaging the formal political process through traditional avenues. Only a sea-change in public
opinion on the issue of slavery, and prejudice against blacks generally, could finally annihilate
the institution. Free black leaders inclined to political activism took encouragement from the
formation of the Liberty Party, which, as one scholar notes, “took its stand upon the Declaration
of Independence and the Constitution.” At the end of the 1830s free blacks had lost their voting
rights in Pennsylvania. In the 1840s they possessed the suffrage only in the New England states
of Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Vermont, and in New York with property
qualifications. This explained a large part of the appeal of the Liberty Party to politically
inclined free blacks, because it consistently agitated for black political rights, and for their
acceptance as American citizens. In the places where blacks did enjoy voting rights, questions of
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racial injustice became the focus of Liberty meetings. The party voiced an opposition to
“segregated schools, discrimination on boats and trains, and other prejudices blacks suffered.” 21
Although it may seem as if free blacks’ participation in the third-party antislavery movements
of the period had little to do with their views of Africa, in fact just the opposite was true. Despite
the fact that the topic of the ancestral homeland rarely came up in the midst of debates among
free blacks over their support of these movements, their assertion of an American identity lay at
the heart of such discussions. The context within which free blacks asserted this sense of
themselves as Americans, specifically the overarching framework of colonization discourse and
racial pseudo-science in the age of Manifest Destiny, created a climate in which free black
writers felt compelled to define their American identity largely through the rejection of an
African one. Even as they defended their ancestry and called attention to the glorious past of
African civilizations, in the effort to combat arguments asserting their racial inferiority, free
black writers inferred from the records of history and what they believed to be the will of God,
an equally illustrious future that located their destiny as a people in America. It is no stretch to
say that virtually anytime they referenced the American identity of free blacks in the United
States, what black writers were also communicating, whether stating it explicitly or not, was a
visceral rejection of the idea that they were Africans, by any contemporary definition of the
name.
The Liberty Party appealed to many free blacks because it did more than simply preach
equality, it welcomed them into all of the operations of the movement. As Reinhard O. Johnson
explains, “Liberty men demonstrated these convictions most clearly at the National Liberty Party
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nominating convention at Buffalo in 1843, when blacks were admitted to a national political
convention as fully accredited delegates for the first time.” Beyond the experience of the
convention, at Liberty gatherings in general in the 1840s, blacks “were treated equally and
mingled freely” with white antislavery activists. A final element in the party’s popularity with
many free blacks was its consistent campaign to eradicate the infamous “black laws” from
northern state constitutions, measures that “imposed special disabilities on African Americans –
such as prohibiting blacks from testifying against whites, serving on juries, and sending their
children to public schools.” James G. Birney, the Liberty Party’s candidate for president in both
1840 and 1844, argued that blacks’ condition in the United States was not due to any inherent
inferiority on their part, but rather caused entirely by their systematic exclusion from the social,
economic, and political life of the nation. As he declared: “…in proportion as you shut them out
from a place in the social system, you degrade and ultimately destroy them. If you would do all
that can be done towards making them virtuous and moral, put them fully into it.” 22
The Liberty Party served as a sort of public venue within which free blacks could define
themselves as the social and political equals of whites. Perhaps most importantly, the party
provided a public forum that permitted free black leaders to add another layer to what
characterized them as Americans, their enthusiasm for the governmental process itself, and a
determination to engage in the political life of the country. Looking at the national conventions
held by free black leaders in the 1840s, Derrick Spires convincingly argues for seeing the events
as what he calls “performative speech acts.” The subsequent publishing of the proceedings of
these meetings, he says, amounted to an attempt by free black leaders to “manufacture the very
citizenship practices” from which they were excluded. From calls to attend the conventions, to
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the election of delegates and passing of resolutions, culminating in the results of the meetings
themselves, all aspects of the convention process were well publicized in both black and white
abolitionist-leaning newspapers. The conventions “began and ended in print, producing and
circulating documents at each juncture in a way that kept their civic claims constantly in the
public eye.” As Spires elaborates, the result was that free blacks “created a politicized
space…that resonated with recognizable events and texts ranging from the Continental Congress
and the U.S. Declaration of Independence to contemporaneous states’ conventions.” Spires
emphasizes the civic presence free blacks generated through the national convention movement,
despite their lack of a formal place in the broader representative process. It is important to grasp
also the extent to which the conventions were examples not just of free blacks acting the role of
citizens, but of defining themselves as Americans. 23
Support for the Liberty movement was a primary topic debated by free black leaders at the
national convention held in Buffalo, New York, in 1843. Despite opposition from those still
wholly committed to Garrisonian tactics of moral suasion, the convention still passed a
resolution in support of the Liberty Party. In the opinion of a majority of the delegates, the party
stood “upon the great principles contained in the Declaration of Independence, that all men are
created equal.” Because of this, they “cheerfully” enlisted themselves “under its broad banner,”
pledging to each other “and to the world” never to give up the struggle “until liberty shall be
proclaimed throughout all the land, unto all the inhabitants thereof.” The political mission of
defining the American identity of free blacks, turned upon convincing the public at large that the
preservation of the nation’s most sacred ideals, human freedom and equality, indeed the
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continued existence of the country in the end, rested upon the question of black liberty, and their
ultimate acceptance as citizens of the United States. The “cause of the slave” demanded the
creation of a firmly antislavery political party, and it was the duty of free blacks to support it in
every way they could. 24
While the divisions over tactics of moral suasion versus political action certainly animated the
conventions of the 1840s, as Howard Holman Bell has noted, free black leaders on both sides
also found in these meetings that “they had much in common.” This was especially true when it
came to specifying the things free blacks could and should do in the field of employment, to
improve their overall standing in society. At the national convention held in Cleveland, Ohio, in
1848, free blacks were urged to turn their efforts, as much as possible to agriculture, to become
“tillers of the soil,” perfect mirror images in a sense of Thomas Jefferson’s characterization of
the yeoman farmer, ideal models of independent, virtuous American citizens. As the committee
designated to compose "An Address to the Colored People of the United States” noted: “Our
cities are overrun with menial laborers, while the country is eloquently pleading for the hand of
industry to till her soil, and reap the reward of honest labor. We beg and intreat you, to save
your money – live economically – dispense with finery, and the gaities which have rendered us
proverbial.” The reason for cultivating these habits was not to become “better off than your
neighbor,” but to put themselves in a position to educate their children, and “render your share to
the common stock of prosperity and happiness around you.” For those who remained in northern
cities, the committee said, they should as much as practicable seek to remove themselves from
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menial jobs “with which we as a class have been long identified,” and to seek instead “what are
called the more respectable employments.” Embracing the get-ahead spirit of the age through
either agriculture or the mechanical trades would aid free blacks in defining themselves not only
against the “allied hosts of prejudice,” but as truly republican-minded, virtuous Americans. 25
Free black participation in both Liberty Party politics and their own national conventions in
the 1840s, greatly expanded and strengthened their sense of themselves as Americans, destined
to one day “stand on a common platform with our fellow-countrymen.” In terms of practical
political results, however, the Liberty Party had little success in extending the suffrage of free
blacks in the North. The issue went down to defeat time after time in state constitutional
conventions. The only success was in Rhode Island. The forecast for black voting rights was, in
fact, more bleak by the end of the 1840s than it had been at the outset of the decade. The short
life of the party was due to internal divisions within the ranks of white antislavery political
activists. Some disagreed over whether or not the Constitution authorized the abolition of
slavery where it currently existed, and others wanted to broaden the party’s appeal beyond
agitating the issue of slavery. Finally, differences of opinion about the possibility of building a
coalition with the major political parties, should they ever change their position on the abolition
of slavery, worked to destabilize and ultimately destroy the Liberty Party by the end of the
decade. 26
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When the Free Soil Party formed in 1848, it remained an antislavery movement, but the
commitment to ending slavery in the South and fighting for black civil rights in the North, which
won little mainstream white support for its predecessor, was essentially dropped. The Free Soil
Party became more interested in winning exclusively white support, and in broadening its
popular appeal. As the question of slavery in the territories took center stage again in the
aftermath of the Mexican War, the arguments of antislavery politicians in the North became less
and less focused upon attacking slavery in the South, and more targeted towards preventing its
extension into any new regions of the country. It did not take long for free black leaders to
discern this change in emphasis, and as a result they were far more suspicious of the Free Soil
movement, than they had been of the Liberty Party. Martin R. Delany, in particular, co-editor
with Frederick Douglass of The North Star in the latter half of the 1840s, offered a stark warning
of what he saw on the horizon behind the cries for free soil, free labor, and free men. As he
asked in a January 1849 article: “Is it to be sincerely and faithfully urged, and if successful,
practically carried out, ‘Free Soil, Free Territory, Free Speech, and Free Men,’ to all men,
fundamentally including in this issue the rights of colored men, or all persons on American soil,
of whatever origin or descent; or do they simply intend by the alluring cry, “Free Soil, Free
Territory, Free Speech, and Free White Men’? This, to every friend of freedom and impartial
liberty, especially the colored American, should be the great leading thought.” 27
Delany elaborated upon his fears. “The most prominent feature of the American policy is, to
preserve inviolate the liberty of the WHITES in this country,” he said, adding that this strategy
“is one of the fundamental principles incorporated in the earliest actions of the American people,
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as the provisions against the Indians, their expulsion, and the continued wrongs perpetrated
against that people show.” Delany noted how many Free Soil advocates urged the adoption of a
homestead exemption measure by the federal government, in the belief that offering free land to
laborers and farmers from the Northeast would prevent the spread of slavery into the territories
acquired from Mexico. He argued that this was little more than a “veil of deception” on the part
of the movement, predicting that “the accustomed cry of ‘Free Soil,’ will be thundered through
the nation, every ear listfully catching the sound, and while the colored people are contentedly
waiting for results favorable to their redemption, the rights of the whites will be established, the
claims of the slave power conceded, and slavery extended into every new State and Territory”
below the Missouri Compromise line. 28
If the Liberty Party had embraced the idea of citizenship and voting rights, and accepted free
blacks as Americans, the Free Soil movement did not. It sought to define them outside the
boundaries of the nation’s political life, not unlike colonizationists, or white ethnologists who
linked all black people to the supposed natural inferiority of the African type of mankind. Thirdparty antislavery politics, which had seemed to offer so much hope and possibility at the outset
of the 1840s, by the end of the decade had become an obstacle to black citizenship rights in the
North, and to the abolition of slavery in the South. Several months after Delany published his
warning about the Free Soil Party, Frederick Douglass, in an editorial in The North Star, gave
voice to his own thoughts on the movement. He explained how free blacks in the North had, at
first, welcomed the new party with a sense of hopefulness, believing that it contained “within
itself the elements of progress.” Unfortunately, free blacks had been disappointed. As Douglass
elaborated: “The circumstances in which the originators of that movement were placed, the crisis
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to be met, the early associations of its leading spirits, the necessity and desire for union, and the
difficulty of securing it on high moral grounds – were pleaded in extenuation of the low standard
erected by the Free Soil Party; and not without effect. Many good men felt that here was the
time, the place, and the platform upon which to work decisively against the monster slavery, and
they rushed into it.” Douglass admitted that he believed the movement had done some good. He
confessed that it “has for once rallied a large number of the people of the North in apparent
hostility to the whole system of American slavery,” and it had “awakened the whole south to a
sense of danger, and perhaps has checked the proud and arrogant pretensions of the slaveholder
with respect to the extension of slavery.” Yet, as Douglass argued, these accomplishments
“cannot save the movement from cause of complaint, or make it worthy of the support of those
who would labor effectually against slavery,” because “the reasons which once seemed to weigh
in its favor have ceased.” 29
The Free Soil movement, Douglass continued, “promised much and has performed little,” and
no better example of this existed than the fact that the cause of abolition only seemed to surface
as a concern of the party around elections, and the indisputable truth that not “a single lecturer”
within the party ever spoke on behalf of emancipation in the South at any other time. The Free
Soil Party was an obstacle to abolition. Douglass argued convincingly that the movement had
made the work of abolitionists more difficult in many ways than it had ever been before, by
effectively drawing attention away from the cause of emancipation. Free blacks in the North and
their white abolitionist allies would have to “press their old issues upon the public mind with
redoubled earnestness and zeal, blowing away the dust and fog of half-way measures, and
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doctrines.” As Douglass concluded: “No abolitionist, who is truly such, will be gratified with, or
encourage any measure…that does not contemplate slavery everywhere as marked out for
destruction. It is a foul system – at war with the happiness of man and the laws of God, and
there must be no compromise with it. To denounce it in California, to oppose its introduction in
New Mexico, and give it constitutional and political sanction in New Orleans, is worse than
inconsistent, and can only end in a revelation of folly and hypocrisy, without advancing the
cause of freedom at all.” 30
III
At the end of the 1840s, to free blacks’ horror, the interests of Free Soil politics and
colonization became linked, when Liberia declared its independence in 1847. This highly
publicized event provided the American Colonization Society with a “second life” at the end of
the decade. The timing proved especially significant. Liberia gained its independence even as
the Mexican War was raging, and questions surrounding freedom versus slavery in the territories
stood at the heart of the country’s political debates. When the war came to a close, as one
scholar notes, “whites in Indiana, Illinois, and California began legislating to preserve these new
states for whites only.” For those who feared black competition for “jobs and choice land,” and
more eager than ever after the war to find a way of peacefully ridding the country of its free
black population, Liberian independence played well, and served to effectively resurrect the
ACS. 31
In early 1848, the venerable Henry Clay addressed ACS followers in the nation’s capital,
celebrating events in Liberia and seeking to rejuvenate the movement as a whole, gaining for it
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yet another broad hearing before the American public. Frederick Douglass, in The North Star,
responded to the “sage of Ashland.” “We see…a revival of that second enemy of the colored
people, the Colonization Society,” he said, “which, next to slavery, is the deadliest foe to the
colored man.” African colonization disrupted free blacks’ “plans and improvements,” by
teaching them to feel that America was not their country where Africa was, “subduing” their
“enterprise” by suggesting that “all effort at self-elevation is in vain; that neither knowledge,
temperance, patience, faith, nor virtue,” could avail them “anything in this land.” Full of
indignation, Douglass exclaimed that blacks’ right to remain in the land of their birth “is as good
as that of Mr. Clay, or any man-stealer,” and “God helping us, we will maintain this right before
all the world.” As he informed white colonizationists, “we are not now situated exactly where
that Society found us twenty-five years ago; we have kept pace with the age.” Free blacks in the
North were “in a position, at least in the free States,” where they published their own papers and
periodicals, to defend themselves as Americans before the country at large, in spite of the ACS,
or the Free Soil Party. 32
Douglass pointed to a question Clay asked in his speech to colonizationists in Washington, of
whether anyone could reasonably doubt that “Africa is the real home of the black man, although
there has been an accidental birth – a casual birth of Africans” in the United States. Douglass
explained that both ideas worked together effectively to shield the institution of slavery. As he
elaborated: “…granting Mr. Clay’s premises to be correct, which we do not, to what do they
lead? Why, to this: that whenever there is a community in which there is not perfect social
equality among all the members of it, the humbler class ought either to be colonized or
enslaved.” Douglass’ reply was clear and unequivocal, that blacks had already made great
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progress in many instances, and their northern presses were a visible symbol not just of their
advancement, but of their ability to expose the colonization movement for what it was. The ACS
was not an organization concerned with the uplift of Africa. It was an entity devoted to the
protection of slavery and the preservation of white power in American society. 33
Too often underestimated, if not overlooked, is the extent to which the American identity
free blacks in the North defined for themselves in the antebellum period, was rooted in a firm
rejection of affiliations with the Africa of their own time. No better example of this existed than
their reaction to Liberian independence. Douglass continued to delineate his position in
subsequent articles of The North Star. He reported on an especially interesting meeting he
attended, of the Philomethean Society, established by free blacks in Albany, New York. In
attendance along with members of the local community was a “young man from Liberia,” at the
time attending medical school in Albany, who “submitted a resolution, affirming it to be the duty
of the free colored people of this country to emigrate to Liberia, as the only means of elevating
them among the nations of the earth.” The principal argument the student from Liberia put forth
in support of the resolution, said Douglass, was “the invincibility of prejudice against the colored
people in this country, and the duty of our civilizing and evangelizing Africa.” The young man
also noted, much like free black writers calling for missions to Africa in the early 1840s, that “an
individual was respected according to the merits or demerits of the nation to which he belonged;
and that while Africa was uncivilized, it was utterly absurd to suppose that her children would be
respected among mankind.” Douglass observed that the local leaders in attendance replied by
arguing that prejudice could be overcome, and that the conditions of their lives were “steadily
improving,” insisting that colonization “had only served to retard the progress of this
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improvement,” and that “it had fostered and strengthened prejudice, by declaring it to be
invincible.” While they conceded that in some individual cases emigration may be desirable,
“any general movement in that direction must operate injuriously,” adding that “it was the duty
of the colored people to stay here, and help to free their brethren, rather than leave them in their
chains, to go and civilize Africa.” 34
For his part, Douglass made clear where his sentiments resided, saying the “only colonization
which we recommend to our people, is a moral one.” Free blacks needed to “emigrate from
Degradation to Respectability, by quitting the shores of Ignorance for those of Intelligence,” and
by “cutting off the spirit of indolence, and assuming that of industry.” “This done,” Douglass
concluded, “and all the powers, terrestrial or infernal, shall be unavailing in repressing our
upward tendency.” Africa, represented in Douglass’ comments by “the shores of Ignorance,”
was no place for free blacks of the United States. They should remain where the instruments of
education were already in place, work hard, quit feeling sorry for themselves, and believe in
God’s deliverance, if only they pursued courses in their everyday lives that made them morally
worthy of salvation. 35
Along with Douglass, William Cooper Nell also took to the columns of The North Star in an
effort to address the resurgence of colonization in the wake of Liberian independence. “It is
indeed,” he began, “a reflection upon American humanity, that at this late day, the iniquitous
scheme…can find any one so wicked to do it reverence.” Colonization was “the enemy of
immediate emancipation,” and it aimed at expelling “from the land of their birth, the colored
population, not for any ‘color of crime, but for the crime of color’,” preventing “their elevation
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in the United States.” Nell called attention to the fact that free blacks had opposed the ACS from
the time of its inception, and he noted that as it was gaining again in popularity, they must, one
more time, stand in defiance of the organization. He pointed out a gathering of free blacks held
in Boston, in June of 1847, where all in attendance had joined in resolutions condemning the
ACS. One stated, “That we do now, as we have done ever since its origins, protest against the
operations of the American Colonization Society, and its various auxiliaries, as in direct
opposition to our best hopes, prospects and rights, and at variance with the dictates of
Christianity and Republicanism.” Another declared, “That we are AMERICANS by birth, and
firmly pledge never to leave this land, until the last shackle has fallen from the limbs of the last
American slave.” Nell explained that similar resolutions “have emanated from meetings of
colored people” across “the length and breadth of the land.” 36
Towards the end of his article Nell said he was reminded, by the arguments of
colonizationists, of “Raynal, who expressed surprise that America had not produced any
celebrated men,” to which Thomas Jefferson at the time replied, “when we shall have existed as
a nation, as long as the Greeks, before they had a Homer – the Romans a Virgil – or the French a
Racine, there will be room for inquiry.” To this Nell added, “let the genius of American Proslavery and Prejudice, only remove its feet from the neck of its outraged victims, and if
improvement be not made commensurate with the means afforded, then, but not till then will we
admit the truth of that gratuitous assertation, that the author of the Universe, has stamped upon
the brow of the colored American, a mark of inferiority.” For Nell, as for Douglass, colonization
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was a close second to slavery itself in working to prevent not only the freedom of black people,
but their acceptance as Americans. 37
Noting the success of the ACS in publicizing the independence of Liberia, effectively using it
to try and gain a foothold with the American public yet again, Douglass launched another
critique, this time not upon the ACS in general, but upon Liberia in particular. As he warned
readers, agents of the society “have been sent into various parts of the country, and have met
with unusual success in getting into churches and pulpits,” as ministers of all denominations
were receiving them enthusiastically, preaching monthly sermons in favor of colonization, and
doing all they could to win support for the cause. Douglass explained what he found especially
threatening about the ACS’s current publicity campaign: “We call attention to this society, not so
much for the benefit of our white as our colored readers… The alluring wiles and fascinating
blandishments, must be closely watched, and firmly guarded against. We, as a people, too nearly
resemble our paler brethren to be in all cases proof against such modes of attack.” The “highsounding title of ‘Independent Republic,’ which Liberia has now taken,” he said, “and the skill
and grace with which the title is used by this society, is very well calculated to win upon the
vanity of those possessing more ambition than brain among the colored people of this country.”
“The thought of Liberia,” Douglass explained, “is associated in their minds with elevation to the
offices of Presidents, Vice Presidents, Secretaries of State, Judges, Generals, Senators,
Representatives in Congress.” The ACS, Douglass argued, “understands our weak points, and
what chord to move.” He feared that Liberian independence “may be used quite injuriously to
the well being of many colored men in this country.” Douglass insisted that Liberia was as
dependent upon the colonization society as it had ever been, and that independence was just a
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ploy to resurrect the movement. “The fact is,” he concluded, “colonization is now, just what it
was twenty years ago,” and “those engaged in it, are our enemies.” 38
Toward the end of April, in 1849, free blacks held a large anti-colonization meeting in New
York City. Speaker after speaker addressed the gathering, condemning the ACS and Liberia, and
declaring the right of all black people to remain in the United States. James W.C. Pennington
brought the meeting to order with a story that he found particularly apt for the occasion. The
previous summer of 1848, he noted, witnessed the arrival in New York of several Liberian
dignitaries, including the president, J.J. Roberts, the Rev. Beverly R. Wilson, and William
Russell. As Pennington explained, a number of public meetings were held, where Roberts “and
his associates united with Colonizationists,” praising them for both “past success” as well as
“present fidelity,” while at the same time blaming “the colored people for withholding their
confidence from them as a class.” At the last of these gatherings, held at the Broadway
Tabernacle in late July, large numbers of free blacks were in attendance. They had responded to
ads in the local papers inviting them to come to the event. And yet, as Pennington noted, they
arrived only to find themselves “grossly insulted by the Liberian delegation,” who “reproved us
in the most sarcastic terms for daring to love our native land.” “The time has come,” Pennington
exclaimed, “when we must commence and fight the old battle over again.” As these instances
made clear, Liberian independence, far from generating feelings of affinity toward, or
identification with Africa on the part of free blacks in the North, worked instead to reinforce an
already powerful conviction and belief in themselves as Americans. 39
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George T. Downing followed Pennington, to offer the resolutions under consideration by the
meeting. The first stated, “That the testimony of our generation of the people of color is entirely,
uniformly, and absolutely against the scheme of African Colonization, and that this solemn
testimony – peculiar in the history of this people, should be abundant evidence to all men that we
will not remove to Africa except by the exercise of force.” The resolution was simple and direct,
but it was also loaded with layers of meaning. The free blacks who gathered in New York in
1849 were not simply opposing colonization. They were communicating a sense of obligation to
carry on the efforts of previous generations, who had started the work of defining black
citizenship rights, of elaborating the fundamental Americanness of the country’s black
population, of making the United States their home. The only thing that could compel them back
to the land of their ancestors now was a violent disruption, one equal in infamy to that which
removed their predecessors from the shores of Africa in the first place. The second resolution
Downing offered exclaimed, “That as natives of the soil we feel an affinity, an attachment
thereto, which neither injury, oppression nor insult in the form of the American Colonization
Society or any other similar wicked scheme, can destroy, and it is our solemn determination
while life lasts to be neither seduced nor driven from our homes.” Having read the resolutions,
Downing looked out upon the gathering and concluded, “if there be any one subject upon which
we as a people are united, it is in our detestation of that Society.” 40
Next to address the New York meeting was Charles Lenox Remond, of Massachusetts. He
began by saying that he doubted whether “Henry Clay, with all his eloquence on one hand, and
John C. Calhoun, with all his devilism on the other,” would dare to come before the present
congregation and defend the scheme of colonization, for the simple fact that the entire movement
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“carries upon its face a lie.” “And what is the lie?” he asked rhetorically – that “Africa is our
fatherland.” By way of illustration Remond explained that “if we should note and count this
audience we should be obliged to come to the conclusion that the fatherland of the coloured
people was almost anywhere else than Africa.” In fact, their origin would likely be “traceable to
very nearly the same source where are found your Clays, your Calhouns, your McDuffies, and
your Wises,” said Remond. “Tell me not of my fatherland or my motherland,” he declared,
saying “that is my fatherland where I happen to be born, and I claim an equal right to remain
here with the white inhabitants.” Remond elaborated upon the history of his own family. He
explained that his grandfather “was among the first that repaired to the plains of Lexington and
there bared his bosom, − not…in defence of the coloured population exclusively, but…for the
liberty and independence of the American people and the freedom of American Soil.” He
confessed that “I should indeed be ashamed of my ancestry if I did not now assert, and give not
only the American people, but the world, to understand, that here I was born, and here I am to
defend my right, to live and to die.” 41
Blacks’ sacrifice in the nation’s wars, beginning with the Revolution, not only gave them
equal claims to citizenship with whites, Remond intimated, it immortalized them as original
patriots in the country’s lexicon of heroes. Black Americans, in fact, by fighting not just for
independence, but for freedom in the struggle against slavery throughout the land, were the
purest patriots the nation had produced. Martin R. Delany elaborated this theme in one of his
last articles as co-editor of The North Star. “Patriotism consists not in a mere professed love of
country,” he said. Only “a pure and unsophisticated interest felt and manifested for man – an
impartial love and desire for the promotion and elevation of every member of the body politic”
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established “the claims of true patriotism,” Delany argued. Indeed, he continued, a “patriot may
exist, whether blessed with the privileges of a country, favored with a free constituency, or flying
before his pursuers, [and] roam an exile, the declared outlaw of the power that besets him.”
Delany asked, “how many patriots have lived, toiled, suffered and died, having worn out a life of
usefulness, unobtrusively laboring in the cause of suffering humanity, living to the community
and the world a life of seclusion, passing to and fro unobserved, amidst the stir and busy scenes
of a metropolis, and the throng and bustle of assembled thousands”? This kind of patriot, he
acknowledged, could be found in every land, but, as he insisted, in no place were they as
common as in America, “and in no country would they meet with less acceptance than in this
Republic.” 42
Delany contrasted the service of blacks in the nation’s military struggles, with their treatment
in American society. “Though he has complied with the first demand of a freeman – borne arms
in defence of his country,” he noted, “no sooner is victory won, than he is unarmed, not only of
his implements, but also of his equality with those among whom he bravely fought side by side
for liberty.” Despite the fact that he lived in a supposedly free, Christian Republic, the “yoke”
was upon the black man’s neck, and if he dared to “make the attempt to release himself and
brethren from a condition little less than death itself, the whole country is solemnly bound, in one
confederated band, to riddle his breast with ten thousand balls.” Although black Americans
verbally protested, petitioned, prayed, and appealed, Delany explained, “to all this the
wickedness of the American people turns a deaf ear, and a closed eye.” He concluded his
remarks with both a eulogy to black patriots, and an optimistic prediction, that the sacrifice and
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meaning of their lives would be not only acknowledged by the country one day, but truly
appreciated by future generations. He said that “the time shall yet come, when the name of the
despised, neglected American patriot, in spite of American prejudice, shall rise superior to the
spirit that would degrade it, and take its place on the records of merit and fame.” 43
Even with decades of testimony, it remains difficult to fully communicate the frustration and
outrage of free black Americans, not simply at the fact that whites had no sympathy for their
claims to citizenship, but at their failure to comprehend just how much, in short, black people
loved the United States as their own native land, as home. Similarly, it is near impossible to
fully appreciate the offense many free blacks took, at the suggestion that they remove to Africa,
because that was where they, as a people, belonged. It is a challenge to express the extent to
which their sense of themselves as Americans was generated in direct opposition to that
suggestion, and the degree to which their identification with Africa existed far more in the
glories of its ancient past, than in the degradations of its present in the nineteenth century. The
obstacles that stood in the way of free blacks’ ability to define themselves as Americans were not
unrelated to this popular view of a primitive, uncivilized Africa. Black writers created for their
readers and the public at large a definition of blacks as Americans that effectively stated, in the
very first line, “We are not Africans.” And this was a lesson none of them would forget in the
years ahead, not even the few who, in the 1850s, finally did give in to despair, and begin to look
elsewhere for a place that all black people could call home.
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Chapter Five

The Crisis of the 1850s: Africa, America, and the Meaning of Home
In June of 1850 the black abolitionist, businessman, and veteran of the War of 1812, John B.
Vashon, wrote to Frederick Douglass, explaining that he was “much pained at heart” to learn that
in the previous month many of their brethren in St. Louis had held a mass meeting to discuss the
merits of African colonization. “This is a sad state of affairs,” said Vashon, telling Douglass that
he should “let all such pro-slavery actions” serve as an inspiration to fight on with more
determination than ever to plead “the cause of the poor slave,” and in behalf of “the Elevation of
the free colored man.” As Vashon elaborated, he had always viewed the institution of slavery
and the colonization movement as “twin-sisters.” He believed that the most heartfelt desire of
colonization advocates was to see the free black population of the country entirely vanquished,
“so that the chain of slavery may be riveted more tightly upon its victims.” It was the duty of all
free blacks to oppose the American Colonization Society, he declared, because it “has published
to the world a libel on the name and character of my people, by saying that we were a nuisance,
degraded, and vicious.” Vashon concluded: “This is the land where we all drew our first breath
– where we have grown up to strength and manhood. Here we have contracted the most sacred
engagements, the dearest relations of life… In a word, this is our own NATIVE LAND; and
we…consider every colored man who allows himself to be colonized in Africa, is an enemy to
the slave, and a traitor to the anti-slavery cause.” 1
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Vashon’s brief letter to Douglass captured many of the elements that would characterize the
debate among free black leaders in the 1850s over questions of colonization, emigration, national
identity, and the place of Africa versus America in their future destiny as a people. By the time
of Vashon’s correspondence, the United States’ Congress had been debating what would become
the Compromise of 1850 for six months. In September, the legislation was finalized that resulted
not only in the last of the great compromises over slavery, but most significantly for black
Americans, in a fugitive slave law that seemed specifically designed not only to threaten their
lives and liberty, but to crush their spirits, making it harder for them to imagine and ultimately
believe that they ever could be accepted as American citizens. Vashon’s letter directly
acknowledged that at least some blacks, in this climate, leaning toward despair, were beginning
to consider the possibility of emigration to Africa. His response was that of the majority of free
black leaders and writers over the course of the 1850s, who found that a deteriorating political
and social climate demanded yet greater efforts on their part in the fight against slavery, and in
the mission to define themselves as Americans. Vashon’s correspondence also revealed the
extent to which he, and most other free black writers of the period, saw the promotion of black
emigration, especially to Africa, by blacks themselves as a dangerous extension of the whitebacked colonization movement their predecessors had fought against, and which most of them
had dedicated their lives to opposing. To stand in defense of their freedom in their own “native
land” was not only what most free blacks desired, it was what the freedom of the slaves required.
To leave was to abandon them to a future of permanent enslavement.
From the time of its inception in 1817, the ACS had virtually dominated free black
discussions and debates over Africa, with the result that free blacks overwhelmingly rejected
almost any affiliation with the moniker African. They fought more and more vigorously over the
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years to define themselves as Americans, and as citizens of the United States. The ACS and its
supporters were viewed as responsible for anti-black violence in the North, and for the
increasingly harsh laws that sought in some northern states to constrict the boundaries and
possibilities of black freedom, and in others to prevent blacks’ residence altogether. In the
Compromise of 1850, particularly the Fugitive Slave Act, free blacks believed they were
witnessing yet again the influence of the ACS, this time at the national level. The fugitive slave
bill seemed designed to convince free blacks in the North once and for all that America was not
their home. What more proof did they need than the brutal reality that the new law
fundamentally committed the federal government, not simply individual states, to a policy that
placed their lives and freedom at risk?
Developments throughout the 1850s came down like repeated blows, one after the other,
designed to obliterate even the slightest possibility that black freedom had a long-term future in
the country. A number of northern states responded to the fugitive slave bill not only with
personal liberty laws that protected whites from having to engage in the distasteful and immoral
practice of slave-catching, but with renewed calls for the colonization of free blacks to Africa, to
be funded directly by the states. Popular antislavery literature of the period, most notably Harriet
Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin, published serially in 1851 and in novel form in March of
1852, reflected the growing popularity of African colonization among white northerners. As
George Fredrickson has noted, Stowe’s book was just the most famous of a number of
antislavery novels in the 1850s that “ended up advocating colonization as the long-range solution
to the race problem.” Focusing on the “long-standing colonizationist hope for ‘Africa’s
redemption’,” said Fredrickson, “romantic racialism contributed significantly to this trend of
thought,” adding that “neocolonizationists” like Stowe, by implying that “the American Negro
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craved ‘an African nationality’,” were in effect arguing that “American nationality could never
really include the blacks.” 2
Defining a self-reliant black nationality was indeed the main focus of free black leaders of the
period, who gathered in another national convention in Rochester, New York, in 1853. Exactly
how to define black nationalism in the 1850s turned upon the question of emigration versus
staying at home. As Floyd J. Miller has explained, free blacks in the North, whether opposed to
or supportive of black emigration, had much in common, especially the belief that “as an
oppressed people held in a subordinate position within the larger society, blacks had distinct
interests which could only be served if they united to form distinct ‘national’ institutions.” What
separated the emigrationists, people like Martin R. Delany and James Theodore Holly, from the
majority of their compatriots, was their feeling that independent black institutions, capable of
sustaining a new black nationality, could only be developed and maintained outside the
boundaries of the United States. 3
Initially most black emigrationists were united in rejecting Africa as a suitable destination for
their nationalist endeavors. Throughout the 1850s no discussion of the ancestral homeland was
possible without incurring the charge of being a colonizationist. Yet in the final years of the
decade, and into the early years of the Civil War, some emigrationists, most notably Delany,
along with Henry Highland Garnet (who had changed his position on African colonization after
Liberia’s independence in 1847) and Alexander Crummell, began to argue that free blacks
should look to Africa as the place to build a truly independent black nationality. For Delany the
goal was the establishment of black autonomy and material progress, a largely secular vision of
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bringing civilization to Africa and advancing the cause of the black race. For Garnet and
Crummell the civilization of the ancestral homeland also meant the fulfilment of American
blacks’ religious destiny as a chosen people, to realize the Old Testament prophecy of Africa’s
redemption. What was significant about their efforts, whether driven by secular or missionary
impulses, was that they sought to drive away a reality that had defined free black life in the
North at least since the 1820s. This was the simple fact that when free blacks did think or talk
about Africa, the very first thing their minds jumped to was the existence of the American
Colonization Society, which they had come to view as a fundamentally evil organization, second
only to slavery itself in threatening their existence.
While black emigrationists such as Delany, Garnet, and Crummell gained a hearing before the
northern black public, they never would see their plans materialize, or substantially change free
blacks’ negative perception of Africa. At least by the 1840s, the North’s free black population
had been pretty much indoctrinated with the idea that the only relationship they maintained with
their ancestral homeland was a historical one, emphasizing the achievements of Egyptian
civilization as proof that blacks did not originate from an inferior ancestry. The identification
free northern blacks of the antebellum period made with this historic vision of African greatness
functioned as a defense against the charges of racist pseudo-scientists, editors, politicians, and
colonizationists, who maintained that their so-called natural inferiority made them unsuitable for
freedom in America. A missionary impulse to evangelize and help civilize Africa remained a
part of free blacks’ discourse in the 1860s, linked to the biblical prophecy of the continent’s
redemption, and American blacks’ sense of themselves as a chosen people. No mass movement
to the ancestral homeland ever occurred, however, or won a major following, and almost none
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identified themselves as Africans, even when they did leave the United States for other
destinations. They remained American, even in Africa.
In his classic study of the national convention movement among free black leaders in the
antebellum era, Howard Holman Bell, speaking of the Rochester convention in 1853, and the
creation of a National Council, says it is unclear whether the idea “for a compact Negro
organization to control the affairs of the race on a national basis, but within the framework of the
United States government,” originated before, or in response to the challenge of emigrationists.
He concluded that ultimately the question of origins was less important than the fact that in their
call for building a “state-within-a-state,” the majority of the delegates, who controlled the
convention, were expressing a “home version of Negro nationalism.” Bell was critical of the
majority’s efforts, ultimately successful, to de-legitimize the idea of emigration with the northern
black public, saying that emigrationists could have won a broader hearing in the 1850s “had it
not been for the settled and conservative leaders of the Negro community who had their own
positions of leadership to consider.” More recently, Ousmane K. Power-Greene, in his study of
black opposition to the colonization movement, likewise suggests that free black leaders such as
Frederick Douglass intentionally linked black emigration with white-controlled African
colonization not simply because they wanted to discredit it, but because they feared
“emigrationism as a legitimate threat to their own position within the abolitionist movement as
well as the movement for black equality across the nation.” 4
This explanation of why free black leaders linked the ideas of black emigration with the ACSbacked colonization movement is unconvincing. The implication is that individuals like
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Douglass understood that black emigration was not the same thing as the African colonization
movement, and that they intentionally misled the free black public. Given that emigration never
enjoyed anything like broad much less majority support within the North’s various black
communities, it seems more likely that they were not writing in dread of losing control of their
influence with free blacks, but rather that they both meant and genuinely believed exactly what
they said.
A minority within the leadership came over the course of the decade to believe that the
establishment of a black nationality was impossible in America, and that their conception of
black independence in other lands offered free blacks a real alternative to the hated colonization
movement of the ACS. Emigrationists may have conceived an idea that was different from that
of African colonization in spirit, but most free black leaders, and the northern black public at
large, understood that the result could only be to further bolster the popular belief promulgated
by pro-slavery writers and colonizationists, that black freedom could never truly exist in the
United States. Worse still, the suggestion of emigration to Africa worked to reinforce the longstanding ACS assertion that the continent remained the so-called natural home of the country’s
black population.
Most northern free blacks, even under the pressures of the 1850s, did not see themselves as
potential Americans. They were Americans. What was at stake in the period was not just the
definition of black nationalism, but more directly the meaning, in fact the very existence of
home. To explain the majority’s opposition to emigration as fundamentally just the home
version of black nationalism is to miss the larger reality that free black leaders like Douglass
were focused upon. As native-born Americans, most blacks could never truly feel like they
belonged any place else, and emigration to any destination, especially Africa because of its
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association with colonization, held out the prospect not of a broadening or expansion of a black
national identity, but the loss of one, as Americans. A black nationality already existed, in the
United States. Emigrationists like Martin R. Delany argued that a true black nationality could
not exist within the country. Frederick Douglass, and others like him, insisted that the creation
of a national identity was something blacks had already achieved, most directly through their
longtime opposition to the notion that Africa, and not America, was the true home of the
country’s free blacks.
What was lacking was a recognition of their national identity, as Americans, by the country at
large, something that would only come with the destruction of slavery. Douglass, and the
majority of free black leaders in the North, carried the day by reinforcing an idea free blacks had
rallied behind for decades. This was that the best way to establish themselves as a people, was to
remain at home. They needed to expand their efforts to convince the country that they were not
Africans in need of Christian benevolence, but Americans who intended to one day claim their
rights as citizens, both for themselves, and in order to save the only country, the only home they
had ever known, from failure and divine judgment. If they caved in to the threats and
disappointments of the 1850s, and left for distant shores, they would not only be abandoning
their brothers and sisters in the South to a fate of perpetual enslavement, they would
simultaneously be consigning the republic itself to failure. They would be snuffing out the
promise of the Declaration of Independence, and abandoning the nation, finally, to face the wrath
of a vengeful God. As Americans they could not in good conscience leave their country to such
a fate.
Furthermore, Africa’s redemption lay not in a mass exodus back to the ancestral homeland,
but in the creation over time, in a sense, of a black city upon a hill in America, one whose beacon
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light could shine all the way back across the Atlantic, to one day blast away the shadows of the
past, restoring the continent and its peoples to their ancient greatness. Africa was not the home
of free blacks and it never could be. In the return lay not the promise of finally finding and
becoming oneself, but rather an acknowledgment of loss and identity misplaced, a journey not
toward a sense of rootedness and belonging, but of exile and, in the end, homelessness. They
understood that once they left, in a powerful, life-changing sense, there was no going home
again, and precisely because of this, most of them held firm to their unity not just as black
people, but as Americans, and never considered the possibility of leaving the United States.
I
At the outset of the 1850s, the very first front on which free blacks in the North had to fight
was not against emigrationists within their own ranks, but in opposition to the renewed rise in
popularity of the ACS’s African colonization scheme among white antislavery advocates. In the
midst of the political debates in Washington that would soon produce the Compromise of 1850,
and the Fugitive Slave Act, not a few northern editors of prominent papers known for attacking
the institution of slavery, openly came out in support of colonization. One of the most
disappointing examples, in the eyes of free black leaders, was Horace Greeley of the New York
Tribune. “We are told to go to the West coast of Africa - to strike out a bold path of danger, duty
and self-sacrifice, as a means of winning the world’s respect, and the admiration of posterity,”
noted an exasperated Frederick Douglass, in response to Greeley. He asked what the United
States had done for the infant Republic of Liberia, pointing out that while England and France
had both recognized its independence and opened commercial relations, America had “yet to
perform this simplest act of justice.” So long as slavery existed, Douglass argued, the country’s
whites would never treat blacks as their equals, no matter where they resided. As a further
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example, he pointed out to Greeley that only recently nearly seventy black men from New
Bedford, Massachusetts had left in pursuit of the California Gold Rush. Yet even if they
returned literally made of gold, so long as slavery existed, the fact remained that the “meanest,
and laziest white man in the community,” would continue to “move about the country with
greater freedom from insult and abuse” than even the wealthiest of blacks, no matter how rich
they became. “Let Mr. Greeley complain as much as he may, of our determination to remain
here,” said Douglass, adding that “it shall go hard with us, before we shall consent to leave these
shores while three million of our countrymen are in chains.” 5
While leaders like Douglass never really had to fear losing influence with the black public in
the North, within the supercharged context of the 1850s and the controversy over slavery that
came to dominate Americans’ social and political lives, they did fear, as abolitionists, losing
control of the antislavery movement in the country to colonizationists. Doing all they could to
check the growing popularity of the ACS with antislavery-leaning whites was crucial. In his
reply to Greeley, Douglass’s way of accomplishing this was to illustrate the extent to which it
was not black freedom in America that imperiled the nation, but the existence of slavery in a
republic devoted to the ideal of human equality.
Officials of the ACS, sensing the opportunity opened to them by the national debate over
slavery, basked in the growing white support for their movement, a fact that was apparent for all
to see in the early part of the decade. But not a few of them, like Benjamin Coates of
Philadelphia, shrewdly observing the stunned disillusionment of many free blacks at the course
of events in Washington, saw a chance to make inroads with northern blacks as well. Coates’s
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strategy was to try and undermine, quite pathetically, prominent black leaders who counseled
their comrades in the North, who were “not so favorably circumstanced” as themselves, to
remain in the United States. He asked why free blacks should be satisfied as “the servant or the
boot-black here,” when they could become a “farmer or merchant” in Liberia. Coates tried, for
example, to debunk Douglass’s illustration of how black wealth failed to fundamentally change
the status of black people anywhere, in the estimation of whites, so long as slavery continued.
“Think you not, Mr. Douglass, that the man who may be turned out of a railroad car, or is not
allowed to get into an omnibus today, on account of his color, should he return from Africa next
year with his camwood, his palm oil, or his gold dust, …is a different man in the estimation of
the community from him who is content to stay here and sell old clothes, black boots, or dress
fine, and drive the young ladies along Broadway, or, with their white aprons on, make such good
servants at our hotels,” Coates asked, adding “which of the two” is “doing most for his race, for
his brethren in bonds.” 6
Cleverly addressing the question of status within the free black community rather than how
black wealth translated in relation to white racial dominance, Coates implied that established
leaders of the North’s free black communities were, selfishly and for their own ends, denying the
majority a chance to better themselves, to live free of white control, and put themselves in an
even stronger position to carry the fight against slavery itself. Taking issue with the charge that
free blacks who left for Africa were traitors to the cause of antislavery and enemies of the slave,
Coates told Douglass, “I think you would hardly like to be judged by your own principles.”
“Were you not born in Maryland,” he asked, and “have you not left your brethren in bonds, to
settle (call it colonize or emigrate, as you please) in Western New York, to breathe the air of
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freedom, while your brethren are suffering under the lash.” According to the stay at home at all
costs doctrine, Coates ridiculously noted, “no one should leave the Southern States, while slavery
exists.” He concluded by telling Douglass that he was doing both himself and the black public a
disservice, saying “you have looked at one side of the picture so long and so intently, that you
cannot see the other.” 7
In his reply to Coates’s letter, Douglass assured the ACS official that far more than prejudice
animated free black attitudes toward the society. Their feelings were born out of “an intelligent
appreciation” of both the men who made up the organization, as well as the measures they
promoted. The ACS, Douglass argued, “has created more prejudice in this country against the
free colored man – raised against him a greater amount of hostility, than the infant Republic of
Liberia will be able to atone for in fifty years.” It sought to indoctrinate the white public with the
idea that “we are low, ignorant and besotted, that our elevation in this country is impossible –
that Africa, and not America, is our country,” and some ACS advocates, of late, had even “gone
the scandalous length of recommending the enactment of stringent laws against our rights and
liberties, with a view to our coercion and final expatriation.” He informed Coates that “we look
with suspicion on any medium which proposes to free the nation from its unrighteous treatment
of the colored people, that does not involve a deep and radical repentance,” adding that simply
removing “the objects of American hatred, is not to remove that hatred itself.” He urged Coates
and other colonizationists to “desist” from their efforts, and instead work to aid “that course of
steady improvement which has marked and will continue to mark the progress of colored men, in
this, the land of their nativity.” 8
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When it came to dealing with the attempts of newspaper editors like Horace Greeley and ACS
officials like Benjamin Coates, to undercut free black leaders’ influence within their own
communities in the North, the response was always clear and effective. As Douglass indicated,
all that was required was a simple repetition of the many ways colonization had fanned the
flames of popular prejudice against free blacks over the years since the ACS’s inception, and
pointing out how it continued to do so. Seeking to check the growing popularity of the African
colonization scheme with whites was more challenging. For Douglass, accomplishing this meant
convincing white readers that the destruction of black freedom in America, whether imagined
through the violence of a fugitive slave law, or the presumed benevolence of a return to Africa,
fundamentally offered the country no solution to the crisis it faced. It was not the presence of
black freedom in the nation that threatened the perpetuity of the Union, but the existence of black
slavery, sustained by a white racial hatred that consumed both North and South. This is what
Douglass alluded to when he suggested that only a “deep and radical repentance” on the part of
whites, not the removal of the “objects” of their hatred, but their acceptance in “the land of their
nativity,” would do. Only through the embrace of black freedom and citizenship in America, not
Africa, could the country save itself from the threat that slavery presented to the Union’s
continued survival.
Even though free black leaders never really had cause to worry about losing their influence
with the black public, this does not mean they took the subject of emigration among blacks
themselves lightly, or that they never really addressed it as a serious topic within black
communities across the North. Especially after the Fugitive Slave Act officially became the law
of the land in September of 1850, free black leaders understood that the disillusionment which
had already convinced some of their comrades to begin debating the subject of emigration, now
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promised to become an issue they would need to address continually and tirelessly, and they did.
In both scathing editorials and at mass meetings of free blacks in various northern cities and
towns, they argued that the newly adopted fugitive slave law had been enacted not simply to
strengthen slavery. It was designed to give force and teeth to the ACS’s African colonization
movement at the same time, by crushing free blacks’ faith and belief in the nation’s ability ever
to live up to the ideal of freedom and equality, promised in the Declaration of Independence.
The Fugitive Slave Act was, free black leaders insisted, not just a challenge to free blacks’
loyalty toward the slaves of the South, but of their American character, patriotism, and love of
country. The proof they needed to link the fugitive slave law with the colonization scheme was
not hard to come by. They pointed to Daniel Webster’s support for a measure, brought up
“almost simultaneously” with the proposal for the fugitive slave bill in Congress, designed to put
federal government funds behind a southern scheme, to run a line of mail-steamers between the
United States and Liberia, expected to sail “alternately every month from New Orleans,
Baltimore, and New York.” Together, the hope was that the ships could remove to Africa 4,000
free blacks a month, and 48,000 each year. The threat of coercion contained in the plan was
obvious to black leaders in the North. In its 1850 annual report, the Pennsylvania Anti-Slavery
Society noted that the question of how such a large number of free blacks was to be convinced to
leave their homes was not stated in the plan for the steamer line, “but from the circumstance of
its coming, as it does, hand in hand with the law for the recapture of fugitive slaves, and
sustained as it is by the men who were active in the passage of that measure, it is not
unreasonable to suppose that some degree of force, direct or indirect, is ultimately
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contemplated.” As the annual report explained, “there is such a thing as compelling people to
volunteer,” a tactic “which the Colonization Society, very well understand.” 9
In April of 1851, New York’s free black community held a series of meetings over several
days, ultimately producing a committee report on the subject of black emigration. George T.
Downing, a prominent local business leader and long-time civil rights activist, delivered the
committee’s findings. First and foremost, the report rejected the notion that free blacks could
never “hope to be elevated socially and politically in this country.” The facilities for
advancement, in both wealth and education, in spite of white racism and prejudice, were far more
abundant in America than Africa, and as proof Downing noted that “the dignitaries of Liberia”
continued to send their children to the United States to be educated. Beyond this, the committee
explained, “we claim no affinity with Africa,” insisting that “this is our home.” The committee
on emigration noted that while free blacks in the United States sympathized with Africa, and
hoped for its regeneration, for it to become civilized, delivered from the “deep superstition and
idolatry in which she is sunk,” they loved their own country more. The committee argued that
God intended a “glorious destiny” for the nation, that “our Union will be preserved.” The Lord
suffered the persecution of blacks because he intended for the “persecuted and the persecutor” to
“join hands.” Future generations of Americans, and the world at large, were destined to witness
the “truthfulness of the idea of universal brotherhood.” This future reality, Downing noted on
behalf of the committee, had already been foreshadowed, in the landing of the Pilgrims, the
Declaration of Independence, and even by the present historical moment. “Look upon the many
reforms which engage the general attention,” said Downing, “and behold how all of them go to
make up a sentiment which must annihilate Slavery, and cast it from our otherwise fair country.”
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As the committee explained, it was precisely this consideration which “causes us to be more
deeply fixed and inflexible…in our determination to abide here – our home.” 10
Free blacks in the North were ineluctably linked with their brothers and sisters still held in
bondage in the South, Downing noted, saying that it would be “cowardice on our part to
disconnect our interest from theirs,” and “cowardice, as Americans attempting to avoid the
responsibility of battling against the shame and degradation that arises at the mention of
America,” because of the existence of slavery. Black emigration on any kind of large scale could
only serve to “break down the sustaining prop, the hope which buoys and sustains the shame,”
providing “security to the slave master,” and diminishing “the happy sympathy, the beating
heart, which is beginning to throb in the American breast.” The committee insisted that free
blacks would never be forced away from their “native land.” The steamships proposed in
Congress along with the fugitive slave law, expected to carry them away to Africa, would lay
“rotting on the seas,” before free blacks ever came to regard them as “an inducement for us to
leave our homes.” They believed in and admired the “principles of our Government,” and more,
free blacks understood that the United States was “by nature,” favored with “advantages far
beyond those afforded in Africa.” Downing asked, “how can any one expect…that the colored
man will leave this country?” The committee acknowledged that there were always likely to be
“cases of individual emigration,” but it concluded that “no such emigration should extend to a
committal of our people, to an alienation of our people from their country, to a disconnection of
interests, responsibilities and hopes, with other Americans.” 11
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In editorials and at public gatherings across the North, free blacks were informed over and
over again that, as William Cooper Nell put it in late 1851, the “reign of terror” they faced
demanded “of the colored American a new baptism of energy for the present, and hope for the
future, …remembering that there is a divinity which shapes his ends, rough hew them as the
spirit of proslavery will.” Free blacks should “expect accumulating and perplexing trials,” but
more importantly they should be “determined to conquer,” said Nell, because if they remained
faithful, “out of this nettle danger” they would ultimately “pluck the flower safe.” Nothing, he
argued, along with most other free black leaders and writers of the period, sustained the present
difficulties they endured more than what Nell called “the fell spirit of Colonization,” responsible
for creating “every link in the chain of that persecution which daily binds the colored man,
woman and child to an isolated position.” As he elaborated: “The Colonization Spirit, which at
the South aims to strengthen slavery by expelling the nominally free, and labors at the North to
deprive us of the lights of liberty and knowledge, and then, taunts us for any, even the least short
coming, making of its sins a charge of our inferiority, …is and ever has been our deadliest
antagonist.” Free blacks could not afford, at this hour especially, said Nell, to either seek or
accept “any such change as is proffered at the hands of Colonizationists.” Their mission was
“one of discipline for ourselves and our children, that all may be prepared nobly to bear more
than our enemies dare to execute,” because as Nell concluded, finally, even with “yet
undreamed-of persecutions, this is our home.” 12
In early 1852, Frederick Douglass also honed his advice to free blacks in the North, first by
speaking to a conviction that he understood as long-established among them, a feeling that united
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them all together as a community. Next, he painted a thorough and bleak portrait of the times
and the challenges free blacks faced, what Nell called the “reign of terror.” Finally, Douglass
offered an answer, what he saw as the surest way to navigate through the trials of the moment.
“There is no sentiment more universally entertained,” he noted, “nor more firmly held by the free
colored people of the United States, than that this is their ‘own, their native land,’ and that here,
(for good or evil) their destiny is to be wrought out.” As Douglass explained, there “is not now,
there never has been, and we think there never will be, any general desire on the part of our
people, to emigrate from this land to any other, and least of all, to the wilds of Africa.” The
American Colonization Society, from its inception in 1817 to the present, had “never been able
to unsettle this universal feeling among us,” because free blacks in the North understood,
fundamentally, that what the ACS offered them was “a seeming benevolence, animated and
controlled by a deep-seated and malignant prejudice.” Douglass acknowledged that, in spite of
their opposition, from the halls of Congress in Washington, to state legislatures throughout the
North, and in newspapers across the entire country, the hated “scheme of expatriation” had once
again “acquired new life and activity.” As he elaborated: “Indiana…actually drives from her soil
thousands of its earliest cultivators. A proposition is now before the legislature of Pennsylvania,
prohibiting the emigration of colored people to that State, and even the Governor of New York
gravely recommends the legislature to appropriate…funds…for our removal to Africa. There is
no denying that the spirit of persecution is abroad, and that trying times await our afflicted
people.” 13
The answer to the present crisis was not emigration, Douglass argued, to Africa or anyplace
else. “Brethren, stay where you are,” he urged, “and worthily discharge the duties of honest
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men, and of good citizens.” As Douglass articulated it, the challenge before free blacks was not
just to stay and endure, but to continue to act like, and to express themselves, as Americans.
After all, it was this feeling, that the United States was their “own, their native land,” and that
here “their destiny was to be wrought out,” that provided free blacks in the North with the very
identity that defined them as a community. This sentiment which attached them to the land and
to each other, Douglass argued, was also the very thing that connected them to white Americans
and, indeed, the nation itself. Emigration represented, just like colonization, not the building of
community, but its destruction, not the finding of an identity, but the loss of one, not the promise
of establishing a new nationality, but the guarantee of an everlasting sense of rootlessness and
never quite belonging anywhere, of never being able to go home again. As Douglass exclaimed:
“Let there be among us no yielding to the sophistical reasonings and delusive hopes held out by
the Colonization Society. Scan with a scrutinizing eye, any colored man who, at this time, allies
himself to a scheme so hostile to our common interests. We should, on all occasions, with
temperance, but with firmness, assert our right and our determination to remain in the land of our
birth.” “Colonization,” Douglass argued, “to us, means ultimate extermination.” 14
II
Despite the tireless efforts of free black leaders and writers to discredit the idea of emigration,
and the obvious fact that most northern blacks utterly rejected the prospect, the reality remained
that for some of them, the outrages and disappointments of the 1850s proved too much to endure.
Such was the case with Granville B. Blanks, originally born free in Virginia, but who had spent
most of his forty years living in Michigan. At the time he decided to write to the Syracuse Daily
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Journal, in August of 1852, Blanks had recently arrived in New York, after an eighteen-month
tour that took him from Kentucky to “the Western States,” and finally “the Eastern and older
States where Slavery as a legal system had been longest abolished.” The passage of the Fugitive
Slave Act had convinced him to “examine for myself what would be the probable future history
of my people.” His late travels had convinced him that the obstacles presented to free blacks by
white prejudice, barriers which prevented their advancement in society in terms of economic,
social, and political life, were virtually the same from Louisville all the way to New York City.
In light of this stark reality, said Blanks, “…I see no possible alternative for the mass of the
colored population now, but a state of continual degradation or a removal to some land where
they may hope to attain a condition of permanent freedom and of progressing civilization.”
What blacks needed, just “like the white man,” was “a country he can call his own, where he
may enjoy the opportunity of developing all his faculties under those just and equal laws which
God has given to all mankind.” “It is true,” Blanks confessed, “I differ widely from many of my
oppressed people who are longing for deliverance,” noting that it “is painful for me to hold
sentiments which others and especially those of my own race…feel bound to oppose,” but as he
concluded, even “if I stand alone, I cannot do otherwise than proclaim my honest
convictions.” 15
What Blanks described was a feeling that, although never widespread among free blacks in
the North, was significant enough that some black leaders, reaching a similar conclusion as to the
hopelessness of their prospects in America, decided to try and turn the topic of emigration into a
general debate within the black public at large. First and foremost among this group was Martin
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R. Delany, who, in April of 1852, published The Condition, Elevation, Emigration and Destiny
of the Colored People of the United States. No less than Blanks’ letter, Delany’s work revealed
the conflicting emotions that animated free black discussions of the emigration versus stay at
home question in the 1850s. As Delany’s biographer, Robert S. Levine notes, Condition
simultaneously “called on blacks to emigrate to Central and South America,” while defending
the “moral and legal case for black citizenship in the United States.” “Reflecting the dilemma of
trying to reconcile their loyalty to their race with an attachment” to America, says another
scholar, leaders like Delany developed an emigrationist ideology that “produced black
nationalists who were constantly ambivalent about leaving” the country. Determined to distance
his own ideas from the long-despised African colonization movement of the ACS, Delany
blasted the colony of Liberia as nothing more than a white-controlled dependency, and seemed to
dismiss altogether the notion of emigration to the ancestral homeland. Yet in the appendix of his
work Delany called for, as Floyd J. Miller noted, “an exploring expedition of East Africa to
establish first a colony, then a black nation, and finally a transcontinental railroad to foster trade
between the area and the Americas.” 16
Speaking in reference to the Fugitive Slave Act, Delany argued that “the slave is more
secure” than free blacks were, in that “he knows who holds the heel upon his bosom,” where “we
know not the wretch who may grasp us by the throat.” “Shall we submit to be dragged like
brutes before heartless men, and sent into degradation and bondage,” he asked. “Shall we fly, or
shall we resist?” The fugitive slave law was exactly that, the “law of the land,” a measure that
the country’s white political leaders believed was imperative to the continuance of the federal
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Union itself. They would never repeal it, he insisted. “We must abandon all vague theory, and
look at facts as they really are,” said Delany, “viewing ourselves in our true political position in
the body politic.” As he elaborated: “To imagine ourselves to be included in the body politic,
except by express legislation, is at war with common sense, and contrary to fact. Legislation, the
administration of the laws of the country, and the exercise of rights by the people, all prove to the
contrary. We are politically, not of them, but aliens to the laws and political privileges of the
country.” Directing his appeal not to a select group, but to all free blacks, Delany effectively
argued that while they may be deserving of rights as American citizens, they could never expect
to enjoy them in a country where all of the political, social, and economic power resided with
whites. Emigration, he said, “to us as a people,” had unfortunately become preferable “to any
other policy that we may adopt.” 17
By advocating emigration to Central and South America, and the West Indies in the main part
of his text, and saving his discussion of emigration to East Africa for the Appendix to his work,
Delany sought to distance himself from the charge of being a colonizationist without, at the same
time, entirely conceding the terrain of emigration to the ancestral homeland, to white politicians
and colonizationists. What these other nations of the western hemisphere, and even Africa
offered, were spaces where blacks made up a majority of the population, occupied the highest
political offices, and could rise according to their “industry and merits.” In these countries
blacks could truly enjoy an “elective franchise,” and not just the right to vote. As Delany put it,
“we by no means care to cherish the privilege of voting somebody into office,” only to have
them “make laws to degrade us.” He rejected the longstanding idea that free blacks could only
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work toward the final destruction of slavery by remaining in the United States. “We believe it to
be the duty of the Free, to elevate themselves in the most speedy and effective manner possible,”
he said, and “as the redemption of the bondman depends entirely upon the elevation of the
freeman,” the rise of black people “anywhere” in the Americas, even, as he hinted, Africa,
“forebodes the speedy redemption of the slaves.” 18
Delany had hit upon a fundamental difference that divided him, and in coming years other
emigrationists, from the mainstream of the free black leadership in the North. Both sides in the
emigration versus stay at home debate in the 1850s saw the desirability of independent black
institutions, and the cultivation of habits of self-reliance among blacks that would lead to their
rise as a people. Where they disagreed most drastically was not just in terms of the leave versus
remain question, but even more precisely on the issue of how blacks’ demonstration of an ability
to elevate themselves impacted the institution of slavery. According to emigrationists like
Delany, the possibility of blacks’ rise in society, their potential to move upward in terms of
economic, social and political power, was the only substantive question to be considered, when it
came to measuring free blacks’ ability to weaken and finally destroy slavery.
This overwhelming conviction led quite logically to emigration as the only solution available,
because in the wake of the Fugitive Slave Act, blacks’ potential for improvement and the full
enjoyment of political rights and power with whites was no longer possible. If free blacks hoped
to exert any kind of power and influence over the fate of slavery, it necessarily would have to
operate from afar, beyond the jurisdiction of white authority. For the majority of free black
leaders, however, the question of their potential to bring about the end of slavery turned not upon
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the issue of self-improvement alone, but on the more immediately relevant need for racial
solidarity with the slaves of the South. Free northern blacks expressed this essential unity by
describing themselves, and those held in bondage, not just as oppressed black people, but as
persecuted Americans. The full realization of black elevation, finally, would come in the
aftermath of slavery, not before it. The surest way to achieve the recognition of a black
nationality was to defend the one they had already built together, both free and enslaved, as black
Americans. Emigration to Africa or anyplace else by the nation’s free black population
represented not the potential of establishing a new nationality, but the guarantee of tearing down
the one they already possessed, and had sacrificed so much for over the years.
Delany hoped that Condition would be widely circulated and discussed. Neither occurred,
however, because several weeks prior to the publication of his book, another work hit the shelves
and windows of stores across the country, one that was destined to transform the debate over
slavery, Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Its release as a novel on March 20, 1852,
also initiated a discussion among free black leaders that can only be described as ironic. In
addition to graphically drawing the nation’s attention to the horrors of slavery, Stowe quite
unequivocally, at the end of the work, sought to promote the idea of African colonization in
Liberia. One of the characters in the story, George Harris, ponders the possibilities of black
freedom for himself and his family, in a letter to a friend. Reflecting on all that his enslaved
mother had endured, and of his “own early sufferings,” along with the struggles of his “heroic
wife,” and a sister “sold in the New Orleans slave-market,” Harris confesses, “I have no wish to
pass for an American, or to identify myself with them.” As he explains, the “desire and yearning
of my soul is for an African nationality,” adding, “I want a people that shall have a tangible,
separate existence of its own; and where am I to look for it?” “On the shores of Africa I see a
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republic,” says Harris, one “formed of picked men, who, by energy and self-educating force,
have, in many cases, individually, raised themselves above a condition of slavery.” “There it is
my wish to go,” he concludes, “and find myself a people.” 19
Given the pro-colonization message at the end of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, it may be expected that
a majority of free black leaders would have attacked Stowe’s work, as nothing short of ACS
propaganda, and that if any did have a positive reaction to the novel, it would have been the
emigrationists. But, in fact, just the opposite occurred. Delany sat back in disbelief, reading in
Frederick Douglass’ Paper one glowing account of Stowe’s book after another, while his own
recently published work went virtually ignored. He began writing to Douglass directly,
complaining bitterly at the hypocrisy of attacking black leaders like himself for holding proemigration views, while at the same time ignoring the blatant appeal on behalf of colonization in
Stowe’s novel. As he asked, “is not Mrs. Stowe a Colonizationist,” having “subscribed to, and
recommended their principles” in her work? Delany grew especially hot, reflecting on the way
that Stowe dismissed Haiti, the “only truly free and independent civilized black nation,” while
“holding up the little dependent colonization settlement of Liberia” to the highest regard. As he
told Douglass, “I can see no other cause for this singular discrepancy in Mrs. Stowe’s interest in
the colored race, than that one is independent of, and the other subservient to, white men’s
power.” When it came to Stowe’s professed public interest in founding an industrial school for
free blacks in the North, Delany noted that he had heard only white instructors were to be
employed, which he objected to on a number of grounds. It gave the impression that blacks were
unfit or unable to fill such positions, and all of the “pecuniary advantages” would “go into the
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pockets of white men and women,” thus “depriving colored persons…of this livelihood.” “This
is the same old song sung over again,” he exclaimed. 20
Douglass remained silent as long as he could, but after the lengthy and ongoing
correspondence from Delany, he finally felt compelled to respond. He began by declaring that
“there is nothing in the position of Mrs. Stowe which should awaken against her a single
suspicion of unfriendliness,” but, “on the contrary, there is much in it to inspire confidence in her
friendship,” not the least of which was her involvement in the plans for an industrial school for
free blacks in the North. After noting that Stowe had never actually publicly proclaimed herself
a colonizationist, Douglass, more than a little disingenuously, replied to Delany, “what if she is?
– names do not frighten us.” “A little while ago,” he added, “brother Delany was a
colonizationist,” promoting in his own book the idea of “colonizing the eastern coast of
Africa.” 21
More honestly, Douglass got to the heart of the matter, from his perspective, and that of most
free black leaders, by saying: “We shall not…allow the sentiments put in the brief letter of
GEORGE HARRIS, at the close of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, to vitiate forever Mrs. Stowe’s power to
do us good. Who doubts that Mrs. Stowe is more of an abolitionist now than when she wrote
that chapter?” He suggested that Stowe’s interest in the school for free blacks was proof of this,
noting that if the ACS “would establish an industrial college, where colored young men could
learn useful trades, with a view to their becoming useful men and respectable citizens of the
United States, we should applaud them and co-operate with them.” As Douglass concluded,
“We don’t object to colonizationists because they express a lively interest in the civilization and
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Christianization of Africa; nor because they desire the prosperity of Liberia; but it is because,
like brother Delany, they have not sufficient faith in the people of the United States to believe
that the black man can ever get justice at their hands on American soil.” 22
In his reply, Douglass hinted at, without actually delineating, what lay behind the majority of
free black leaders’ reaction to Uncle Tom’s Cabin, that Delany found so inexplicable. When he
said that free blacks had no interest in allowing the close of the novel to ruin Stowe’s “power to
do us good,” and that she was “more of an abolitionist” since writing the book, what Douglass
was really acknowledging was the overwhelming response to the work, and even more precisely
the level at which it translated with the northern white public. The fact was plain for all to see,
and free black leaders like Douglass understood, that what caused Uncle Tom’s Cabin to become
the best-selling book of the nineteenth century, was not its colonization appeal at the end, but its
brutal depictions of slavery, revealed in graphic detail, throughout the story. The unmistakable
reality was that Stowe’s narrative, almost instantaneously, turned antislavery discussion in the
North away from the merits of African colonization in Liberia, and toward the desirability of the
immediate abolition of slavery in the United States. There simply was no way that black leaders
were going to attack or seek to alienate Stowe. If she remained a colonizationist, even after the
dramatic impact of her work in transforming the discourse on slavery in the nation, then she
would become the first colonizationist in history that free blacks could say they were happy to do
business with, Douglass seemed to indicate.
In correspondence directly with Stowe, written a couple of months prior to his exchange with
Delany, Douglass, with great finesse, but also firmness, engaged the subject of African
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colonization with the famous author, not simply trying to win her to his side, but gently
correcting her as to the feelings of the majority of free blacks in the North. “We have grown up
with this republic,” he said, “and I see nothing in her character, or even in the character of the
American people as yet, which compels the belief that we must leave the United States.”
Douglass informed Stowe that there was “little reason to hope that any considerable number of
the free colored people will ever be induced to leave this country, even if such a thing were
desirable.” “This black man,” he explained, “unlike the Indian – loves civilization.” Deprived
of many of its benefits, free blacks still cherished being “in the midst of it,” preferring “to share
its most galling evils, to encountering barbarism.” “Then,” he continued, “the love of country,
the dread of isolation,” and “the thought of seeming to desert their ‘brethren in bonds,’ are a
powerful check upon all schemes of colonization which look to the removal of the colored
people, without the slaves.” As Douglass informed Stowe, finally: “The truth is, dear madam,
we are here, and here we are likely to remain. Individuals emigrate – nations never.” With these
last words he did more than insist that blacks were Americans, who had no desire to abandon
their enslaved brothers and sisters in the South, only to lose themselves in the search for another
identity in some other place. Douglass utterly rejected, on behalf of the overwhelming majority
of free blacks, the notion that what they craved most, was an African nationality. 23
Around the same time that Douglass wrote to Stowe in early March of 1853, colonization
advocates, perhaps sensing the tide of antislavery sentiment slipping from their grasp yet again
amid the public reaction to Uncle Tom’s Cabin, sought to keep the subject of Liberia alive. They
offered a resolution in the U.S. Congress, that called for an inquiry into the potential recognition
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of Liberian independence. Outgoing Senator Jacob W. Miller, of New Jersey, introduced the
proposal. He began by noting that England and France had both officially recognized the fiveyear-old republic, while the United States still had yet to acknowledge “her nationality,” to
welcome “her into the family of nations.” After singing the praises of the ACS’s longstanding
efforts to help the country succeed, and pointing out the potential commercial benefits of
recognition, Miller tried to draw attention back to the original motivation and inspiration behind
the African colonization project, the “situation of the free people of color in the United
States.” 24
“The negro,” said Miller, “is a timid creature,” living and moving “more by sight than by
faith,” feeling “in his soul that which the white man boldly avows, that he is an inferior being,
and therefore the subject of deception and wrong.” This was the very reason, he asserted, “that
so few of the free people of color have been found willing to leave even this land of their
degradation for a better home and country in Africa.” The answer, what could effect a “more
rapid emigration of these people,” was to “let them know by a public official act of this
Government that the country to which you desire to send them has a name and a position in the
family of nations; that the people and the institutions of that country are respected by the great
powers of the earth.” Free blacks needed to be shown that the U.S. had an interest in commercial
relations with Liberia. When they began to see “ships returning from Africa, laden with rich
cargoes of merchandize of native productions and ownership,” witnessing the Liberian flag
waving in American harbors, “side by side with the merchant flags of Europe,” argued Miller,
free blacks would begin to flock back to their ancestral homeland quicker than whites in pursuit
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of the recent California Gold Rush of 1849. African colonization to Liberia, Miller concluded,
still presented to the country the best option in terms of delivering “us from a national curse –
from a curse which the dominion of all America, from pole to pole, cannot save us – the national
evil of an overgrown and degraded population of emancipated slaves.” Miller’s argument was
typical of countless pro-colonization rants over the years, that always seemed to make their final
appeal to American sentiment not on the basis of hopes for Africa’s Christianization and
civilization, but in terms of a racist dream, one that imagined a nation where black freedom
would no longer exist. 25
Toward the end of his speech offering the resolution, Miller, reflecting on the great natural
resources and potential for riches that Africa held, said that when “this exposé is made, I have no
doubt the free negro will have many a white competitor in the race of emigration.” As usual
with white colonizationists, when they felt public momentum slipping away, as they clearly did
in the midst of the reaction to Uncle Tom’s Cabin, they tended to say too much in their
enthusiasm for the cause. Indeed, white emigration to Africa, or rather conquests in the ancestral
homeland by whites, namely the British in the 1850s, provided free black leaders with another
argument against the ACS and its supporters in the North. James W.C. Pennington, for one, had
long been anticipating the day when the subject of Liberian independence might come before the
American public, and further, how this might change some free blacks minds about the
desirability of emigration to Africa. In a letter to the New York Independent, Pennington
explained that a fellow Congregational minister had recently asked him whether Liberian
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independence had materially changed his views “in regard to the African colonization scheme,”
to which he replied firmly, “they had not.” 26
When it came to “the actions of European governments” toward Liberia, “they are good as far
as they go,” he said, but added “one cannot help lacking confidence in their good intentions.”
Pointing to the account of an Independent correspondent tracking British activities in Port Natal,
South Africa, in late 1851, Pennington noted the journalist’s words, “the tide of emigration is
towards the interior.” As he elaborated, the writer was not talking about black emigration in
Africa, but white. John Bull was “Saxonizing Africa,” at a time when free blacks in the United
States were being led to believe effectively that “there were no white men” on the continent. But
“it now comes out that thousands of white men are not only living there, but the number is on the
increase, and they are pushing for the interior!” The “Briton going to Africa,” Pennington
argued, “loses all his kindly and generous feelings for the Negro, and becomes a government
ghost to haunt every tribe that has a goodly tract of land,” treating “as rebels everyone among
them who offers the slightest resistance,” and this upon the native peoples’ “own sacred soil.”
This, he concluded, was “British recognition in Africa!” To Pennington, and, as he implied, free
blacks generally, this sounded a great deal like the very treatment they were already subjected to
in the United States. Speaking directly to the editors of the New York Independent, and through
them to the white public at large, Pennington noted: “Now, you push us in this country, and we
must get out of your way. We must go to Africa. Well, when we look to Africa, there we see the
Saxon doing his old work, firing dwellings, stealing land, shooting men and women, and seizing
cattle by the thousand. John Bull and Jonathan between them seem determined to place us in the
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position of the extravagant Scotchman who had his candle lighted at both ends.” He asked
whether, upon the wished for mass exodus of free blacks back to the ancestral homeland, all of
the whites fighting the Kaffirs in South Africa, and “pushing their way into the interior” would
be recalled. “Or do you say the Continent of Africa is large, and that we must share it,” he
continued. In this case, he concluded, “you give up the doctrine of a separation of the races – the
fundamental maxim of Colonization.” 27
Pennington sought to demonstrate that the idea of establishing a great black nationality of free
blacks from the United States in Africa, had become nothing more than white propaganda.
Colonization was a fantasy, pregnant with white desire for their removal, not their uplift. Free
blacks in the North could not afford to be seduced into believing that emigration to Africa, or
anyplace else offered them some sort of panacea of liberty, identity, and national recognition as a
people. In a direct response to Jacob W. Miller’s resolution in Congress, on the subject of
Liberian independence, Frederick Douglass bolstered Pennington’s arguments by essentially
calling the bluff of colonizationists and national politicians aligned with the ACS. What they
hoped for, Douglass insisted, was to give the impression that the country was seriously taking the
question of recognition under consideration, knowing all the while that such a measure could
never actually pass, and for a very specific reason, one that put the lie to their propagandistic
overtures − the existence of slavery. As he explained, the “independence and nationality” of
Liberia and its inhabitants could never be recognized by the United States while slavery lasted.
The “presence” of a black diplomatic minister in Washington, said Douglass, “would be more
pregnant with mischief to our peculiar institutions than the whole emigrated population of
Liberia could be, scattered over this nation in the capacity of free negroes.” “We have got
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something in this country,” he concluded, “which forbids the recognition of any country
governed by colored men.” 28
The debate among northern blacks themselves on the subject of national identity really began
in earnest in early July of 1853, when another convention of free black leaders gathered in
Rochester, New York. As Floyd J. Miller, in his examination of the meeting, noted, although
Delany was “not among the 140 delegates” who came together at Corinthian Hall, several
individuals who would soon join him in the pro-emigration ranks were. These included James
M. Whitfield, and the religious leaders William C. Monroe and Augustus R. Green. The
convention, as it turned out, was controlled by leaders like Frederick Douglass, James McCune
Smith, and James W.C. Pennington, individuals who were committed to the stay at home
philosophy. They refused to air the topic of black emigration as a legitimate issue for discussion.
The closest they came was in the agreement to form the short-lived National Council, premised
on the agreement among the delegates, that blacks needed to build separate institutions of their
own that could function outside the control of white influence. As Miller explained, the meeting
adopted a condemnation of the American Colonization Society, dismissed the legitimacy of
Liberian independence, and failed to give voice at all to the pro-emigration ideas of black leaders
like Delany, Henry Bibb, and James Theodore Holly. They also opposed the ACS and rejected
Liberia, but argued that it was time for free blacks to begin entertaining the prospect of
emigration to other places, like Central and South America, Haiti, and Canada. Because the free
black leaders who controlled the convention effectively shut out and silenced those who wanted
to air the emigration topic, the National Council, rather than unifying the black leadership
gathered at Rochester, instead provided the basis for division. The same consensus among them
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that argued for separate institutions to help elevate free blacks, provided the ground upon which
a majority of free black leaders became divided from a small, but increasingly vocal and
compelling minority within their ranks. 29
What the 1853 convention in Rochester clearly expressed, was the determination of most free
blacks in the North not just to remain at home, but to define themselves as American citizens. In
an address to the general public, the delegates exclaimed, “We address you not as aliens nor as
exiles, humbly asking to be permitted to dwell among you in peace; but we address you as
American citizens asserting their rights on their own native soil.” “We ask that all these cruel
and oppressive laws…which aim at the expatriation of the free people of color,” will be
“stamped with national reprobation,” and “denounced as contrary to the humanity of the
American people, and as an outrage upon the Christianity and civilization of the nineteenth
century.” By birth, according to the principles set forth in both the Declaration of Independence
and the U.S. Constitution, and especially through the “courage and fidelity displayed by our
ancestors in defending the liberties and in achieving the independence” of the United States,
asserted the delegates, “we are American citizens.” Free blacks in the North believed themselves
“to be not only deeply injured, but grossly misunderstood.” “Our white fellow countrymen do
not know us,” being “strangers to our character, ignorant of our capacity, oblivious of our history
and progress,” and “misinformed as to the principles and ideas that control and guide us as a
people.” Free blacks believed that “the imputations cast upon us, for our want of intelligence,
morality and exalted character, may be mainly accounted for by the injustice we have received at
your hands.” As the delegates asked: “What hand has refused to fan the flame of popular
prejudice against us? What American artist has not caricatured us? What wit has not laughed at
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us in our wretchedness? What songster has not made merry over our depressed spirits? What
press has not ridiculed and contemned us? What pulpit has withheld from our devoted heads its
sanctimonious hate?” 30
Beyond the formation of the National Council and the address to the American public, the
other major highlight of the 1853 convention was its report on the subject of colonization,
delivered by James W.C. Pennington. The ACS, argued Pennington, from the time of its
inception, stood as the representative not of American benevolence, but as the symbol of a racial
hatred toward blacks that united the country’s whites, North and South. “But only think of it,”
he said, “I must leave my country, because a man hates me.” As proof of their good intentions,
and genuine concern for the welfare and uplift of both free blacks and Africa itself, Pennington
noted, the ACS trumpeted the independence of Liberia, and its recognition by European nations.
The impression that Liberia was a truly independent country was a farce, insisted the report.
Pennington asked why the American government refused to recognize Haitian independence,
why the British government failed to acknowledge the right of African chiefs to rule their own
subjects, and why France did not observe the independence of Algiers. “We demur to the claim
of bonafide independence on the part of the Republic of Liberia,” said Pennington, “because the
COLONIZATION PARTY in this country, several of the slave States, and pro-slavery
individuals still exert a controlling influence over its territory.” As the report elaborated, the
ACS was offensive to free blacks, because “it seems to be profoundly ignorant of some
important facts in the present state of Africa, or else it willfully conceals or ignores them so as to
gain its object.” Pennington asked why colonizationists concealed from free blacks “the fact that
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the whites have been colonizing themselves in Africa, for nearly a century.” “Unless all and
every one of the present schemes of colonization in Africa, be utterly discarded, and a pure
system of Gospel Evangelization, be adopted in the stead thereof,” he predicted, “Africa is
destined to be the theatre of bloody conflict, between her native sons, and intruding foreigners,
black and white, for a century yet to come.” As the report concluded, with the “British in the
South and the North, the French in the south-east and the Americans on the west, speculating in
lands, cheating and warring,” there remained “little promise of a political millennium for the land
of Ham.” 31
The Rochester convention produced a forceful and passionate appeal to the country, urging
whites, especially in the North, to understand the historical facts, as well as the social and
cultural realities, that defined the Americanism of the nation’s black sons and daughters. The
United States, not Africa, was indisputably the land of their birth. This attachment to America as
the place of their nativity was a part of their identity. Indeed, this sentiment was not only
definitive of their sense of themselves as a people, it was a feeling that united them, a conviction
that was irreversible and permanent. Their connection to the nation extended beyond the
unavoidable fact that they were, like most whites, the country’s native sons and daughters.
Blacks also had developed over the generations a respect and veneration for the ideals and
founding principles of the nation, evidenced not only in their long and ongoing struggle against
slavery, but in the blood and sacrifice of those who fought for the country’s independence during
the Revolution, and again in the War of 1812. Both black slaves and black soldiers had long
been fighting, and dying for the cause of freedom in America. The delegates gathered at
Rochester pleaded with whites not only to recognize these facts, but to ask themselves an
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important question. Which posed a bigger threat to the Union’s survival, the embrace of free
blacks as American citizens, or the continuation of a racial hatred that not only divided whites
over the subject of slavery politically, but that infected the country at all levels of society, even
defining its cultural productions, from the caricatures of cartoonists all the way to Uncle Tom’s
Cabin? Did not the perpetuation of this violent racism that animated and sustained slavery in the
South, and the African colonization movement in the North, pose more of a threat to the national
fabric, than the acceptance of native-born free blacks as citizens? Which was more consistent
with the dictates of Christianity and civilization, with the ideals that gave birth to the nation that
all Americans, black and white, believed in?
One way of thinking about the results of the Rochester convention, is to consider that most of
the leaders gathered at the meeting were so intent on putting forth a united expression of blacks’
American identity, that perhaps they felt compelled to silence minority voices from within.
Their determination to present this united front by preventing even a few delegates from free
expression, and a public airing of their concerns, however, convinced a still small but growing
number of leaders that, at the least, emigration deserved a full and complete hearing with the
black public of the North. Only six weeks after the Rochester convention, in Frederick
Douglass’ Paper, Martin R. Delany issued a call for a national emigration convention of free
black leaders, to be held the next year, in Cleveland, Ohio. As he indicated, the meeting was to
be open only to supporters of emigration, who were also opposed to the American Colonization
Society. “The question,” said Delany in his appeal, “is not whether our condition can be bettered
by emigration, but whether it can be made worse.” As he explained, the countries of the
Caribbean, and Central and South America were already composed of black majorities,
“importuning us in the name of suffering humanity to come” and “make common cause” with
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them, to “share one common fate on the continent.” Delany argued that the emigration of free
blacks from the United States, and their alliance with other black people and nations throughout
the western hemisphere, provided the only vehicle through which they could ever expect to
“occupy a position of entire equality,” and “unrestricted rights” in society. 32
The emigration convention convened over several days at the end of August, 1854. Eager to
give the impression that emigration was a topic that enjoyed widespread interest among the
North’s free black communities, Delany boasted that the 101 delegates in attendance represented
no less than eleven states, including four slave states. However, in truth over half of those
present were from Delany’s home base of Pittsburgh. As Floyd J. Miller noted, although a
handful of well-known supporters of emigration, such as James Theodore Holly, then living in
Canada, James M. Whitfield of Buffalo, William C. Monroe of Detroit, and Augustus R. Green
of Cincinnati, attended the meeting, for most of the delegates “it was their first – and probably
last – participation in racial politics.” The convention produced two major highlights, a
declaration of sentiments, or platform of the meeting, and second, Delany’s presentation of his
overall argument for emigration, in an essay entitled, Political Destiny of the Colored Race, on
the American Continent. The platform of the convention sought to unite and clarify the ideas
and principles of black emigrationists. One of the first and most important declarations stated
that no individuals could ever be considered truly independent “without possessing the land”
where they lived. Another resolution insisted that no person “is politically free who is deprived
of the right of self representation.” This point was elaborated in a further statement of principles,
which delineated between voting rights, and an elective franchise, which “necessarily” implied
“eligibility to every position attainable” in society, and “the indisputable right of being chosen or
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elected as the representative of another.” Anything short of this, stated the emigration platform
adopted at Cleveland, was not genuine political freedom, but “the sheerest imposition and
delusion.” 33
With this resolution, the convention argued effectively that black voting rights in the North, to
the extent that they existed, were irrelevant, hardly worth defending. This was especially true in
light of the reality that the Fugitive Slave Act, as a later declaration stated, worked effectively
toward “the virtual enslavement of every colored person in the United States.” The final
resolutions adopted by the convention were especially important in clarifying the sentiments of
black emigrationists, exclaiming that “we will forever discountenance all invidious distinctions
among us,” that “no people…can ever attain to greatness who lose their identity,” and that “we
shall ever cherish our identity of origin and race, as preferable…to any other people.” The
“relative terms Negro, African, Black, Colored and Mulatto, when applied to us,” the delegates
professed, “shall ever be held with the same respect and pride; and synonymous with the terms,
Caucasian, White, Anglo-Saxon and European, when applied to that class of people.” 34
In his speech before the convention on the political destiny of free blacks, Delany began by
explaining that he would not refer to them as citizens, a practice common among most free black
leaders and writers, because, as he insisted, “such you have never been.” Neither would he
address them as freemen, “because such privileges have never been enjoyed by any colored man
in the United States.” “No people,” as he famously declared, “can be free who themselves do not
constitute an essential part of the ruling element of the country in which they live.” Delany
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argued that no matter how much blacks tried to define themselves as Americans, and as citizens,
the Fugitive Slave Act, as the law of the land, made clear once and for all the futility of such an
endeavor. A truly national black identity, the enjoyment of real social, political, and economic
rights, and the actual power required to force their recognition, was an impossibility for blacks so
long as they remained in the United States, he insisted. The only “remedy” left available was
emigration, to a place where blacks made up a majority of the “ruling element” in society.
Indeed, the notion that blacks could live on terms of full equality, anywhere in the world where
whites made up a majority of the population, was ridiculous. 35
In answering the question of where to go, Delany sought to present a thorough exposition of
emigrationists’ ideas on the subject, and to distinguish them from any affiliation with the designs
of white colonizationists and the ACS. Canada, although suitable as a temporary refuge, was
ultimately undesirable for two reasons. First, and most obviously, whites made up a majority of
the “ruling element” in the country, and second, Delany said, it was destined to one day become
a part of the United States. Outside of Africa, which remained for the moment too problematic
because of its association with white colonizationists, only the countries of the Caribbean, and
Central and South America held black majority populations, and this was what made them the
most desirable locations for black emigration. “The truth is,” Delany noted, “we are not identical
with the Anglo-Saxon or any other race of the Caucasian or pure white type of the human
family.” “We have…inherent traits, attributes…and native characteristics, peculiar to our race,
whether pure or mixed blood,” he continued, “and all that is required of us is to cultivate these
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and develop them in their purity, to make them desirable and emulated by the rest of the world.”
Only emigration, in the end, made the dream of a great black nationality possible. 36
Both the resolutions adopted in Cleveland, and Delany’s formal address to the meeting,
revealed not simply a feeling of growing despair at the social, economic, and political realities of
free black life, but a conviction that no amount of effort on their part, short of a complete
separation from white power and influence, could ever change the fundamental dynamics of their
lives. This was a position that both the majority of free black leaders in the North, and the black
public generally, rejected completely. It was also a part of the Cleveland platform that was used
against emigrationists, cited as proof that their plans represented nothing more than an extension
of the ACS program of colonization, which also preached a complete separation of the races.
Delany’s argument in behalf of blacks’ inherent racial qualities, which sounded a great deal like
some of the works of white ethnologists praising the Anglo-Saxon race, and his statement that
“the great issue, sooner or later, upon which must be disputed the world’s destiny, will be a
question of black and white,” only reinforced the distance between emigrationist and mainstream
black political thought in the 1850s. 37
Only a month after the Cleveland convention, free blacks in Cincinnati gathered to register
their protest against the emigration meeting recently held in their state. After calling attention to
the fact that the convention had been composed “mainly of citizens of Pennsylvania,” they noted
in their own resolutions that the Cleveland gathering “was not the exponent of the sentiments of
the colored people of Ohio nor of the United States,” and that they, no different from most free
black people in the North, were “unalterably resolved to remain in the land of their birth.” As
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“native born Americans,” they exclaimed further, “we owe no allegiance to any other country on
earth, and according to our magna charta, the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution
of the United States, we are entitled to the elective franchise and all other rights that are common
to American citizens.” Free blacks in Cincinnati, finally, rejected the notion that whites and
blacks could never live together on terms of equality, insisting that such a view smacked of
colonizationist propaganda, and that free black leaders who promulgated the idea were virtual
atheists, infidels guilty of ignoring “both the natural and the revealed law of God.” Citing the
words of the Rochester Convention of 1853, Cincinnati’s black community was determined to
stay and wait for the “good time coming,” to “plant our trees on American soil, and repose
beneath their shade.” 38
George Boyer Vashon, the son of John B. Vashon, was the first black graduate at Oberlin
College in 1844, and the first black lawyer in the state of New York, admitted to the bar in 1848.
In 1854 he was serving as a professor of belles-lettres and mathematics at New York Central
College. As a native of Pennsylvania, Vashon was offended that free blacks from his home state
had played a leading role in the organization of the emigration convention held at Cleveland. In
a lengthy correspondence, published in Frederick Douglass’ Paper, Vashon assaulted both the
spirit behind, and the substance of the emigrationist platform. First, he took issue with the
convention for promoting “the idea that there is a natural distinction between the white and
colored races,” the “very thing which our enemies are racking Science and Revelation to
discover, in order to use it as a stable basis for the God contemning system of slavery.” Further,
they had given aid and comfort to colonizationists, that “they may yet succeed in overcoming our
abhorrence to their scheme of expatriation.” Vashon said this was only to be expected, even
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though the delegates at Cleveland had carefully tried to distance themselves from “Africa as a
point of emigration.” Indeed, he found the dismissal of the ancestral homeland curious, since
that part of the globe “possesses and offers all the inducements which they took into
consideration.” As he noted, the continent was rich in minerals and natural resources, no less
healthy than the West Indies, Central or South America, and finally, as emigrationists demanded,
“the black race is there, not only a ‘necessary,’ but the solo ‘constituent in the ruling
element’.” 39
Vashon objected most strongly to the suggestion that the limited political gains free blacks
had won, and were fighting to hold on to in the North, were meaningless, and that they could
never expect to enjoy citizenship rights in common with whites in America. “This Convention
sides again with the enemies of the colored man,” he exclaimed, “in surrendering the only
vantage ground which he has hitherto occupied in the conflict for his rights,” by taking “away his
right of citizenship,” and effectively disfranchising him, “even in States where his suffrage is
allowed!” Vashon concluded that emigrationists had “made a false move” in trying to “give a
national character to their scheme,” because free blacks in the North understood “that the true
issue for us, as a people, is upon our recognition as men, entitled to all the rights and privileges
enjoyed by our white fellow-citizens.” The only policy that made sense was not emigration, but
“for colored men to take such a course as would render them indispensably ‘an essential
constituent in the ruling element’ of their native land.” 40
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Vashon ended his correspondence by citing the sentiments that his father and other free
blacks had expressed, in Pittsburgh, over twenty years earlier, in 1831. As they resolved then,
and as the vast majority of free blacks still insisted: “Here (in the United States) we were born
here we will live by the help of the Almighty and here we will die, and let our bones lie with our
fathers.” By the end of 1854, northern blacks had no doubt been audience to a full and
extremely vocal airing of the pros and cons of emigration, and although they would continue to
listen in the years ahead, it was an option that they would, as they had for generations,
overwhelmingly reject. 41
III
The debate in the middle of the 1850s over the question of emigration versus staying at home
among free blacks in the North, revealed on the one hand a profound disillusionment on the part
of a minority, who came to insist that genuine black political and economic power, and the
building of a great black nationality and identity, could only happen via a separation of the races,
black and white. On the other hand, the clear majority of free blacks, along with their leaders, no
less disillusioned, dismissed the doctrine of racial separation and emigration for free blacks, as a
formula that not only sacrificed the national identity they had already established as Americans,
but that stood in express violation of the spirit of Christian brotherhood. To be sure, they were
oppressed as black people, but that feeling of violation always extended further, to include a
profound sense that they were also persecuted as Americans, defined outside the boundaries of
citizenship because of the existence of slavery.
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Most free blacks believed, and most of their leaders reinforced a sense, that God would not
only ultimately deliver them from slavery, as a chosen people, but that he would also protect and
validate their national identity as Americans, by making their freedom the very question upon
which the survival of the Union rested. Free blacks would one day become full citizens of the
United States. The reality of their oppression in the land of their birth had not made them a
separate people, but rather into the very Americans who would determine the nation’s fate. This
identity had been built by free blacks over generations, fighting not only against slavery in the
South, but in opposition to African colonization in the North. The ultimate recognition of their
nationality would be realized not through a willingness on the part of free blacks to leave the
Union, but as a result of their determination to stay, and see it preserved.
Because of the long existence of the ACS, and their equally long opposition to it, free blacks’
sense of themselves as Americans, and the building of a national identity, always included, at its
core, a rejection of the idea that they were Africans, and that they were destined to one day return
to the continent in a mass exodus, to their so-called natural home. By the latter part of the 1850s
and early 1860s, the only interest most free blacks showed in Africa was a missionary one. The
desire to see the Old Testament prophecy of Africa’s redemption fulfilled, and a feeling that free
blacks from the United States were destined to play a decisive role in its realization, was a
sentiment that survived the battles of the mid-1850s. The North’s free black leaders and writers,
whether for or against emigration, held in common a belief that had animated discussions about
the ancestral homeland at least since the late-eighteenth century, that the destiny of blacks in
America and Africa were linked by divine prophecy. In other words, in the long course of
history, both would ultimately share the same fate, of rising together, when, as predicted in the
Bible, Africa would stretch forth her hands to God. Not a few black religious leaders had argued
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over the years that it was the responsibility of America’s free blacks to bring Christianity to
Africa. Some even went so far as to suggest that slavery itself was divine chastisement for the
continent’s rejection of God, and that emancipated blacks, delivered from oppression like the
Israelites, were also a chosen people, elected by the Lord to one day return and redeem their
ancestral homeland.
Significantly, what had almost always animated discussions among free black writers on this
subject, was their interpretation of the Exodus story in the Old Testament. A minority insisted
on a literal reading, envisioning blacks from America being delivered out of the land of
oppression, back to Africa as a land of freedom, where they would realize their great destiny to
redeem the continent. But the majority of free black writers, over the course of the nineteenth
century, and especially since the inception of the ACS, offered an alternate reading of Exodus,
one that spoke not just to their sense of being an oppressed people, chosen to fulfill a divine
purpose, but even more poignantly to an understanding of themselves as Americans. As most
free black writers, even religious leaders, articulated the narrative, they were similar to the
Israelites in that they were, unquestionably, a chosen people of God. But, as they explained, free
blacks were really more like the Pilgrims and Puritans who came to Massachusetts, a people
elected by the Lord to build a city upon a hill, one that would shine a beacon light all the way
back across the Atlantic, to the shores Africa. It was the power of this example that would lead
to the ancestral homeland’s redemption as predicted in the Bible. Theirs was not the Exodus
story, in the end.
In the last years of the 1850s and up to the time of the Civil War, black emigrationists focused
their attention on both Haiti and Africa, and their appeals to free blacks began to turn away from
a discourse on the hopelessness of their situation in America, and toward a narrative that
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emphasized a collective religious destiny. The long held desire for Africa’s redemption, and the
missionary impulse that had always sustained the topic, provided a vehicle through which they
sought to keep the issue of emigration relevant with free blacks in the North. As Laurie F.
Maffly-Kipp notes, while Haiti “was seen as a New World exemplar and redeemer for the race,
Africa was the motherland, the connecting link with family and history, the place of origin.” As
she explains, “union with Haiti represented a political and religious choice,” where “reunion
with Africa represented ties of blood that were far more fraught and spiritually significant.”
James Theodore Holly, who had returned from Canada to become a Protestant Episcopal
minister in New Haven, Connecticut, in 1856, became the leading proponent of emigration to
Haiti over the latter half of the 1850s, eventually moving there himself in 1861. Although he
was an emigrationist, Holly sided with the majority of free black writers when it came to
envisioning their role in Africa’s redemption, in the sense that he agreed it was not to be an
Exodus story. Blacks in the Americas would never return, en masse, back to the continent. In
his version, Holly suggested that free blacks in Haiti had constructed a great black nationality,
which it was the destiny of free blacks in America to bolster, turning it into the very kind of
example, or city upon a hill that could influence, over time, the regeneration of Africa. As he
exclaimed: “It becomes then an important question for the negro race in America to well
consider the weighty responsibility that the present exigency devolves upon them, to contribute
to the continued advancement of this negro nationality of the New World until its glory and
renown shall overspread and cover the whole earth, and redeem and regenerate by its influence
in the future, the benighted Fatherland of the race in Africa.” 42
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At the same time that Holly was returning to the United States, Martin R. Delany left for
Canada, and from there began to envision and ultimately plan out the expedition to eastern
Africa, that he had first hinted at in 1852. Floyd J. Miller has argued that Delany began to look
to the ancestral homeland, rather than Haiti, like Holly, primarily because he “realized that
Haiti’s national existence precluded Afro-Americans from ever achieving a predominant role in
forging the country’s destiny,” negating “any possibility of establishing a new Black
Nationality.” Robert S. Levine suggests that Delany’s shift in the site for his emigrationist
designs reflected and “was inspired by a sense of his genealogical connection to Africa.” Still
another interpretation, offered by Paul Gilroy, is that “Delany’s primary concern was not with
Africa as such but rather with the forms of citizenship and belonging that arose from the
(re)generation of modern nationality in the form of an autonomous, black nation state.”
Whatever his chief motivations, clearly, in planning for his expedition, Delany’s emphasis was
less on Christian evangelization in Africa than it was on building a black “political counterpower” that could one day challenge the “white supremacist state.” His plan for what came to be
known as the Niger Valley Exploring Party, was to establish a black political and economic
presence in East Africa that could contest the influence of the ACS in Liberia, over time
changing free blacks’ perceptions of the ancestral homeland, by removing all doubt as to the
authenticity of black independence and autonomy on the continent. Delany hoped to create a
cotton-producing settlement on lands he intended to buy from the ruler of Abeokuta. Once
successful, the entire continent, as he imagined, would be inspired to grow cotton, ultimately
challenging the monopoly of the South, and helping to bring slavery to an end in the United
States. With the financial backing of Great Britain, the ingenuity of free blacks from America,
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and the labor power of native Africans, Delany believed that the creation of such a settlement
was more than possible. 43
Although he did not make his own appeal for African emigration by free blacks on religious
grounds, Delany was far from eschewing the missionary impulse that drove visions of Africa’s
redemption. He simply believed that the evangelization of the continent was insufficient, in and
of itself, as a means of establishing a great black nationality there. As he indicated, “it is very
evident that the social must keep pace with the religious, and the political with the social
relations of society,” in order to “carry out the great measures of the higher civilization.”
“Africa,” Delany noted, “to become regenerated, must have a national character, and her position
among the existing nations of the earth will depend mainly upon the high standard she may gain
compared with them in all her relations, morally, religiously, socially, politically, and
commercially.” The problem Delany faced in organizing his African expedition was funding. In
the end, he won the support required from an unlikely source, white colonizationists in New
York. Toward the end of 1858, the African Civilization Society was formed, an organization
with ties to the national ACS, with Henry Highland Garnet as its president. According to the
constitution of the new society, its mission was to promote “the civilization and evangelization
of Africa, and the descendants of African ancestors in any portion of the earth, wherever
dispersed.” This was to be achieved specifically by establishing “the foundation of a future
commonwealth, of the Republican form, on the coast of Africa.” Delany was able to associate
himself with this group, and win support for his expedition, largely by promising to sail directly
to Liberia first for a tour, before carrying out his journey to the eastern regions of the continent.
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In late May of 1859 he left New York, headed for Monrovia. He would spend nine months in
Africa, traveling from Liberia to Yorubaland, where he, along with Robert Campbell, would
ultimately negotiate a treaty for the purchase of lands among the Egba people, but the proposed
settlement never materialized because of a lack of finances, as well as the outbreak of the Civil
War in the United States. 44
After spending years dismissing Liberia as little more than a white dependency of the ACS,
Delany must have felt more than a little awkward when, on the second day after his arrival in the
capital, he was invited to give a public address. In truth, he was impressed by what he found in
Liberia, and although he had no intention of abandoning his plans for creating a new black
nationality in Yorubaland, he made a concerted effort to mend fences with the young republic
and its inhabitants. Edward Wilmot Blyden, who had emigrated from the United States to
Liberia in 1851, reported on Delany’s visit, and his speech in Monrovia. Delany spent the early
part of his address discussing the conditions of free black life in the North, that made emigration
the most desirable solution when it came to blacks’ elevation and potential to disrupt and finally
end the institution of slavery. He detailed the events of the 1854 emigration convention in
Cleveland, and the conviction of black emigrationists, that the formation of a great black
nationality could only become a reality in places where they enjoyed a numerical superiority, and
preponderance of political power over whites. Blyden noted the high point of Delany’s speech,
when at the close he remarked that even if all of the five million blacks in the United States were
instantly made free, and enfranchised, still “they could not make more than two states the size of
Pennsylvania.” What, he asked, could five million do against the combined power of twenty
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million white people? The reality was that they “could never make themselves felt.” Delany
exclaimed that the 600,000 free blacks of the North should come to Africa, “where they may join
the one hundred and sixty millions of their degraded brethren, assist to elevate them, and from
this point,” he argued, “form such a nationality” that “the reflex influence upon America must be
felt and must be powerful, in behalf of the slaves.” In expressing this sentiment, Delany went
further than even most missionary advocates of African emigration, in imagining a mass exodus
of free blacks back to the ancestral homeland. 45
In reporting on his travels beyond Liberia, Delany first expounded upon what he said were the
“three elementary principles” of any “great nationality.” First territory, then population, and
finally a major “staple production, either natural or artificial, or both, as a permanent source of
wealth,” were the necessary ingredients. The continent of Africa comprised all three “to an
almost unlimited extent.” All of the tropical staples, cotton, sugar, coffee, and rice could be
produced on unimaginable scales by “two hundred millions of natives,” under the guidance of
their more enlightened brethren from America. However, making this happen, Delany argued,
required much more than just the spread of Christianity. Referring to the native inhabitants, he
observed that establishing “a policy of self-regeneration in Africa” demanded also a thorough
“reform” of “the character of these people.” While he acknowledged the benefits of evangelical
pursuits, Delany advised his missionary friends that “there are other measures and ways by
which civilization may be imparted than preaching and praying.” As he elaborated: “If all
persons who settle among the natives would…induce, by making it a rule of their house or
family, every native servant to sit on a stool or chair; eat at a table instead of on the ground; eat
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with a knife and fork (or begin with a spoon) instead of with their fingers; …and sleep on a bed,
instead of on a bare mat on the ground; and have them to wear some sort of a garment to cover
the entire person above the knees…I am certain it would go far toward impressing them with
some of the habits of civilized life.” 46
Paul Gilroy acknowledges the ways in which Delany’s travels in Africa “confirmed the
dissimilarities between African-American ideologues and the Africans with whom they treated.”
He suggests that Delany’s plans for the creation of a new black nationality in the ancestral
homeland, “revealed that the proposed mission to elevate the black American racial self was
inseparable from a second mission to elevate and enlighten the uncultured Africans by offering
them the benefits of civilized life.” What his vision exposed, says Gilroy, were the “inner
dialectics of diaspora identification.” Even more dramatically, to take Gilroy’s argument a bit
further, Delany’s writings on Africa delineated the limits of “diaspora identification,” in the case
of free blacks from the United States. His advice to black missionaries on improving not just the
spiritual beliefs but the personal habits of natives, spoke to a feeling of doubt, a suspicion on
Delany’s part, as to whether the “benefits of civilized life” could be imparted to “uncultured
Africans,” whether the “character of these people” could ever really be altered. His
recommendations on elevating the individual customs of natives reads less like a list of hopeful
strategies, than a diatribe on the level of personal discomfort, and frankly, cultural alienation he
felt exposed to for nine months in the land of his ancestors. Delany’s characterization of native
Africans as “these people,” registered a compelling doubt that they could ever be his people, and
more, whether or not he could ever personally feel at home among them. Could the “American
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racial self” be elevated, when it had to exist in isolation from the culture and society that defined
it, in the most poignant regard, away from home? 47
Alexander Crummell, who spent nearly twenty years as a missionary in Liberia, was perhaps
the most passionate of all the proponents of black emigration to Africa in the latter half of the
nineteenth century. Yet even he, the most optimistic advocate of free blacks’ mission to redeem
the continent, expressed doubts, when it came to fundamentally changing the “character” of
native peoples. One of his biographers writes that the “essence of Crummell’s position…was
‘civilizationist,’ based on the idea that Africa was backward and benighted, unenlightened and
degraded, with little to offer the world.” J.R. Oldfield notes that Crummell viewed missionary
activity among free black emigrants as more important than ministering to natives, in the end,
because it was only upon the shoulders of those already acculturated in America that “the future
of Africa as a civilized Christian state” could be trusted. Another scholar says that “AfricanAmericans like Crummell, who initiated the nationalist discourse on Africa in Africa, inherited a
set of conceptual blinders that made them unable to see virtue in Africa, even though they
needed Africa, above all else, as a source of validation.” Just like Delany, Crummell touted the
advantages and the necessity of bringing Christian civilization to Africa. But his “inner
dialectics of diaspora identification” were more complex, in a sense more thoughtful and
observant, registering a different kind of suspicion about the ultimate merging of free blacks
from America with native Africans, into a great new black nationality. Where Delany expressed
a concern as to the possibility of teaching civilization to native Africans, Crummel was more
confident. His worry was what native peoples would ultimately do after acquiring the
knowledge and accoutrements of Christian civilization. In other words, he believed
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unquestionably that learning and religion could be imparted to the natives, but doubted, in the
end, that the cultural transformation of the continent could ever be achieved. 48
In 1861, shortly after the outbreak of the Civil War, Crummell traveled to New York to
promote emigration to Liberia, and argue in behalf of free blacks’ religious responsibility and
destiny to one day redeem their ancestral homeland. In a speech entitled, “The English
Language in Liberia,” Crummell described his fellow black American emigrants in Africa as “a
people possessed of Christian institutions and civilized habits, with this one marked peculiarity,
that is, that in color, race and origin, they are identical with the masses of rude natives around
them.” He remarked on the success of black Americans in Liberia, at imparting not only religion
to the native peoples, but many of the other arts of civilized life, from commerce to a knowledge
of the English language. But, curiously, Crummell noted that, in “many cases, it is, in truth
impossible to say whether their attainments should be suggestive of sorrow or of joy.” As he
explained: “I have had naked boys working for me on the St. Paul, who, when they wanted any
thing, would write a note with as much exactness as I could. We all here know one native man,
over the river, who is a leader in Devil-dances, and yet can read and write like a scholar. A
friend of mine, traveling in the bush, nigh 200 miles from Monrovia, stopt one night, exhausted,
at the hut of a native man, who brought him his own Bible to read, but alas! it was accompanied
by a decanter of rum! The moral of such facts I shall not enter upon.” Kwame Anthony Appiah
argues that because Crummell “conceived of the African in racial terms,” his “low opinion of
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Africa was not easily distinguished from a low opinion of the Negro.” By linking “race and PanAfricanism,” Appiah says, Crummell bequeathed “a burdensome legacy.” 49
The middle of the nineteenth century was a period when all Americans, whether white or
black, to varying degress, thought of and identified themselves in racial terms. This fact is less
remarkable than the “inner dialectics” of Crummell’s articulation of a Pan-African identity. His
issue in identifying with Africa had less to do with his sense of himself as a “Negro,” than it did
with his sense of himself as an American. Crummell was addressing issues of identity
construction that had more to do with cultural, and national affiliation, than with racial
difference. His problem was not with the blackness of the native inhabitants, but with their
Africanness. He spoke to a cultural gulf between himself and “the rude natives” of the ancestral
homeland, one that made him doubt, finally, whether they could ever truly join together with free
blacks from America, in forming the nucleus of a great new black nationality. One way of
thinking about the dilemma, is that it was not a question of whether free black emigrants and
missionaries could impart to native peoples the trappings of Christian civilization, that most
concerned them. Rather, they worried about the extent to which they could reproduce America
in Africa, or more precisely, make Americans out of Africans. On this count both Delany and
Crummell proved doubtful, acknowledging without ever saying directly, that in the return to
Africa for free blacks from the United States, lay not the promise of a new national identity, but a
powerful sense of having misplaced the one they had spent a lifetime defining for themselves,
not just as black people, but as Americans.
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Eddie S. Glaude, Jr., in examining the language of black nationalism in the nineteenth
century, says that it is best understood “as merely an expression of solidarity.” The language of
race and nation employed by black Americans worked to provide “an explanatory account of
certain conditions of living that warranted problem-solving activity.” Identity, finally, “was not
about discovery,” argues Glaude, in the sense that it was not “an archeological project in which
blacks uncovered their true selves and inferred from that what they must do.” The language of
race and nation shaped identity construction most directly, by evolving over the course of the
nineteenth century into a “tradition of racial advocacy,” one that not only emphasized “racial
solidarity,” but that chose “America,” not “as it is or as it was,” but as blacks hoped it would
become. As Glaude concludes, the choice was “prospective,” made in full recognition of the
realities of a “risk-ridden future.” Black Americans of the 1850s, engaged in the emigration
versus stay at home debate, were faced with the choice of identifying themselves with a “fragile
democracy, struggling for its soul,” or of defining themselves “over and against it,” living “with
the consequences” of their decision without, in the end, “yielding to despair.” 50
Another, and perhaps more precise way of understanding the language of black nationalism in
the antebellum period, is to grapple with the reality that free black writers themselves described,
that the American part of their identity was just as central to their sense of being, as the fact that
they were black, and in this crucial regard, for the vast majority, defining themselves as black
Americans did not represent a choice. It was so much a part of their makeup that for most of
them, defining themselves “over and against” their “fragile democracy, struggling for its soul,”
proved impossible, so much so that they never even considered it. At the same time, the
minority who actually did leave the country, found that the further away they went, especially to
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Africa, the more pressing became the need to reinforce a sense of themselves not so much as
black people, but as Americans. Even the Liberian Declaration of Independence began, “We, the
people of the Republic of Liberia were originally the inhabitants of the United States of North
America.” Black emigrationists’ dreams of creating a great new black nationality foundered on
the shores of the ancestral homeland, not because of an ultimate inability to identify with the
people they found there as black, but as a result of an unwillingness to accept them as African.
Individuals like Martin R. Delany and Alexander Crummell, learned and testified to the reality
that while the “American racial self” could find a permanent refuge in Africa, free blacks from
the United States would never be able to remake the land of their ancestors, into a place that felt
quite like home. 51
In February of 1859, and speaking for the majority of free blacks in the North, Frederick
Douglass answered a letter from Henry Highland Garnet, recently-named president of the
African Civilization Society in New York, in which he was asked to state explicitly his
opposition to “the civilization and Christianization of Africa.” Dismissing the premise of the
query as preposterous, Douglass explained that free blacks in the North had no objection to the
civilization and Christianization of Africa. In fact, they rejoiced to know that “through the
instrumentality of commerce, and the labors of faithful missionaries, those very desirable
blessings” were already “being realized” on the continent. The issue, Douglass said, was with
the idea promulgated by the ACS for nearly half a century, that Africa, and not America, was the
natural home of free blacks, and that their elevation necessitated a separation of the races, white
and black. As he informed his old friend: “The African Civilization Society proposes to plant its
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guns too far from the battlements of slavery for us. Its doctrines and measures are those of doubt
and retreat, and it must land just where the American Colonization movement landed, upon the
lying assumption, that white and black people can never live in the same land on terms of
equality.” Douglass concluded his correspondence, finally, with words that captured the feelings
of almost all free black Americans: “Towns and cities, houses and homes, are only built up by
men who halt long enough to build them. There is a powerful motive for the cultivation of an
honorable character, in the fact that we have a country, a neighborhood, a home… When in
slavery, we were liable to perpetual sales, transfers and removals; and now that we are free, we
are doomed to be constantly harassed with schemes to get us out of the country. We are quite
tired of all this, and wish no more of it.” 52
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Chapter Six

Conclusion: Black Identity and the American Civil War
By the outbreak of the Civil War in 1861, free blacks in the North had defined for themselves
an identity as Americans that, at its core, spurned the idea of Africa as their homeland. Just as
important, however, and just as significant to the development of an American identity among
free blacks, was their utter dismissal of the notion put forth by colonizationists, Protestant
ministers, politicians, pseudo-scientists, and proslavery ideologues, that they were Africans. For
nearly half a century, free black leaders and writers had pointed to the fact that the United States
was the land of their birth, that they too were Christian, that they embraced the ideals and values
of middle-class northerners and even the country’s political institutions, that they had fought and
died in its wars − all in an effort to convince the nation that they were not only unequivocally
American, but that they had nothing in common with contemporary natives of Africa, beyond the
reality of a shared ancestry.
The overarching impact of colonization, racial pseudo-science, and racism generally in the
antebellum period, however, made Africa a subject that free black leaders and writers could not
avoid. They had to talk about it. Paradoxically, they found that they needed to validate Africa,
even as they rejected it. Free blacks were faced with the task of legitimizing their African
origins, and at the same time of repudiating the idea of Africa as home. Their way of
accomplishing this challenging and complicated set of goals was first to point to the authority of
the Old Testament and a variety of works from antiquity, which suggested that Africa was the
birthplace of world civilization. The blackness of ancient Egypt, in particular, was seized upon
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by free black writers as proof that people of African descent did not belong to anything like an
inferior ancestry. Next, they noted the not insignificant accomplishments of free blacks in the
North, despite the obstacles placed in their way, as evidence that, like their ancient predecessors,
they too belonged to an advanced, civilized society. In this regard, they could look to the
establishment of black churches, schools, and benevolent organizations, as well as their activism
in the abolitionist and anti-colonization movements, in the Liberty Party, in the broader currents
of reform that marked the era, to the very existence of their communities in the North. All of
these things validated free blacks’ sense of themselves as Americans, and as citizens. Finally,
black leaders contrasted these achievements with images of a contemporary Africa that all, black
and white, agreed was backward, intemperate, and pagan, to argue that while missionary
endeavors were appropriate in order to bring about its eventual redemption, Africa could never
be, nor should it be considered, the natural home of black Americans.
The Civil War presented both obstacles and opportunities for free blacks, in terms of further
defining themselves as citizens of the United States. The immediate challenge was the ongoing
existence of the ACS and the colonization movement. The promise lay in the possibility that if
the conflict became a war for emancipation, as it ultimately did, then black men might find
themselves in a position to defend their patriotism, fight for the freedom of the slaves, and define
themselves as Americans, on the battlefield. As all understood, this was the first and foremost
duty of citizens. Through the early period of the rebellion, up until late 1862, however, the
federal government failed to pursue emancipation as an objective of the war. No one knew at the
time how close Abraham Lincoln was to issuing his famous proclamation, and free blacks in the
North believed they had special cause for alarm when the President, in mid-August of 1862,
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invited a delegation of Washington’s local black leaders to the White House to urge upon them
his own plan of colonization.
Lincoln began by informing his guests that there existed between whites and blacks “a
broader difference than exists between almost any other two races.” He explained that he did not
intend to address the rightness or wrongness of the situation, but its reality as a fact of all
Americans’ lives. Lincoln argued that both whites and blacks suffered from each other’s
presence in the country. As he told the delegation, even when blacks “ceased to be slaves, you
are yet far removed from being placed on an equality with the white race.” In the most friendly
regions of the nation, the places where blacks were “treated the best,” he said, “the ban is still
upon you.” The president suggested to the gathering that it was precisely the existence of
slavery, and blacks’ presence in the country, that had brought about the war. “It is better for us
both,” he insisted, “to be separated,” because, “harsh as it may be,” there “is an unwillingness on
the part of our people…for you free colored…to remain with us.” He did nothing to lessen free
blacks’ anxieties when, even after he issued the preliminary Emancipation Proclamation in
September, he again sought support for colonization from Congress in his second Annual
Message at the end of 1862. Lincoln, a lifelong admirer of Henry Clay, and never an immediate
abolitionist, was convinced, along with many others opposed to slavery, that emancipation was
something the North would never accept unless it was accompanied by a policy of
colonization. 1
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In New York, Frederick Douglass was appalled. Reflecting on the events in Washington, and
recent attacks against free blacks by white mobs in Brooklyn, Cincinnati, and other northern
cities, Douglass exclaimed that “as a colored man and an American,” he had “a few words to
say.” Speaking on behalf of the North’s free black communities, he pointed out that if
colonization supporters “were called upon to set fire to a tobacco house, and roast alive thirty or
forty black persons guilty of no crime, their hearts would probably sicken at the deed.”
“Nevertheless,” he explained, “these same writers do not fail to see in this atrocity when
performed, or attempted by others, a purpose of Divine Providence to compel the colored race in
America to emigrate to Africa.” It was precisely this sort of “sanctimonious endorsement” that
gave to racial violence an “air of philosophy, piety and respectability,” Douglass noted. He said
that when western states passed laws to forbid the entrance of blacks within their borders,
colonizationists, rather than attempting to correct the wrongs, saw in such malignant measures
“nothing to denounce, but rather an important social fact, indicating the purpose of the Almighty,
to remove the Negroes from America to Africa!” 2
Douglass, along with the overwhelming majority of black Americans, utterly rejected the
notion of colonization advocates, that the two races, white and black, could never live “on terms
of social and political equality” in the United States. “If men may not live peaceably
together…in the same land,” said Douglass, “they cannot so live on the same continent, and
ultimately in the same world.” The earth, “under the increasing light of knowledge,” he
observed, “is found to be rather small.” As he concluded: “If the black man cannot find peace
from the aggressions of the white race on this continent, he will not be likely to find it
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permanently on any part of the habitable globe. The same base and selfish lust for dominion
which would drive us from this country would hunt us from the world.” 3
In spite of the opposition of free blacks and white abolitionists in the North, at Lincoln’s
urging, Congress did appropriate $600,000 in order to finance the voluntary colonization of free
blacks in late 1862. After initially targeting Chiriqui, in part of what is today the country of
Panama, the government ultimately decided upon Île-à-Vache, a small island off the coast of
Haiti. The Lincoln administration was able to recruit 450 black men and women to
establishment a settlement there. It was not a success. From an epidemic of smallpox that killed
many settlers, to the mismanagement of the venture by the white promoter who had been
contracted to run the enterprise, nothing worked out as planned. By 1864 the administration in
Washington was obliged to concede that the project was a failure. That same year a naval vessel
was sent to retrieve the 368 free blacks who had survived, and they were brought back to the
United States. As James M. McPherson explains, “no more was heard of colonization” from
either Lincoln or Congress. By then the “momentum of the war” had pushed northern opinion
well “beyond the conservatism” of 1862. When the emigrants’ returned from Île-à-Vache, black
men had been fighting and dying in behalf of the Union for many months. It was this factor, as
free black leaders predicted, that did begin to force a change in white attitudes, winning for
blacks a measure of respect in the realm of northern public opinion, that only service on the
battlefield could secure. 4
When the Civil War officially became a war for emancipation and the final destruction of
slavery, after January 1, 1863, even ardent black emigrationists, like Martin R. Delany, forgot all
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about Africa. The possibility of fighting to free the slaves, of becoming soldiers, and of claiming
rights as citizens of the United States, had materially altered the relationship of the government
to black Americans. Delany became one of the most prolific recruiters of black soldiers in the
North, and was commissioned an officer in the Union army. Frederick Douglass and other black
leaders offered their sons to fight for the cause. Lewis Douglass served with distinction in the
famous 54th Massachusetts regiment of black soldiers, and survived to write about the failed, and
subsequently immortalized assault of the unit against Fort Wagner, in South Carolina, in July of
1863. The impact of black military service on white public opinion was considerable, and not
the least of those moved was the president himself. 5
Only weeks after the heinous anti-black violence that erupted in the New York City Draft
Riots, Lincoln penned an open letter to Democratic opponents in his home state of Illinois. He
did not discuss the recent eruption of racial hatred as a “social fact” that proved yet again the
need for colonization. Instead, Lincoln took the opportunity to chastise whites who stood
opposed to blacks fighting for their country. “You say you will not fight to free negroes,” he
observed, even though not a few of them “seem willing to fight for you.” The president reflected
that, in the wake of Lee’s defeat at Gettysburg, peace did not “appear so distant as it did,” and
when it came a great truth would finally be revealed for all to discern. This was the reality that
“among free men, there can be no successful appeal from the ballot to the bullet,” and “that they
who take such appeal are sure to lose their case, and pay the cost.” At this moment, Lincoln
said, “there will be some black men who can remember that, with silent tongue, and clenched
teeth, and steady eye, and well-poised bayonet, they have helped mankind on to this great
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consummation.” Unfortunately, at the same time, as he concluded, “there will be some white
ones, unable to forget that, with malignant heart, and deceitful speech, they have strove to hinder
it.” 6
Free blacks saw in their military service, in their defense of the Union as well as their role in
the annihilation of slavery, a final vindication of themselves as citizens, and as Americans. In a
sense, decades of preaching about the prophecy of Ethiopia stretching forth her hands to God
being realized not in Africa, but in the United States among free blacks, seemed to be coming to
fruition. With slavery no more, the Union saved, and blacks themselves playing a pivotal role in
the struggle, the prospects for a brighter future in the country seemed more than possible. Free
blacks’ claims to an American identity, one that they had both defined and defended over many
generations, would be stronger than at any previous point in their history as a people. In a
speech he delivered to encourage black enlistments in Philadelphia, in July of 1863, Frederick
Douglass poignantly captured this sentiment.
He began his address by explaining that he had no intention of speaking about the relation of
the national government to black Americans in what he characterized as “the dead past,” but
rather in “the living present.” “Events more mighty than men, eternal Providence, all-wise and
all-controlling,” said Douglass, “have placed us in new relations to the Government and the
Government to us.” He called attention to the fact that slavery had been abolished in
Washington, D.C., in all of the territories, and in ten states of the Union, with the final five slave
states “as certain to follow the same fate as the night is to follow the day.” At this crucial
moment blacks had at last been called upon by the country to play their part, to share in “the
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honor and glory of suppressing treason and upholding the star-spangled banner.” The
“revolution is tremendous,” he exclaimed, “and it becomes us as wise men to recognize the
change, and to shape our action accordingly.” Free blacks had to seize the opportunity in front
of them, not only to account themselves as “men,” but to, as Douglass argued, “blot out the
hand-writing of the ages against us.” As he concluded, “Once let the black man get upon his
person the brass letters U.S.; let him get an eagle on his button, and a musket on his shoulder,
and bullets in his pocket, and there is no power on the earth or under the earth which can deny
that he has earned the right of citizenship in the United States.” 7
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